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Business end of an ICBM. Topping this Air Force intercontinental

ballistic missile is a compact but tremendously complex re-entry vehicle. Avco

scientists provided the breakthrough in its development, and supplied the

many skills needed to engineer and produce it. Today, Avco is producing

re entry vehicles for Atlas, Titan and Minuteman.n - mWm mm ^^-wm-.

AVCO CORPORATION, 750 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK



Specialists in Power Supplies for 30 Years

D C POWER

WITH ENGINEERED AND CONTROLLED

RELIABILITY
• Static -Tubeless

• All Silicon

• Built to MIL-E-4970

• Overload and Short Circuit Protection

• 500% Overload Capability

Write for new D-C Power Supply Bulletin AC-60

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.
674SA South Victoria Avo., Los Angolas 43, California

Electrical Specifications:

NOMINAL D C OUTPUT:
28 v. @ 300 amp. (continuous)

VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT RANGE:
22 to 32 v. d-c

VOLTAGE REGULATION:
±0.5% — combination of rated

load and a-c input variations

(Sensing: local or remote)

VOLTAGE RIPPLE:
1% rms. (— 20°C to +55°C)

VOLTAGE RECOVERY (63%):
0.1 sec.— full load application
or removal

D C CURRENT OVERLOAD
CAPACITY:
125% for 5 min. every 20 min.
250% for 5 sec. every 20 sec.

350% for 1 sec, 500% peak

A C INPUT:
400-490 v., 3-ph., 57-63 cps.

(other voltages available)

A C CURRENT AT 440 V.:

25 amp.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE:
Operating: — 55°C to +55°C
Storage: — 62°C to -j-70°C

ENVIRONMENT. SHOCK,
VIBRATION:
Built to MIL-E-4970

RADIO INTERFERENCE:
Built to MIL-l-26600

Mechanical Specifications:

CABINET STYLE: STATIONARY
Also other styles below

SIZE & WEIGHT:
19"W x 19" D x 31" H.— 355 lbs.

Standard Features:

VOLTMETER & AMMETER:
3V2" ruggedized (MIL-M-10304)
Recessed behind removable panel

OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
Magnetic & thermal

PARALLEL OPERATION:
Includes load sharing provision

OTHER FEATURES:
Input Contactor, Pilot Light, Fan,
Fan Failure Protection.

Over 200 Models in

6 Cabinet Styles

2-Wheel
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STANDARD
LIQUID SPRINGS and SHOKSI
TAYLORED TO YOUR SPECS

SAVE Design Time by Specifying Spring and /or Shoks

for Your Exact Energy Requirements FROM STANDARD
COMPONENTS at Low Cost . . . Off-the-Shelf Delivery...

Graphs Show Capabilities of units from the Standard Line.!

MINIMUM IMPACT OR SHOK FOR ANY
ENERGY INPUT CONDITION
Used on carrier applications

ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES
Used on missile systems

Taylor Spring Shoks provide: —
infinitely variable spring and /or dash
pot energy capabilities from 50 to
250,000,000 inch pounds; controlla-

ble velocities from milliseconds to
days; tension, compression, or both;
fractional weight and space in direct

acting, self-contained units; and origi-

nal performance even after long stor-

age. Accepted and used in military
applications.

COMPRESSION

TENSION /COMPRESSION IN 1 UNIT
Used on radar stops

IME DEIAY SHOKS AND

DASH POTS Will PRO-

VIDE UP TO 90° o OF

IHt STORfD ENERGY AT

CONSTAN VELOCITY

OF 17 MtLLIONTHS OF

AN INCH PER SECOND

FOR 47 MINUTES

SUDDEN VELOCITY CHANCE

(UP TO A MILLION TIMES

GREATER' FO ACTUATE

1800 2100 3400

J I I I I I,
15 30

Used on machines

MINUTES TIME

TIME DELAY RETURN
Used on electric destruct systems

io to1,000,000 lb. sprin
1,000,000 lb. Taylor Liquid Spring has the highes

force ever produced in a single, self-containetj

unit. 2' high by 1' in diameter with 200,000 lbi

preload, this spring will support 3 large loco

motives if they could be balanced on this spring

Taylor Liquid Springs range from 10 lbs. t(

1,000,000 lbs. force with spring rates from 10 M«,

over 1,000,000 lbs. per inch.

Pot. Nos. 2,873,993; 2,909,368 end pending U. S. and Foreign

rWrite for

free!
Handbook

•Nog •»»:.•—>

208 MAIN STREET, NORTH TONAWANDA, N . Y.
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TRACKS

""'move

WHERE

NOTHING ELSE

CAN GO

Modern concepts of battlefield tactics require a high

degree of ground mobility for many new weapon sys-

tems. Whatever the requirement — missile transporter

launchers— radar or communication equipment— ground
support equipment — cargo vans — troop transport — all

can have full mobility with one or more standard
military vehicles of the new M113 family.

This family of vehicles in either armored or unarmored
versions is lightweight to be airborne, amphibious to

swim water barriers, tough and dependable for contin-

uous heavy duty.

Test data is available on request concerning the shock

loads transmitted to missile systems being carried under
the most severe cross-country conditions.

Put your mobility questions to FMC, since 1941 a lead-

ing designer and builder of military standard vehicles.

For further information, write, wire, or phone
Preliminary Design Engineering Dept., FMC
Ordnance Division, P.O. Box 367, San Jose,

California. Phone: CYpress 4-8124

A

Putting Ideas to Work

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL
CORPORATION

Ordnance Division
1105 COLEMAN AVENUE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.

Circle No. 3 on Subscriber Service Card.



i ustrated below are the Ml 13

ad five vehicle adaptations of

i is basic tracked vehicle. All of

1 e vehicles use the same military

sandard equipment, including

dgines, power train, and suspen-

se components; thus reducing

le military logistic burden and
l&D costs in weapons systems.

MII3 Armored Personnel Carrier

Missile Launcher

FMC's Aluminum Alloy Welding

Techniques Open New Horizons

for Structural Applications

Machine welding heavy aluminum armor
plate in FMC's Ordnance Division's shops.

Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation's recently developed weld-

ing techniques make economical heavy aluminum weldments possible.

High strength, low weight, gas and liquid tight construction are a

few of the characteristics available through modern welded aluminum

fabrication. These techniques are ideally suited to the construction

of vehicles — landing craft, barges, containers — on an economically

sound basis.

FMC's aluminum welding capabilities are the result of extensive

research and development work performed in cooperation with mili-

tary agencies to develop reliable, economical welding techniques for

the production of the aluminum Ml 13 Armored Personnel Carrier.

Thousands of pounds of various aluminum alloys were formed, welded,

machined and tested to select the best alloys and fabrication methods.

Over a score of prototype M113's were then constructed and subse-

quently tested by military agencies to substantiate the vehicle's design

and construction.

The economy realized through FMC's development of welding and

fabrication techniques is an important factor. . . making the cost of the

aluminum Ml13 competitive with the M59, its steel predecessor.

Welding costs for this all aluminum vehicle were reduced through the

use of—

Optimum joint geometry

Maximum use of welding fixtures

Maximum use of automatic plate preparation equipment

Maximum use of machine welding equipment

Maximum use of extruded shapes

These modern methods and facilities may provide the answer to

your problems in procuring high performance equipment.

The new aluminum welding techniques developed for the Ml13

program and vehicle production, illustrates FMC's fully integrated

capabilities and facilities.
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MISSILE PROJECTS USE JERROLD 900A

the industry's most versatile

SWEEP GENERATOR
Helps Martin Orlando develop guidance systems

for such missiles as the Army's Lacrosse and the

Navy's Bullpup. This one instrument covers all needs
from >/2 MC to 1200 MCS, for IF's, radar, video,

telemetering and communications I

Specifications: In two ranges— 0.5 MC to 400
MC and 275 MC to 1200 MC— with center at

any frequency from 500 KC to 1000 MC and

with sweep widths as broad as 400 MC and

as narrow as 100 KC. The RF output— is flat

within ±0.5 db at full sweep width up to 800
MCS and +1.5 db from 800 MCS to 1200 MCS.
When using sweep widths as narrow as 20
MCS flatness is approximately +0.15 db.

$1260.00
Write today for on the spot demonstration ofJerrold 900A!

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
Industrial Products Division

*HIGH OUTPUTl
.25 volt RMS on VHF-.5 volt RMS on UHF

*WIDE SWEEP WIDTHS I

VHF-100 KC to 400 MCS.

UHF-100 KC to 40% or more of C.F.

±Q5db E|;?a.. .Jj

*FLAT OUTPUT!
Flat to ±.S db on

widest sweep width I

ibi«
Dept. ITE-7I. The Jerrold Building, Philadelphia 32, Pa.

Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Limited • Export Representative: Rocke International, New York 16, N.Y,
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for space vehicles • aircraft • ground support units • test facilities

Liquidometer combines the vision of original design with the dependability of long experience to qualify

pa major source of instrument and control systems. Capabilities in design, development,

III production are outlined in a new Liquidometer booklet available on request.

Your inquiry is invited.

Circle No. 5 on Subscriber Service Card.
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letters

Judicious Reader
To the Editor:

I congratulate you on a fine magazine.

I am writing to say I especially enjoy

your coverage of "blue skies" projects

such as the recent coverage of NASA. In

addition, peripheral subjects such as me-
chanical translation (M/R, July 11) de-

serve treatment.

Also, your coverage of foreign space

projects is most informative.

A contented subscriber.

Lester W. Bunning
Hawthorne, Calif.

Optics Report Pleases

To the Editor:

Congratulations on your Special Report
—Missile/Space Optics. We found it very

informative and enlightening.

On page 31, we were happy to read

your report on Avco's installation at

Eglin Air Force Base. In the second para-

graph you mention that there is a 0.50
usee Kerr Cell Shutter installed as part

of the system. This actually is a .05 usee

Kerr Cell Shutter, and it can photograph
projectiles traveling over 14,000 feet per
second, not the 1400 feet per second that

you report.

These projectile speeds are really very
little challenge for a Kerr Cell Shutter of
this kind. The significance of the whole
system is, as you pointed out, wrapped
up in the light source synchronization
problem.

I appreciate some of your problems in

publishing an issue of this complexity. I

did feel, however, that you would not
wish these typographical errors to slip

by unnoticed.

Richard J. Burns
Research and Advanced

Development Division

Avco Corporation
Wilmington, Mass.

To the Editor:

Congratulations on your massive re-

porting job in the long-neglected field of

optics (Special Report, M/R, Aug. 22).

With the more glamorous areas of

rocketry and space exploration getting all

the play, optics has obviously suffered to

the extent of becoming a backward
science. Certainly, you have done ... a

real service by pinpointing an emphatic

and continuing need for highly developed

optic tools in the Space Age.
John L. Hammet, Project Engineer
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.

Washington, D.C.

Vidya and the OAO
To the Editor:

I read with a great deal of interest the

excellent report covering the Orbiting As-

tronomical Observatory ("NASA Eyes
Standardized Satellite," M/R, Aug. 8,

25).

We at Vidya, Inc., are indeed proud to

be part of the competition which will be

certain to bring to the U.S. tremendous

prestige and many valuable and perhaps

world-staggering technological discoveries!

about the nature of the cosmos.

I would like to point out, however, a

misprint in your article which is certain

to cause confusion if it is not corrected)

This occurs in the fifth paragraph on pagq

27, where the article reads, "Douglas Ain
craft/Itek Corp./IBM/Vidya of Massa*

chusetts Institute of Technology." Thi|

should show Vidya, Inc., and Massachth

setts Institute of Technology as separate

team members—so that the entire team/

which we are sure is one of the most com<

petent ever to be assembled, is Douglas

Aircraft/Itek Corp./IBM/Vidya, Inc./Mas.

sachusetts Institute of Technology.

William E. Orr
Director of Program!

Vidya, Inc.

Palo Alto, Calif.

TELEPHONE DA 7-9086

ding 3BuStnes!£ &itf)

iss a H>ounb Snbesitment

Aircraft

electronics;

JSuclear &abiation

210 CASA LINDA PLAZA • DALLAS, TEXAS
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When you consider Helium-Recovery you

will automatically think of Stearns- Roger.

Direct inquiries to

teams-Roger
THE STEARNS ROGER MFO. CO. • DENVER. COLORADO

Most of the operating helium plants in

the free world have been built by Stearns-

Roger. In this one organization is collected

the cryogenic knowledge, experience and

practical background to engineer and con-

struct economical and satisfactory helium

plants.

Steams-Roger can provide you with re-

liable designs, investment studies and over-

all assistance in helium, hydrogen, natural

gas and rare gas problems.

P.O. BOX 5888 DENVER 17, COLORADO

Circle No. 6 on Subscriber Service Card.



Custom-made 28 volt D.C.
Ground Power serves for starting the

MACE missile
. . . meets Martin's rigid requirements

Used for starting the engines on the TM-76 Mace Tac-
tical Missile at hardsites, Hobart's 1500 ampere D.C.

generator has met the Martin Company and U.S. Air

Force specifications. Successful tests by Martin of the

unit and missile have recently been completed.

Current work in space vehicle design indicates a grow-
ing need for a ground source of precise 28 volt D.C.

power.

Spectacular features of this unit are its 0.01 second
response time (achieved by conventional design tech-

niques) and the use of proven circuits to satisfy the

prime requirement of reliability in ground support.

You'll find a model
to meet your needs for

either D.C. or 400
cycle—motor or engine
driven—generators.

Write for FREE BULLETINS!

MOTOR GENERATOR CORPORATION
BOX MI-90, TROY, OHIO, U.S.A. Cable, Mogen

Hobart Brothers Affiliate

Circle No. 7 on Subscriber Service Card.
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RV-A-10 • SERGEANT

AIR FORCE -RE-ENTRY X-17

POLARIS - RE-ENTRY X-36

JUPITER JR. • JUPITER SR.

POLARIS • POLARIS A

POLARIS AIX • POLARIS A2-MOD 1-2-3

NIKE HERCULES • NIKE ZEUS

MINUTEMAN • PERSHING

N.A.S.A. PROGRAMS • SCOUT

LITTLE JOE

•

and many other

classified projects

Builders of more large, thin wall, high
strength solid, propellant rocket engine
cases and nozzles for development pur-
poses than any other company in America.

A small experienced organization geared
to handle your development and prototype
requirements for static and flight tests in
the shortest possible time.

Call or write

:

EXCELCO DEVELOPMENTS
MILL. STREET • SILVE

Circle No. 28 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Second in a series of check lists on Annin feature

CHECKUP on your Control Valves...

CHECKOFF these Annin Advantages*^

Providing the

optimum in

design and
performance
features

MINIMUM PARTS and simplicity of

construction in Pneumatic Position Unit.

THREE POINT guiding and self

lubricating seals in pneumatic

piston actuators.

ADJUSTABLE TOP LOADING of piston

permitting optimum control perform-

ance over maximum range of conditions

on pneumatic positioning actuator.

BODY ORIENTATION as specified on

any three-way valve at no extra charge.

CORNER VALVE BODY construction

y2 " through 2" in all body ratings

converted on job site.

WIDE SELECTIVE range of reduced

port (Pee Wee construction) trim

available with CV ranges 2.5, 1.5,

1.0, 0.60, 0.25, 0.10, .063, .040, .025,

.016, .010, at no extra charge.

w

REDUCED PORTS stepped down three

or more sizes interchangeable in

all models.

MINIMUM CV available of .000001.

NO EXTRA CHARGE for reduced ports

in any model 1 inch and under.

SOFT SEAT construction for guarantee!

bubble tight shut off available in all

models at minimum cost.

WIDE CHOICE of special body gasketir

for all applications within temperature-

pressure limitations of any valve.

TEFLON CHEVRON packing standard

on all valves. Other types on request.

SPLIT BODY CHECK VALVE available

in all body sizes and ASA ratings.

nmn THE ANNIN COMPANY
VALVES 1040 South Vail Avenue

Montebello, California

Circle No. 9 on Subscriber Service Cord.



PERSHING
6 successful launches out of 6 successive

firings. Army's newest, longest range ballistic

missile now in development met all objec-

tives in first 6 tests. Pershing solid propellant

motors, produced by ThiokoFs Redstone

Division, performed perfectly every time.

Thiokol means reliability!

Prime Contractor: The Martin Company. Propulsion Contractor: Thiokol.

THIOKOL
77k£o&&€% CHEMICAL CORPORATION, BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA

Rocket Operations Center: Ogden, Utah

Pershing Motors produced at the Redstone Division



The national security need for Space Technology Leadership

Space is a medium in which many military missions can be most effectively performed • The U. S. arsenal of ballistic missiles— in

being and forthcoming — the Air Force Thor, Atlas, Titan, and Minuteman, the Navy Polaris, and the Army Jupiter, are all designed

to deter the outbreak of a nuclear World War III or to retaliate overwhelmingly if it should occur • If our ballistic missiles are to

realize their greatest potential in carrying out their dual task, they must be supported by a number of companion space systems

for such missions as early warning, reconnaissance, communications, navigation, weather forecasting. Space Technology Labora-

tories is proud of its contributions to the national space effort as a principal contractor in carrying out major programs for the Air

Force Ballistic Missile Division, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and Advanced Research Projects Agency • The

increasing scope of STL's activity is opening up exceptional opportunities for the exceptional scientist and engineer, who will find

creativity given encouragement and recognition in an organization synonymous with Space Technology Leadership. Resumes and

inquiries will receive meticulous attention.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC. p. o. box 95004, los angeles 45, California



The Countdown

WASHINGTON

SPACE BUCK PASSES ON
The spidery problem of defining clear-cut national

objectives in space exploration is being passed on to the

next Congress and Administration. Until these objectives

are determined, all efforts at trying to eliminate duplica-

tion on an administrative level appear headed for failure.

This includes a newly set up DOD-NASA "Aeronautics

and Astronautics Coordinating Board" which is to fill

the void created by Congress when it allowed Revision of

the Space Act to die. Lacking any clear guidelines, the

Board is expected to find the going just as mushy as

have various other committees who grappled unsuccess-

fully with the problem.

Pressure for Samos Increases

Several current Pentagon staff switches in the Air

Force appear to be intended to step up the Samos
reconnaissance satellite program. The AF seemingly is

bent upon making Samos operational at the earliest

possible moment. Contracting in the program should take

a jump shortly.

Leapfrogging Dyna-Soar

Several companies are trying to leapfrog the Dyna-
Soar program with proposals for more advanced follow-

on military spacecraft. One the AF is understood to be

looking over seriously is an idea for a spaceship powered

by a ramjet—both during early flight in the atmosphere

and in space.

No Delay in Polaris Deployment
Speculation that a failure in a submerged Polaris

launch Sept. 13 from the Patrick Henry will delay de-

ployment of fleet ballistic submarines is said to be un-

founded. The abortive firing reportedly was a random
failure in the missile, which would not keep the first

Polaris sub, the George Washington, from going on sta-

tion late next month.

Minuteman ALBM Study

Cut-down Minuteman slung from the B-70 is being

studied for the Air Force by North American Aviation

as a possible ALBM. The Minuteman with a reduced
first stage would still have a considerable range ad-

vantage over the Sky Bolt if fired at altitude.

Aeros to Watch Storms

The Aeros 24-hour weather satellite will be equipped
with a Zoomar-type TV camera of variable focus for

taking close looks at developing storm systems and
hurricanes. Aeros will supplement a system of polar-

orbiting Nimbuses, which will be launched about twice

a year.

On the Pad
The Air Force is ready to flight-test its version of

the Scout—the 609A . . . NERV shot at Pt. Mugu this

week will be NASA's first shot down the Pacific Missile

range.

INDUSTRY

STL Losing 10% to Aerospace

Only about 10% of Space Technology Laboratories'

total business is being turned over to the Air Force's

new management firm—Aerospace Corp. STL officials

say 50% of their technical work will continue in the

ballistic missile programs. As a strictly private company,
STL expects this year to net $2 million on $85 million

sales.

X-15 Flight Nears

First flight of North American Aviation's X-15 with

the 50,000-lb.-thrust Thiokol XLR-99 engine is now set

for the last week in September. The test slipped from
earlier this month when the engine had to be removed
to replace a corroded hydrogen peroxide tank.

GSE Spending on Rise

Analysis of military gound support equipment needs

shows an expected increase in the FY '62 budget by
about $1 billion in this category. Mobility is the prime

factor (See p. 25).

Papa Bear is Big

The Air Force discloses that its "Papa Bear" liquid

hydrogen plant operated by Air Products Inc. at West
Palm Beach, Fla., has a 60,000-lb. daily capacity. This

is almost five times that of the next largest known
plant—Linde's at Torrance, Calif.

INTERNATIONAL

Hope Rises for Space Program

The British government now appears to have made
up its mind to approve a space research program, prob-

ably using Blue Streak and Black Knight rockets. Launch-
ing of the first British satellite is expected to cost be-

tween $220 million and $330 million. If the plan goes

through, the Spadeadam Rocket Establishment would
be rescued from oblivion (see p. 52).

Swedish Space Probe

The Swedish Committee on Space Research may buy
Atlantic Research Corporation's Areas rocket or the

equivalent. Its space research projects include high-

altitude turbulence, radio-wave absorption, proton flux,

and electron density measurements.

The Overseas Pipeline

Engineer V. Gencic of the Yugoslav Astronautical

Society says they will soon decide whether to buy
Japanese Kappa rockets for their experiments or con-

tinue negotiations elsewhere . . . Friden International,

S.A. is the California firm's new EFTA subsidiary in

Fribourg, Switzerland. Highly successful defense and
commercial systems here and increased sales abroad

prompted the move.

lissiles and rockets, September 19, I960 17



Bendix cermets (ceramic-metallic materials)

beat the inferno-like heat of rocket launching

and re-entry. Sub-scale and full-scale motor

tests, using the latest types of aluminized pro-

pellants, consistently show zero erosion in the

throat areas.

The new cermets result from our experience with

Cerametalix®, now a widely preferred friction

brake material for high-performance aircraft.

Even more advanced refractory techniques are

used in our cermet production. These include:

flame spraying, plasma arc spraying, hydro-

static pressing, vacuum sintering, layer com-

pounding and transpiration cooling.

True space-age materials, Bendix cermets have

wide application in supersonic aircraft and

space vehicles for such components as jet vanes,

jetevators, nozzle throats and linings, leading

edges and nose cones. Besides resisting extreme

temperatures and pressure, they effect weight

savings up to 75% over comparable solid metal

structures. Bendix provides complete product

design, development, testing and manufactur-

ing. For full details, write, wire or phone:

BENDIX CERMETS

Take Blast-Off

Heat!
CORPORATION

Bendix South Bend, ind.



NSTANT SPACE
Don't expect packaged space to come in a glass jar. But simulated environments are available from Vitro

hich can duplicate conditions millions of miles away. Using its proprietary high-intensity arc, Vitro is

esigning a solar radiation simulator for the Department of Defense. USAF scientists will use it to expose

oatings slated for space vehicle application. The arc accurately represents the solar spectrum and energy

istribution— importantly, from a single source. To date, this is Vitro's proven record of accomplishment:

leven major projects in which the simulation of unusual environment was vital.

ITRO ENGINEERING COMPANY/A Division of Vitro Corporation of America/NEW YORK- WASHINGTON.LOS ANGELES-TORONTO/OVERSEAS: GENEVA -MILAN •BOMBAY
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Major space age role for

fluorine rocket fuel oxidizers

25,000 POUNDS OF LIQUID fluorine, from General's

Metropolis, III., Works - ready for over-the-highway

shipment in tank trucks of our own design to rocket

and missile research centers throughout the nation.

CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE has been produced commercially

by General Chemical for the past 10 years. Reactors

like this one, located at General's Baton Rouge Works,

have a capacity of more than 100 tons of CTF per year.

GENERAL CHEMICAL SCIENTISTS make use of the most ad-

vanced scientific equipment to investigate fluorine com-

pounds as high energy oxidizers for solid propellants.

Potential applications for fluorine in rocketry extend

over the entire propellant spectrum-from cryogenics i

to storable liquid to solid propellants

As America's primary producer of fluorine and halogen fluorides

'

and leader in fluorochemical research, General Chemical helps sup-

port America's rocket and missile development programs in three

key areas.

For investigation of cryogenic systems in the super-high energy

range, General supplies large quantities of liquid fluorine. For inves-

tigation of advanced, high-energy storable liquid propellant systems, ,

General supplies chlorine trifluoride (CTF) and other halogen

fluorides. To serve both these areas, General has large existing pro-

duction capacity, and can meet volume requirements.

In solid propellant systems, General is conducting intensive inves-

tigation under Government contract. Incorporation of the fluorine t

atom in the oxidizing molecule is part of this research.

If you would like technical data, we will be glad to send you our i

free bulletins, "Fluorine" and "Chlorine Trifluoride." Simply request

them on company letterhead.

PART OF THE GIANT FLUORINE CELL ROOM at General Chemical's Metropolis, III.,'

Works. This is the largest privately owned fluorine production facility in the world.

First in

fluorine

chemistry

Allied

^hemi(
GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.
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KEARFOTT produCGS • •

floated rate

integrating gyros
for the

ATLAS, POLARIS and SKY BOLT

MISSILES

KEARFOTT DIVISION
Little Falls, New Jersey

GENERAL PRECISION. INC,
Other Divisions: GPL.Librascope, Link

Circle No. 21 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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AC Seeks and Solves the Significant—AC Design and Development is moving far ahead in new technology—

the result of GM's commitment to make ever larger contributions to the defense establishment. AC

plans to resolve problems even more advanced than AChiever inertial guidance for Titan / This is AC
QUESTMANSHIP. It's a scientific quest for the development of significant new components and systems

... to advance AC'S many projects in guidance, navigation, control and detection / Dr. James H. Bell,

AC'S Director of Navigation and Guidance, sees this as a "creative challenge". His group takes new

concepts and designs them into producible hardware having performance, reliability and long life. He

strongly supports the fact that an AC future offers scientists and engineers "a great opportunity to

progress with a successful and aggressive organization" If you have a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in the >.

electronics, scientific, electrical or mechanical fields, plus related experience, you may qualify for ourl

specially selected staff. If you are a "Seeker and Solver", write the Director of Scientific and Professional
\

Employment, Mr. Robert Allen, Oak Creek Plant, 7929 So. Howell Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

GUIDANCE/ NAVIGATION/ CONTROL/ DETECTION/ AC SPARK PLUG The Electronics Division of General Motoit
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GSE
SPECIAL ISSUE

Hard-based Minutemen vs. Mobility

Backers of fixed bases claim that an adequate

force of Minutemen would cost far less than Polarises

by James Baar

THE FIXED-BASE MINUTEMAN
is challenging the running trend toward
missile mobility.

All signs point today toward the

challenge becoming a heated inter-

service fight that will be one of the first

major issues to confront the new Con-
gress and new Administration in Jan-

uary.

At the center of the controversy are

the long-range plans for construction

of a 45-boat fleet of Polaris submarines

and a vast complex of hundreds of

hardened Minuteman sites.

At stake are major decisions affect-

ing the nation's security in the mid-
1960's and beyond.

The trend toward mobility in mis-

sile systems has become an onrushing

wave in the last year.

The Army is putting on wheels or

tractor treads any missile that a GI
can't carry on his back. The Navy has

always had all of its missiles mobile.

The Air Force's new Sky Bolt will be

launched from bombers and other air-

craft and a sizeable portion of the Min-
uteman force will be on trains.

But mobility is a factor that greatly

complicates a missile system—particu-

larly for big strategic missiles. Costs
rise sharply.

It is on this count—money—that

the fixed-base Minuteman is making its

principal challenge. There are other

counts. But money is the main one.

• Case for mobility—The advocates
of mobility argue that the day of the

hardened fixed missile site will be brief

at best.

The argument hangs on the accu-

racy of Soviet ICBM's. As that accu-

racy increases, the number of missiles

that would be needed to knock out a

hardened missile site will markedly
decline. The vulnerability of hardened
missile sites will rise accordingly.

For example, assume a Soviet attack

on a hardened missile site built to with-

stand overpressures of 100 lbs. psi. As-
sume also that the Soviet attack will be
made by ICBM's carrying 10 megaton
warheads. And that it has 100% re-

liability.

missiles and rockets, September 1 9, 1 960

If the Soviet missiles' CEP—the

radius within which 50% of the mis-

siles can be expected to fall—is three

miles, 14 would be needed to ensure a

knockout within a probability of 90%.
But cut the CEP to two miles: Only
six missiles would be needed. Cut it to

one mile: then only two would be

needed.

A number of experts have predicted

that the Soviets can be expected to have

a one-mile CEP by about 1963. If they

are right, a two-to-one attack on U.S.

Minuteman sites would destroy some
80% of the force.

On the other hand, mobility advo-

cates contend that such missile systems

as the submarine-launched Polaris and

the train-launched Minuteman are far

less vulnerable to improvements in

Soviet accuracy.

Unless there are great and unfore-

seen improvements in underwater de-

tection systems, the Polaris submarines

are considered extremely difficult to

locate and destroy on an individual

basis. They are considered all but in-

vulnerable to mass attack.

The Minuteman trains also are con-

sidered extremely difficult to knock out.

However, because they can be seen and
because they are tied to the railroad

net, it is conceivable that they could be

destroyed on a mass basis if the Soviets

were willing to pay the tremendous
price of pattern bombing 100,000 miles

of railroad—the trackage within Min-
uteman's range of Russia. But this is

not considered likely.

• Case for hard bases—Advocates
of hardened bases concede all of this.

They center their case primarily on cost

—and numbers.

The Navy has estimated that the

entire cost of a 45-submarine Polaris

program will be $8.6 billion. This is a
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Mathematics of Survival

How to determine the approximate survivability of a missile system.

The fraction of a missile force expected to survive an attack can be arrived

at by this equation:

S = (1-k) 'VM

S is the fraction of the force expected to survive,

k is the probability of a one-shot kill,

r is the reliability of an enemy's missiles.

E is the number of attacking missiles.

M is the number of missiles under attack.

To determine the value of k another equation is needed. It can be ex-

pressed as:

k : i _(y2 )Rvc»

R is the radius of the effect of a particular attacking warhead. This can

be determined from the unclassified AEC-DOD handbook on nuclear effects.

C is the Circular Probable Error.

The number of missiles that would survive an attack can be determined by
multiplying both sides of the survivability equation by the size of the force

under attack. Thus:

A = MS = M(l-k) rE/M

total figure including $2 billion for

R&D.
Such a program would produce a

fleet packing 720 missiles. The all-

inclusive cost of sending each missile

to sea would be $12 million. However,
the cost of each missile in the later

submarines minus R&D and other one-

time costs would be about $8 million.

Figures on the much newer Minute-
man system are not as complete in the

public record or as hard. However, the

Air Force has estimated that the cost

of each Minuteman in the ground will

be about $2 million minus R&D.
This is the figure that high-ranking

Air Force officials have in mind when
they speak of Minuteman being an

"economic breakthrough." Some author-

ities contend the figure is low. How-
ever, this is still to be determined.

Given the $2 million Minuteman,
the hardened base advocates contend

that the nation can buy a larger sur-

viving retaliatory force than if it bought
either Polaris or train-launched Min-
uteman.

The secret is numbers—and the cost

of surviving missiles. It works like this:

Give the Soviets a one-mile CEP.
Give them a two to one superiority

over the United States in the number of

missiles. Give then a 10-megaton war-

head on each. Give them an overall

operational reliability of 80%

.

An all-out attack on hardened and

O 4

3500

\

mm MINUTEMAN ATTACKED

— POLARIS UNATTACKED

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Cosf of 300 Surviving Missiles
POLARIS VS. MINUTEMAN on the basis of cost and survivability. Here 100-psi

Minuteman sites are attacked by 10-megaton ICBM's with CEP of one nautical mile

and reliability of 80%. The number of Minutemen on the curve represents the initial

force required if 300 are to survive attack by the increasingly large enemy force.

The Polaris force at sea is not attacked. Cost curves do not cross until the Minuteman
force reaches a total of 3500 missiles.

dispersed Minuteman sites with such a

force would result in knocking out

nearly 80% of the Minutemen.

• Survivability's cost—But if the

Minuteman force numbered 1200, a

retaliatory force of 300 could be ex-

pected to survive. The cost of such a

force would have been about $2.4

billion.

The cost of a similar force of 300
surviving Polarises at sea would be

about $3.6 billion.

The Polaris figure is based on the

assumption that two-thirds of the Po-

laris fleet will be at sea at any one time.

Furthermore the assumptions are made
that the submarines in port are attacked

and destroyed, but the submarines at

sea are not attacked.

Operating the same formulae, ap-

proximate cost figures can be obtained

for any size of friendly and enemy
forces and any size of surviving force

required.

It is not until the initial Minuteman
force has reached 3500 missiles that the

cost of Minuteman and Polaris becomes
equal for a surviving force of 300.

Beyond 3500, Polaris becomes cheaper.

On the basis of these figures, two

conclusions can be drawn:

—H a r d e n e d Minuteman sites in

large numbers can provide the nation

with a sizeable, surviving retaliatory

force regardless of gains in the accu-

racy of Soviet missiles now expected.

-Minuteman appears to be a much
less costly system than Polaris.

• Something to ponder—However,
these conclusions do not take into

account several important matters.

One is the time between now and

the period in late 1963 when Minute-

men are scheduled to be available in

large numbers. During this period,

Polaris is the only mobile ballistic mis-

sile system available. Thus any decision

as to whether more Polaris or Minute-

men should be built is something that

can affect only the mid-60's—not the

missile programs of the next few years.

Another important factor is the

argument that the installation of large

numbers of hardened sites will cause

the Soviets to build even larger num-
bers of ICBM's that would be aimed at

the American homeland.

Also, there is the contention that

ultimately ICBM accuracies and war-

head sizes will improve to the point

where direct hits are assured.

And, finally but far from last, is the

strategic question of how many sur-

viving strategic missiles the nation

needs.

All of these factors are threads in

the overall debate.

Little about it is simple. Much de-

pends on the right decisions being made
in the coming year.
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Market Forecast: Up 25°/© in FY '62

Outlook for missile GSE is $1 billion more than this

year; NASA expected to add $250 million for space support

HEAVIER EMPHASIS upon mo-
bility for ICBM's and tactical missiles

will be reflected in FY '62 military

budget requests for ground support

equipment.

A forecast by the M/R Research

Department for the next fiscal year

indicates a total missile GSE market

topping $4 billion—up $1 billion over

FY '61. Moreover, an additional $250
million is expected to be spent by

NASA supporting space flight pro-

grams.

Biggest question mark in the forth-

coming budget to be presented to

Congress in January is the Navy's re-

quest for Polaris submarines.

Chief of Naval Operations Arleigh

Burke has indicated a desire for 12

fleet ballistic missile subs costing an

estimated $1.3 billion. However, the

actual request is presently expected to

be between six and nine. Polaris subs

in the water and in varying stages

of construction (including those for

which only long leadtime items have

been authorized) now total 19. The
Navy wants a total of 45.

New money is expected to be ear-

marked for developing railroad mobility

for the Air Force's Minuteman ICBM,
estimated to cost $4.8 million per mis-

sile aboard a train. The AF eventually

may buy up to 100 rail-borne Minute-

men trains (see p. 29). The AF also is

stepping up GSE for missile-carrying

aircraft.

The largest single GSE item in the

coming budget, however, will continue

to be the fixed base-building program
for Atlas and Titan and the silo-

launched Minuteman. The AF is spend-

ing $696 million in FY '61 to construct

ICBM bases and $802 million to equip
them and support other missiles. With
the ICBM base building program near-

ing the half-way point, these figures

should rise in the coming year—partic-

ularly with both presidential candidates

pledged to greater defense spending.

Pressure also will be on to close the

Missile Support Equipment

Procurement
(millions of dollars)

I960 19(1

(est.)

1962

(est.)

Air Force . . . $642.5 $802 $850

Army 421 455.5 500

Navy 500 553 575

ICBM Bases . 550 696 720

FBM Subs . . . 378 548 740
Note: Above totals

tions, warning
conversions.

do not include communica-
systems or Navy missile ship

Missile Gap by speeding up the com-
pletion of the bases.

• Total mobility—With the Army,
the emphasis has shifted almost totally

to mobility. Buys of missile carriers

such as the M-113 (for the Pershing,

Mauler, etc.) are expected as various

new missiles reach production status.

High on the Army's priority list

is a mobile battlefield antimissile sys-

tem. Although contracts are still only

about to be let for studies of such a

system, the Army can be expected to

move quickly on this project once it

decides what it really wants.

Indicative of the Army's all-out

effort to obtain complete "shoot and
scoot" capability was its decision in FY
'61 to purchase 18,000 tactical trucks

and increased air support. It also is

making the Nike-Hercules air/ missile

defense missile mobile.

Still hanging fire is the decision to

proceed with production of the Nike-
Zeus A-ICBM. The Army is being

obliged to wait until Zeus is tried

against Atlases fired into the Pacific next

year before it can expect a go ahead.

Even at that late hour, Zeus could

command a multi-million supplemental

appropriation for its GSE.
An analysis of GSE spending shows

that the electronic share of all military

equipment is now running close to

90%, with the remainder classified as

mechanical and automotive.

The Defense Department in the

next budget is expected to ask for con-

tinuing high appropriations for various

communications and warning systems,

including BMEWS, SAGE and the

Army's Missile Master. But a big up-

swing undoubtedly can be anticipated

in satellite reconnaissance systems

—

both Samos and Midas. These two sys-

tems, expected to progress materially

next year toward operational status

—

based on successes with the Discoverer

and Tiros programs—will require major

amounts of electronic GSE for inter-

rogation, data reduction and communi-
cation.

NASA also is rapidly becoming a

major market. Officials estimate that

the space agency will spend an average

of 25% of its annual budget in the

future with industry on GSE.
Outside of R&D, little GSE money

is being allocated beyond Mercury for

either military or NASA manned space

missions. But, as the U.S. space pro-

gram slowly gathers momentum, this is

rapidly emerging as the GSE market

of the future.

• Long-range outlook—The Air

Force's Dyna-Soar program is expected

to approach nearly $1 billion for R&D
alone, including GSE. And follow-on

R&D programs for military spacecraft

are already under consideration.

NASA's Apollo manned spacecraft

program also is scheduled to get under

way next year, along with other new
NASA space projects.

Moreover, a number of Pentagon

officials are looking toward develop-

ment of advanced missile defense and

space station systems. Such space sta-

tions would be both manned and un-

manned.
But probably the heavies long-range

thinking in GSE is being done by both

the military and industry in the area

of equipment that will be needed for

establishing bases on the moon in the

late 1960's or early 1970's.
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Mobility Adds to Support Problems

Trend toward big-missile mobility vitally affects

design, costs and maintenance of support equipment; services

take different approaches based on missions

by Hal Gettings

THE ARMY, Navy, and Air Force

agree on at least one thing: making
missiles mobile costs money. In gen-

eral, crews must be larger, maintenance

is more of a problem, and there are

rigid limitations on size and weight.

So the question of mobility boils

down to first trying to decide how
much mobility is required for the mis-

sile system to adequately perform its

mission. Tactical systems demand mo-
bility; strategic missiles may or may
not be mobile, depending on many
other factors.

Many feel that the hard base is

already obsolete and the soft base

—

except in the protection afforded by

sheer numbers—is a liability.

The limiting factor in big-missile

mobility is the expected accuracy of

enemy missiles. When accuracies of

one-half mile CEP are attained, the day

of hard-base survival is past. Fixed

bases are desirable from many stand-

points—including crew comfort—but

the Maginot line has little place in

Space Age defense. Mobility definitely

has a future.

Even real estate problems enter into

the mobility picture. Land available for

fixed bases—especially in Europe—is

limited. Not only do the farmers not

want to relinquish their land but the

establishment of bases on foreign soil

—and the storing of nuclear warheads,

in particular—generate severe problems

in international relations. Such prob-

lems have already been encountered in

England and France, for instance.

The different services have different

approaches to the mobility problem,

chiefly determined by mission and op-

erating environment. All agree, how-
ever, that mobility is a means rather

than an end. Mobility costs money and
has sufficient inherent problems to

make it a luxury if unsupported by ac-

tual requirements. And the money and

AIR FORCE BULLPVP missiles are loaded on transport -trailer with ubiquitous MJ-l
loader, originally designed for F-105. Cradle adapter provides positioning.
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problems are in the support equipment.

It is here that much can be done to

make equipment simpler, more reli-

able, and less expensive.

• Army approach unique—T h e

Army's approach to mobility is simple:

"If it's not mobile, we can't use it."

Only one Army system—the Nike-Zeus
—is not mobile (and some proponents

claim that even this, too, should be.)

Even the Jupiter was designed to be a

mobile system.

The Army likes to point to Ger-

many's experience with the World War
II V-2 in support of its philosophy of

mobility. No fixed-base V-2's ever sur-

vived to fire operationally. In contrast,

no V-2 on a mobile launcher was ever

destroyed by aircraft—even in the face

of something like 30:1 enemy air

superiority.

The Army also contends that mo-
bility will be an even more complex
problem in nuclear war. Roads, bridges,

railroads, and airfields will be knocked
out and only "cross-country" mobility

will be able to put missiles into firing

positions.

Consequently, Army support equip-

ment is built to meet this mobility re-

quirement. It is designed for aircraft

and helicopter transport, and for cross-

country travel over rough terrain.

Equipment must be rugged and reli-

able, self-contained, and require a mini-

mum of maintenance.

The Pershing system is considered

by the Army to be today's ultimate in

mobility. Missile carrier, launcher, and

support equipment are all contained in

four tracked vehicles. These can be

transported by transport aircraft or the

Chinook helicopter. In a very short

time after arrival at a launch site the

units can be connected and missiles

launched. (Actual deployment time is

classified; it can be described only as

minimum.)
The tracked vehicles used with the

Pershing are all the standard M-113
armored carrier. Each is adapted for its

primary function: missile carrier, nose

missiles and rockets, September 19, I960



cone carrier, and other support equip-

ment such as fire control and checkout,

maintenance, spares, etc. The Mauler

system also uses the M-113.
• Universality?—The Army has two

approaches to "universal" support

equipment. The M-113, for instance,

represents one approach: use the same

basic vehicle wherever possible and

adopt it for particular functions. In-

dividual weapons systems, however, re-

quire their own direct support and test

equipment.

Rear-area (second and third ech-

elon) support and maintenance present

a different picture. Army Ordnance has

already invested a tremendous amount
of time and money aiming for auto-

matic universal test equipment for mis-

sile systems (see story p. 49).

One area of support equipment for

mobile system that gets little attention

—

at least publicly—is that of site loca-

tion. In order to hit a long-range tar-

get, the exact location of the launch

site must be known. This problem
exists for all mobile systems, whether

air-, sea-, or land-borne.

The Army considers present tech-

niques adequate and foresees no real

problems. Available methods are rather

crude, however, and could conceivably

stand some refinements. Map grids and
survey teams seem rather antiquated in

the Missile Age.

The future will probably see the

use of small inertial guidance sys-

i

terns for each weapon. This is already

a necessity for ship-borne and air-

launched weapons and the land-based

missile operating in strange territory

could well use such a system. Primary
requirement is, of course, for small,

cheap, expendable guidance units.

• Ground rules for support equip-

ment—Army has established a set of

ground rules—or "military character-

istics"—for mobile support equipment.

These set basic configurations such as

size and weight, reliability, and operat-

ing environment capabilities. The most
important are these:

-Operation in combat zone environ-

ment (which must include any climate

from polar to equatorial and any ter-

rain from ocean beach to mountain
top.)

-Mobility to fit the mission.

-Transportability by air or land

(with available vehicles.)

-Fast deployment (or reaction

time).

-Rugged and reliable with mini-

mum maintenance.
• Mobility no problem for Navy—

An entirely different aspect of mobility

arises in the case of the Navy. At first

glance, it appears that all Navy weap-
ons systems are the last word in mo-
bility. Each shipboard system is self-

contained, autonomous, and free to
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move anywhere in the world's oceans.

On the other hand, however, few
of the many problems affecting mobility

on land are involved in the water-

borne system. In effect, you have a

fixed base that can move. Handling,

power, and test equipment is part of

the fixed base and does not itself have
to be mobile. This eliminates many of

the thorny aspects of mobility facing

other services.

Navy support people feel that they're

well on top of most of their problems.

New missile ships have automatic

handling equipment built into the ship's

structure. Once the weapons are loaded

aboard the vessel, it's pretty much a

"Coke-machine" operation to assemble,

check out, load and fire.

Some portable gear is necessary in

the case of airborne missiles carried by
carrier-based aircraft. These missiles are

relatively small, however, and necessary

handling is accomplished with modified

bomb dollies and skids. Mechanical
handling gear has been designed for

carrier installation but, due to lack of

money, none has yet been built.

Depot and dock-to-ship transport is,

in most cases, handled with the

ubiquitous fork-lift, adopted for the

various weapons.

Inter-communications in a ship-

borne missile system—for checkout,

loading, launching, etc.—is carried by

usual shipboard circuits. Such circuits

appear capable of meeting requirements

and no new systems are contemplated.

Ordinary electronic test equipment

carried by ships is sufficient for most

maintenance and repair functions. In-

struments that require extensive calibra-

tion are serviced during periodic yard

overhaul periods. Checkout equipment

ARMY'S Pershing has combination of

TEL (transporter-erector-launcher), M-113.

peculiar to the missiles system is in-

stalled aboard ship and, in most cases,

is operated by the ship's power supply.

In spite of the crowded environment

and high density of electronic equip-

ment, no serious problems have been

encountered with crosstalk or r-f in-

terference.

There remains one major problem

in sea-borne missile support, however,

and it is giving the Navy considerable

concern. This is the requirement for

transferring missiles between ships at



sea. Navy logistics have long depended

on at-sea transfer of supplies. The same
requirement holds for missile replenish-

ment.

Conventional methods—using slings

supported by a cable running between

ships—are much too uncertain and
hazardous for transfer of delicate, ex-

plosive (and expensive) missiles. New
techniques will have to be developed.

Bureau of Ships is working on the

problem of installing mechanical han-

dling gear aboard ammunition ships.

This is only part of the solution, how-
ever. Bridging the overwater gap be-

tween ships is the major portion.

Navy spokesmen see no radical de-

parture from present techniques for

other aspects of handling and checkout.

They foresee little expansion of the

"fixed-ammunition" concept—such as

Bullpup and Sidewinder, which re-

quire little or no shipboard checkout.

The need will continue for test and
checkout equipment.

As for mechanical handling equip-

ment, this must be kept as simple and
universal as possible. The Navy still

has guns. Equipment must be able to

handle conventional ammunition as well

as missiles. Also, insofar as possible,

the same gear must operate both on
ship and in the depot.

• AF has two approaches—Mobility

is looked at by the Air Force as a

necessary evil. Fixed bases for strategic

missiles are, of course, preferred for

many reasons. But when enemy missiles

achieve sufficient accuracy fixed bases

become untenable.

The Air Force hedges its bets with

both fixed and mobile systems. It esti-

mates that the Russians will attain the

required V4-mile CEP within five years

and base mobility plans on this assump-
tion. Ultimate aim—or "true posture of

mobility"—is a manned and maneuver-
able space weapon.

The Air Force has two mobile stra-

tegic missile programs in the works at

present: Minuteman and Sky Bolt. The
former—both hard-based and train-

carried—is scheduled for operational

status in mid 1962. Sky Bolt should be

operational sometime in 1964.

Both systems pose problems in sup-

port equipment. Mobility demands so-

phistication, ruggedness, and reliability

—all of which cost money. Harsh and

variable environments pose problems,

particularly in the case of airborne

equipment.

Major problem for Sky Bolt is de-

velopment of equipment to establish the

instantaneous launch-site location. Pin-

point accuracy is not required since the

ALBM can use a star-tracker to refresh

its guidance memory. But establishing

even a close approximation of the in-

stantaneous position of a near-sonic

launch platform is a difficult job. Ter-

minal guidance capability is the ulti-

mate goal.

Launch-site location for Minuteman
is a different situation. Previously estab-

lished benchmarks will provide the

necessary information.

Communications—the key to coor-

dination—is a real problem in any mo-
bile weapon system. Minuteman will

use airborne command posts with sin-

gle-sideband radio links. This will get

away from the possible loss of ground

radio stations and towers through en-

emy attack. Problems remain, however,

even with the use of the more sophisti-

cated radio links. Interference, black-

outs, and solar and ionospheric dis-

turbances plague critical command
communications.

The more mundane areas of mobile

missile support—transport and ground

handling—generate their share of prob-

lems for the Air Force. Difficulties have

been encountered with the Minuteman
train transporter-erector, for instance

(see story p. 29).

The big missiles pretty much re-

quire custom-designed equipment. Ef-

forts have been made to standardize

some ground-handling components for

the smaller missiles.

Probably the best example of uni-

versal equipment is the MJ-1 low-sil-

houette lift truck used in numerous mis-

sile applications. This unit—with adap-

ters and cradles—performs a variety of

jobs including transporter, lift, mainte-

nance platform, and assembly aid. It

comprises a large part of the Bullpup

GSE (see story p. 42).

Whatever the problems generated by

mobility, the Air Force feels they can

and must be solved. Mobility will be-

come increasingly important, leading to

the ultimate of mobile space-borne

weapons systems. 8

Free-wheeling Test Device
GYRATIONS OF missile component test boom describe Ferris-wheel pattern at Aero-

nutronics' Engineering and Research Center, Newport Beach, Calif. The device is

used to rotate models in radar studies.
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SPECIAL ISSUE

Mobile Minutemen to be 'Randomized

Air Force plans to have most of its Minuteman trains set up in

launch points at any given time; test deployments a big success

those who optimize,

and finalize,

now strategize

that Minuteman should 'randomize."

by William E. Howard

DEPLOYMENT OF MINUTE-
MAN ICBMs on the nation's railroads

is still more than two years away, yet

the Air Force today feels that sub-

stantial numbers of these mobile mis-

siles will survive any wartime condi-

tions—and still be able to respond to

a Soviet attack.

The solution to the survivability

problem does not lie in keeping the

missiles constantly on the move, as

might be assumed.

Instead, the Air Force plans to

have more than 50% of the missiles

set up, at all times, at pre-surveyed

launch points along railroad sidings.

They would be ready to fire on min-
utes' notice, just like Minutemen from
hardened silos.

Each train will remain at any one
launch site an indefinite period of time.

Perhaps only two hours, or maybe 20.

The missiles will then be stowed back
in their horizontal traveling positions

and the train will shuttle off to a new
location, which could be 5 miles away
or 500. There will be no set pattern.

The Air Force calls this "random-
ized" deployment, or "programed de-

ception."

Enemy agents might know full well

the various areas missile trains are

operating in. But, after determining

target information of a particular train

at a particular site, the agent will have
no assurance the train is still there by
the time his information reaches Mos-
cow.

"You might say this complicates

their intelligence operation just a little,"

says an Air Force officer drily.

Even assuming the Russians eventu-

ally develop a highly effective satellite

reconnaissance system, the missile trains

not only would be difficult to identify

among other trains on the tracks, but
their mobility (i.e. more frequent ran-

M1NUTEMAN MOBILE Command Center, heart of the Minuteman test train "Big

Star," including command office and communication station. Boeing installed equip-

ment. Communications systems include powerful "Single Sideband" radio.

domization) would make their total

destruction by a surprise missile attack

extremely difficult, the Air Force be-

lieves.

Randomized deployment thus is de-

signed to overcome the main critical

objection to missile trains; that they

are vulnerable because they are ex-

posed, in contrast to a Polaris sub-

marine—the nation's first mobile ICBM
system—that has the advantage of con-

cealment beneath the sea.

• 100 trains possible—Much of the

Air Force's confidence in a highballing

Minuteman stems from four deploy-

ments of a test train this summer from
Hill AFB, near Ogden, Utah. In these

10 to 14-day trials, both communica-
tions and operation of the train equip-

ment proved so successful that two ad-

ditional deployments that had been

planned were cancelled by the Strategic

Air Command as unnecessary.

Test data is now being evaluated to

determine the composition of trains,

number of missiles per train, ancillary

equipment etc.

lust how many men will be needed
to launch the missiles is still a question.

The best estimate is between 25 and
30 for a train of five missiles. More
explicit figures are expected to come
from some studies currently being run
by Boeing Airplane Co., prime for the

program.

The maximum number of Minute-
men expected to be deployed on rails

is reported to be about 300. Above this

figure, the railroads would become too

big a target. Individual trains could

carry either three or five missiles, thus

requiring from 60 to 100 trains.

Trackage also is a factor. Some
studies have shown that a train bearing

five missiles should have 900 to 1200
miles of track to operate on for two
weeks.

Test trains were made up of about
14 cars—the latter two deployments
included the trucks and bed of a pre-
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MAP SHOWS all major U.S. rail lines, totaling some 220,000 miles of railroad. About
100,000 miles in Northern half could handle 100 missile trains.

prototype, air-suspended missile car

being developed by American Machine
& Foundry and ACF Industries. This

flat car bore an inert model of a

Minuteman to simulate the missile's

weight.

Boeing furnished a command and
control car. It was equipped with single

side band and UHF radio for contact

with the Train Control Center at Hill

AFB and with the SAC Command Post

at Offutt AFB, Neb.

Another flat car bore a trailer truck

containing an inert third stage Minute-
man motor made by Hercules Powder
Co. to obtain environmental control

data.

• Living cars needed—Other units,

in addition to the diesel locomotive,

included four ambulance and two hos-

pital cars which had been converted for

use by the 21-man SAC crew and
other personnel. There also were two
tank cars and a box-car for fuel, water

and supplies to make the train self-

sustaining for two weeks. In the first

deployment, the train carried a pickup

truck in the box-car as emergency
transport. A jeep later was substituted

when the crew found the truck could

not be unloaded very easily and it was
impossible to drive across tracks in a

railroad yard.

The tests revealed that it probably

will be necessary to design special liv-

ing cars for the crewmen. Army am-
bulance cars will not be available for

conversion and the ones used on the

tests proved to be rather cramped and
to contain waste space (a small

kitchen and nurses' station).

One of the hospital cars was used

as a ready (recreation) room for off-

duty personnel; the other for dining

and the kitchen. There was television

and radio in the ready room. But, the

main diversion at night was outdoor
movies shown on a screen rigged on
a cattle fence next to a siding.

As much as anything else, the trial

deployments were a test of whether
missile trains could be handled along

with regular traffic on the roads and
with union trainmen at the controls.

• No strike pledge—Unlike other

types of missile deployment, the mobile

Minuteman will be dependent upon
civilians to move the missiles to where
they can be launched. The decision to

man the trains with regular train crews

presumably was prompted by a desire

on the part of the Air Force to avoid

a battle with unions and to skirt the

necessity of training hundreds of air-

men in the complexities of train opera-

tion.

Because of the extra jobs which
will be created, the unions have agreed

to cooperate fully—within union regu-

lations. To show their support of the

program the rail brotherhoods and rail-

road management through the Associa-

tion of American Railroads have

pledged there will be "no work stop-

pages" in the maintenance, scheduling,

dispatching and operation of missile

trains.

Although movement of the test

trains went smoothly, there were some
eye-openers to the Air Force men
aboard. They found, for example, that

union rules required a change in op-

erating crews every time they arrived

at a division point or switched to an-

other line—even though most division

points are less than 150 miles apart.

Operating crews with seniority

spurned the bunks in the ambulance

cars and slept in their own caboose,

which they were allowed to couple on

to the missile train under union rules.

Presumably they will continue this

practice with operational missile trains.

Initial deployments were confined

largely to the northwestern states. In

the fourth test run, however, the train

went as far east as Illinois. Although

there are some 220,000 miles of rail-

road track in the United States, only

about 100,000 miles of it is in the

northern half of the nation, and within

Mimtteman's striking range of Russia.

However, Canada has another 40,-

000 miles of railway which conceivably

could be made available to the Minute-

men trains. Thus, there would be

sufficient track to deploy 100 trains

at 900-1200 miles per train.
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24-hour commuter with an intercontinental job. Air Force Minuteman

is a solid-fuel ICBM capable of instant action. It can be fired from a fixed base, railroad

car or truck to a target 6,000 miles away. Its launching sites will be as flexible and

widely dispersed as the country's transportation network can make them. Its important

re-entry vehicle, the "business end" of the ICBM, is developed and produced by

Avco—also producer of warhead-carrying nose cones for the Titan and Atlas ICBM's.
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ANOTHER FACILITIES ENGINEERING FIRST



CUSTOMER
Air Force Flight Test Center

PROJECT
Altitude Simulation System

APPLICATION
Testing Low Chamber Pressure Rockets

DESIGNER/BUILDER
Marquardt's Facilities Engineering Division

The Air Force Flight Test Center's
Rocket Propulsion Directorate at
Edwards AFB needed a new kind of
static test facility. It had to be one that
would simulate the altitude environ-
ment of a rocket engine through its full

operational cycle — ignition, steady
state operation at altitude, and final

cut-off. Marquardt's Facilities Engi-
neering Division is doing the job.

When completed in 1961, this will be
the first Air Force facility of its kind.
Control rocket systems will be tested
at altitudes in excess of 100,000 feet.

To meet these objectives a new design
approach has been developed— one that
combines a multiple stage ejector sys-
tem with a high performance exhaust
gas diffuser and a Marquardt pioneered
steam generator.

This unique Marquardt concept pro-
vides these attractive features —

1) High performance with a modest
capital investment.

2) Immediate "reaction" time for
facility start-up.

3 ) Ej ector system control by a single
operator.

Marquardt's Facilities Engineering is

prepared and staffed to design and
construct the most complex Space Age
facilities. It can provide you with—

Feasibility and Planning Studies to
determine the most suitable approach
to new facility requirements.

Design Criteria to describe in detail
the design approach to a new facility.

Plans and Specifications to permit
fabrication and plant construction.

Operations and Maintenance man-
uals, training aids and support mate-
rials and equipment.

Field Engineering and Construction
Management to inspect and control field

installations and start up your new
plant or facility.

Detailed information about the Divi-
sion's experience, facilities and services
may be obtained by writing for Mar-
quardt's new Facilities Engineering
capability brochure. Address your
inquiries to: Tom Hudson, The Mar-
quardt Corporation, 16555 Saticoy
Street, Van Nuys, California.

Engineers and Scientists experienced
in these or related fields will find it

rewarding to discuss their career
futures with Marquardt. Founded in
19UU, Marquardt now has a staff of
5,000— two out of three are profes-
sional people. The company's growth
is a parallel to the atmosphere of chal-

lenge and reivarding accomplishment
that has existed since the firm's
beginning.

FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION

Ty/̂
/
larquardf

I CORPORATION
16555 SATICOY STREET. VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

!0 COOPER DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

OGDEN DIVISION POMONA DIVISION

POWER SYSTEMS GROUP

CORPORATE OFFICES: VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA
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NEW FROM BENDIX

QWLD ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

FOR MISSILE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

WITH SUCH OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES AS:

FIVE INTEGRAL KEYS AND KEYWAYS
that provide for positive polarization and
positive mating—even in blind locations. No
possible contact damage. QWLD connectors

can be fully mated and unmated by hand.

HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION through use of

extra-heavy machined or forged aluminum shell com-
ponents, resilient inserts, silver-plated copper alloy con-

tacts, and rugged cable accessories with new superior

gasket design.

TWO NEW SERIES AVAILABLE with the QWLD
having standard solder or solderless contacts and the

QWLG having provisions for grounding one contact to

the shell.

PLUS . . . IMPROVED WATERPROOFING • CLOSED ENTRY
SOCKET CONTACTS • SELF-EJECTING COUPLING ACTION
DESIGNED TO MEET MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS • WIDEST
RANGE OF CABLE ACCESSORIES.

QWLD is the latest development in Scintilla's long line

of multiple conductor cable connectors—and is specially

designed to meet the rugged environmental conditions

of missile launching equipment, ground radar, or power
and control circuits—and heavy-duty industrial applica-

tions such as are found in oil fields or mining. Be sure

to investigate the new QWLD HUS-KEY* Connectors

from Scintilla. "trademark

Scintilla Division
SIDNEY, NEW YORK
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SPECIAL ISSUE

Cargo Ships as

Minuteman Bases?

Typical fleet of laid-up World War 11

Liberty ships takes up space at Jones Pt., N.Y.

ONE MEANS of meeting the cost

challenge to big missile mobility could

be to send Minuteman to sea in Liberty

ships.

The idea of converting some of the

1500 World War II cargo vessels cur-

rently rusting away in various lay-up

fleets into floating ICBM pads is be-

fore the Air Force for consideration.

But, so far it has received little support

—mainly on grounds of vulnerability.

Although proponents of the idea

concede the slow moving, unarmed
merchantmen alone would indeed be

easy prey to Russian subs, they contend
that it is possible to protect them with

warships and in certain waters, such as

harbors. Moreover, the proponents say

that wide dispersal of these moveable
launch platforms would more than off-

set their vulnerability to surface attack

py complicating enormously enemy ef-

forts to destroy them before they could
jfire their missiles.

The major factor in favor of the

Ibroposal is that it would be relatively

pheap, according to studies originated

by planners at American Machine &
Foundry. The solid-fueled Minuteman
j—expected to be operational in mid-
[1962—is about 60 ft. long and could
)e padded rather easily in the hull of

ship.

• Potential—The WWII moth-balled

argo fleet, consisting of vessels of the

pC-2 (Liberty), EC-21 (Victory), and
he C-l, C-2, C-3, and C-4 types have
load-carrying capacity ranging from
500 to 14,000 tons.

Carrying permanent ballast, these

hips would be capable of storing and
ring from five to nine Minuteman
CBMs, and the total cost would be
bout 1/100 of that of a Polaris-laden

ubmarine.

The surface launching fleet could
lso carry the Polaris IRBM, but Min-
teman has an advantage in greater

ange.

Though many engineering details

would have to be solved before the

cargo-ship missile launcher idea be-

comes a reality, AMF engineers believe

that none would be insurmountable.

Some of these problems, and their

possible solutions, are:

-Cooling: The average cargo ship

has five holds, each of approximately

300,000 cubic ft. storage. All are

equipped with double bottoms, which
are presently used for fuel storage.

If these bottoms were sealed air

tight, they would serve as excellent in-

sulation barriers against heat generated

during launch.

Another possibility would be to

flood the cargo holds with sea water,

using compressed air as is now used

in certain launching techniques.

A combination of shielding mate-

rials and sea water cooling could also

be used to dissipate the heat before it

could cause any damage to adjoining

steel structures.

-Sonar Detection: Submarine War-
fare—During WWII, cargo vessels were

considered clay pigeons by the German
U-boats. It could be argued that now,
with the even more advanced undersea

craft of the Russian Navy, the cargo

ships would be even more vunerable.

This argument would be valid if

only ten missile ships were put to sea

for Russian USW to follow and track

individually. But if 400 floating Minute-

man launchers were commissioned, the

Russians could not follow them all, nor

could they track them all.

It is further argued by AMF engi-

neers that these low speed (12 to 16

knots), unarmed and otherwise unpro-

tected would make ideal retaliatory

weapons because they would be con-

stantly moving, and any one vessel in

a period of two hours would be out-

side the destruction periphery of the

highest megaton warheads that might

be thrown at them.

• Surface ships as tactical weapons

—The Minuteman launching ship would
be free to sail at will the Atlantic,

Pacific. Indian, and Arctic Oceans, and

could even enter the Mediterranean

Sea.

This mobility would allow the sur-

face-ship missile launching fleet to lob

their 5000 mile ICBMs at any poten-

tial target in the world.

Guidance, according to AMF engi-

neers, offers no particular problem,

since there are commercial loran avail-

able, and a two-dimensional doppler

systems is easily adaptable.

The system recently perfected in

the Polaris launchings could easily be

adapted for launching missiles from
surface ships.

• Cost—At present the U.S. Mari-

time Administration is turning WWII
cargo ships over to private com-

pany operators in first class operating

condition for approximately $250,000.

AMF engineers believe the cost of

modifying these ships into launching

platforms would be comparable to

other forms of deployment.

Current estimates of Minuteman 's

cost ranges from $2.4 for a hardened

base bird to $4.8 million for each Min-
uteman on a train.

It is conceivable, therefore, that a

surface launching ship could be put to

sea with nine Minutemen for as little

as $20 million or as much as $40 mil-

lion—with most of the money spent

for the missiles.

• Psychological advantages—Be-

sides the tactical capabilities of the

surface-ship missile launchers as part

of the U.S. deterrent force, it is sug-

gested that their presence on the open

seas and in foreign ports would have

tremendous psychological impact.

These vessels, along with the Polaris

submarines, would give visual evidence

of the retaliatory capability of the U.S.

armed forces. 8
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THE GREAT STRENGTH OF

N-AXTRA
LETS YOU ELIMINATE COSTLY

DEAD WEIGHT FROM YOUR PRODUCTS

n-a-xtra is the best low carbon alloy extra high-strength steel you
can buy. Heat-treated, fully quenched and tempered, it's now
available in minimum yield strength levels of 80,000—110,000 psi.

This is nearly three times the strength of ordinary carbon steel.

The great strength of N-a-xtra gives engineers and designers a
unique opportunity to eliminate bulky, useless dead weight from
finished products. Production men will delight in its superior form-
ability and superb weldability. Send today for our illustrated brochure

on n-a-xtra high-strength steel. Great Lakes Steel Corporation,

Detroit 29, Michigan, Dept. MR-8.

GREAT LAKES STEEL

Great Lakes Steel is a Division of NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
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rockets

and

missiles

Componentry capabilities of the

Kelsey-Hayes Company as a supplier of

precision propulsion assemblies, structural)

parts and exotic high temperature

materials for first and second generation

rockets and missiles include

—

Swivel nozzles, hydraulic control systems

and auxiliary power supply systems for

thrust vector control; weldments, rocket

and combustion chambers for liquid and

solid propellant propulsion systems;

inner cones, exhaust cones, rotating wheej

assemblies; vacuum induction melted

alloys to withstand corrosive and

extremely high temperature atmospheres;

advanced design, research and develop-

ment in gas dynamics, internal ballistics,

transient heat and thermal stress analysis,

Kelsey-Hayes Company,

General Offices: Detroit 22, Michigan

©®[M][^mw:
Automotive, Aviation and Agricultural Parts

Hand Tools for Industry and Home

18 PLANTS: Detroit and Jackson, Michigan;
Los Angeles; Philadelphia and McKeesport,
Pennsylvania; Springfield, Ohio; New Hartford
and Utica, New York; Davenport, Iowa;
Windsor. Ontario, Canada.
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ARTIST'S CONCEPTION of Army Engineers' Saturn service

tower, being built for the Cape, which will be 310 ft. tall.

GSE
SPECIAL ISSUE

How Huge Saturn Tower Was Designed

Unprecedented problems were overcome by Kaiser engineers

in creating 2800-ton gantry; first step was to divorce ma\or loads

by N. M. Schroeder

Kaiser Steel Corp.

Montebello, Calif.

DESIGN OF THE Saturn service

structure—310 feet high and weigh-

ing 5,600,000 pounds—involved many
problems never encountered before in

[missile gantry construction.

The most critical of these problems
[centered around putting the gigantic

structure on wheels so it could be

moved between the launch pad and the

safety area. That these puzzles have
been solved and construction actually

started is a tribute to American engi-

neering ingenuity.

Construction—under a design-build

:ontract with Kaiser Steel Corp.—be-

?an last month. Completion is sched-

uled for early spring, 1961.

Basic performance requirements im-

posed on the service gantry undercar-

riage became quite restrictive when the

structure's height, its 2800-ton weight,

and the elements prevailing at the site

were taken into joint consideration.

First, it was decided that the structure

must withstand winds up to 120 mph
while stationary and unguyed. Second,

for overall system compatibility, it was
necessary that the tower be capable of

self-propelled movement at speeds up
to 40 fpm against 46-mph winds, with

carefully controlled rates of accelera-

tion and deceleration.

• Divorcing loads—Investigation of

the first basic requirement—that of the

stationary tower—revealed that the

combined structural dead load and com-
pressive component of the 120-mph
wind overturning moment resulted in

such a downward force on the leeward

columns as to immediately rule out a

conventional wheeled undercarriage and
support system.

Even had it been feasible from space

considerations to concentrate enough

rail wheels to support these loads, selec-

tion of bearings and other mechanical

components with the necessary static

capacity and fatigue life was out of the

question from an economic point of

view.

And it was not practical to design a

tie-down system capable of withstand-

ing the enormous uplift forces on the

windward columns of the stationary

tower and have its points of reaction to

the structure coincident with those of

the carriages. Under hurricane wind
conditions, any great divergence of

reaction points for opposing vertical

forces on common tower elements

would mean severe stress reversals in

the base structure of the tower.

Therefore, the first decision was to

completely divorce loads inherent to

the stationary, or anchored, structure

from those of the mobile gantry. This

was done by designing into the base of

the structure two separate support sys-
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tems. One system had to be capable of

transmitting the high-magnitude com-
pression and tension forces resulting

from hurricane wind conditions; the

second system would transmit only
those compression loads prevailing

under the mobile condition.

This second support system then
evolved itself through the design phase
of the Saturn service structure into four
12-wheel carriages.

It was decided that each of these

carriages should consist of three rigid

4-wheel truck assemblies. The 36-in.

tread diameter wheels would be
mounted on standard railroad gauge
and roll on parallel track systems 90
feet apart. Distance between carriage

centers in the direction of travel was
set at 70 feet.

Since the anticipated load on a
single 12-wheel carriage under the pre-

viously stated criteria for mobility ap-
proaches two million pounds, it was
essential that this load be absolutely

equalized between the three 4-wheel
truck assemblies. If equalization were
not positive, an overload on some
wheels would occur and most assuredly
result in component failures.

In addition to maintaining load
equalization among the individual
trucks of a carriage, it was further

necessary to provide for the extreme
differential in carriage loadings result-

ing from wind forces. Under a 46-mph
wind diagonal to the direction of tower
travel, it was estimated that the wind-
ward carriage would be required to

support only one-half that of the lee-

ward carriage.

• Cylinders picked—To maintain
a level-and-plumb attitude of the struc-

ture under such severe loading condi-
tions, it was decided that hydraulic
cylinders would be much better than a
conventional load equalizing system of
multiple pivots.

It was this consideration—plus the

realization that these same cylinders

could also be used as rams in trans-

ferring vertical loads from one support
system to the other (from tiedown an-
chors to carriages and back again)

—

that finalized the basic design and ge-

ometry of the hydraulically equalized
carriage and traction assemblies.

An equalizer beam will be fixed to

the base structure of the tower at each
of the four support points and rigidly

held in a horizontal attitude. This beam
will contain three 15-in.-dia. hydraulic
cylinders mounted on 90-in. centers. A
socket is machined into the rod end of
each cylinder. When extended down-
ward beneath the equalizer beam, the

socket mates with the male half of a
ball-joint mounted at the center of each
4-wheel truck.

This arrangement permits removal
of individual trucks for inspection,

maintenance, etc., by simply retracting

the pistons into the equalizer beam. The
trucks may then be rolled out and
replaced with ease.

The three cylinders of one carriage

assembly are hydraulically linked to-

gether with a 1 Vi -in.-dia. manifold.

This ensures equal pressure to each of

the cylinders, providing perfect load

equalization between the mating three

truck assemblies.

• Jacking up tower—To transfer the

tower load from anchors to carriages,

the structure is literally jacked up by
using these same equalizing cylinders as

rams. Hydraulic fluid is simultaneously

metered to all four carriage manifolds

at a pre-determined rate and irrespec-

tive of pressure.

This is accomplished through the

action of servo valves located one on
each center truck assembly. The valves

are actuated by small synchronous-

motor driven cams which, in effect,

reference the elevation of the equalizer

beams to that of the traction rails. As
soon as all anchorage tiedowns are

clear—each carriage support point hav-

ing been raised precisely the same dis-

tance at precisely the same rate—the

tower is ready to move.
Traction power for the tower is

provided by four 100-horsepower mo-
tors Automatic controls are contained

within the tower to accurately control

speeds, and compensate for various

wind speeds or direction. Speed setting

range is variable from Wi feet to 40
feet per minute.

With the Saturn service structure

now in its erection phase, it is the

opinion of many (including the author)

who have followed this tower through

from concept to reality, that we are

rapidly approaching a size limit for the

missile erector-service gantry as it is

known today.

Soon it will become necessary to

sacrifice many of the present-day serv-

ice tower conveniences to keep overall

weight down and permit mobility. It

may become necessary with larger

space systems of the future to divorce

from one another the many functions

of today's service gantry, and provide

for separate structures: one to erect

the missile, another to facilitate service

and checkout, another to support the

propellant loading systems.

One thing remains certain. What-
ever schemes are arrived at and de-

signed into the missile ground support

systems of the future, the Saturn sky-

scraper-on-wheels, an engineering feat

by today's standards, will be eclipsed

again and again.

NASA Building at Cape
About $30 million worth of con-

struction for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration at Cape

U.S. Missile Bases
Twenty ICBM bases in the

United States have been named to

date for a total of 28 squadrons of

SAC Atlases, Titans and Minute-

men. Charleston, S.C., is the load-

ing depot for the Polaris fleet.

One 2-squadron Titan base is

yet to be named, plus bases for at

least five more 50-missile Minute-

man squadrons. A Pacific Coast

Polaris depot also may be selected

in a year or so.

Ten of the 11 Atlas bases shown
on the map have one squadron.

Warren AFB has three. Six of the

Atlas squadrons will have 12

launchers dispersed in hard silos.

Two squadrons have six missiles in

soft pads. The remaining squadrons

each have nine missiles, some of

them in semi-hard pads.

Titan bases at Ellsworth, Moun-
tain Home, Larson and Beale each

have one 9-missile squadron in hard

pads. The others have two. Three

50-Minuteman squadrons are at

Malmstrom

.

Shaded area in Northwest is

where the first Minuteman train

deployments are to be made, start-

ing in early 1963.

Canaveral has been funded this yean
To complete the first Saturn launch

facility by next year, $2.25 million

was appropriated for equipment for

the staging building, completion of in-j

strumentation sites, pad and block-

house communication and electrical

equipment, measuring and tracking

equipment and design and engineering.

Congress also appropriated $21 mil-

lion to begin work on an entirely new
Saturn launch complex, to handle the

larger four and five-stage Saturn ve-J

hides and enable doubling of the

launching rate.

The total cost of the second Saturn

launch complex is to be about $29

million. The remaining funds will be

requested in the F.Y. 1962 budget.

The current funds include $1,675

million for blockhouse construction,

$8.15 million for the service structure,

about as tall as a 30-story building,

$7,675 million for pad and area de-

velopment, $850,000 for the umbilical

tower, $900,000 for fuel and oxygen

storage facilities, $250,000 for liquid

hydrogen facility design and $1.5 mil-

lion for ground support equipment.

Other construction includes: modi-

fication of an existing stand for Agena-

B. $4 million; liquid hydrogen system

for the first Saturn complex, $2.5 mil-

lion; Saturn staging building, $1.25

million; and addition to engineering

and laboratory building, $300,000. «
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SPECIAL ISSUE

Standardization Cuts

Cost of Bullpup Support

Stress on use of existing GSE

will make Air Force version of

GAM bird relatively inexpensive

and provide easy handling

by Joseph P. Smith, Jr.

Wells Industries Corp.

Washington, D.C.

MHU-12 TRANSPORT TRAILER carries four Bullpups at speeds up to 20 mph. Ad-
justable chocks and available sideboards make the unit a multipurpose vehicle.

42

COSTS OF SUPPORT equipment

for the Air Force version of the Martin

Bullpup air-to-surface missile (GAM-63)
will run far below the average of other

AF missile programs.

The savings are due partly to the

simplicity and reliability of the system,

but primarily to an intensive effort to-

ward maximum utilization of existing

GSE and a minimum of new develop-

ment.

The need for standardization was
the first consideration of Martin engi-

neers when they went to work on de-

sign of GSE for the AF Bullpup. A
study of equipment used by the Navy
for the original version of the missile

showed that it was unsuitable for the

new application. According to a Mar-
tin report, AF handling requirements

posed entirely different problems.

The primary difference in the logis-

tics problem was due to the handling

situation aboard ship. Here, all ele-

ments are together in one compact in-

stallation. Assembly and maintenance
areas with fixed equipment, overhead
cranes, and elevators are near the flight

deck where the missiles are loaded

aboard their aircraft. Transportation is'

a small problem and low-speed skid >

dollies are sufficient for the short dis-.

tances involved.

At Air Force installations, storage,

assembly, loading, and maintenance

facilities may be widely separated. Mo-
bile hoists are necessary. Transport

trailers are required that can handle ati

least four missiles and can be towed at'

least 20 miles per hour. Equipment
maintenance tools have to be moved
about to different areas.

Another major item of considera-

tion was that support equipment be'

air-transportable and interchangeable^

with and capable of handling conven-i

tional as well as special weapons. In

additions, the equipment had to bffl

sufficiently flexible to handle the OT-i

iginal Bullpup as well as the slightly
{

larger AF version to be supplied later

in the program.

The first study by Martin produced

a tentative list of equipment to meet

the requirements. This list was dis-

cussed with the Weapons System Proj-

ect Officer and specialist personnel of

the various laboratories involved at

Wright-Patterson AFB, and compared

against available equipment.

The survey team then carried thei

logistic plan and equipment list to AF

missiles and rockets, September 19, I960
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[depots, the Eglin Air Test Center, Al-

buquerque Special Weapons Center,

find TAC headquarters at Langley

Shield.

Out of this came recommendations

|

for use of certain existing units and

|wo items under development. The

j-esulting list contained four pieces

I hi government-furnished equipment

||GFE) and four to be furnished by

Ivlartin.

All items of support equipment

rere brought together in a duplicate

AC maintenance and assembly build-

lg at Martin-Orlando. Here missiles

rere assembled, transported, and loaded

i simulation of actual operating con-

itions. Equipment performed to expec-

tion and later was accepted by the

iir Force.

The final approved list of equip-

ent:

.sembly area

H-90 Tripod Stand (GFE) or Air-

ame (GFE)
MHU-12/E Munitions Handling

railer or MK-5 Bomb Trailer

MHU-30/E Guided Missile Main-

nance Cradle

HLU-40/E Guided Missile Main-

ance Sling

MHU-32/E Guided Missile Main-

ance Stand

rage area

MM Aerial Store Lift Truck
MHU-30/E Guided Missile Main-
ance Stand

ADU-60/E Lift Truck to Missile

jlapter (MM or MHU-31/E Missile)

Handling Cradle (forklift)

ight-line area

MJ-1 Aerial Store Lift Truck
ADU-60/E Lift Truck to Missile

Jlapter (MM or MHU-31/E Missile

Handling Cradle (forklift)

MHU-12/E Munitions Handling
iler or MK-5 Bomb Trailer

The Bullpup missile represents a

I'febwing and desirable trend in tactical
If t t, a u..

-

HOISTING SLING used with portable A-frame and adjustable missile storage

provides flexible, mobile handling gear for storage, assembly, maintenance.

BULLPUPS ARE ASSEMBLED on H-12 trailer with aid of tripod stand and h

sling. Aft- and center-section cradle adapters provide proper mating alignment.

isile development. It is used by two
vices with little modification. Its en-

e is a prepackaged liquid and the

mbled unit can be handled like a

md of ammunition. The simplicity

I low cost of support equpiment fit

well with the overall concept of the

sile system.

The Bullpup is expected to go into

Air Force missile inventory next
r. Only last week, the AF began its

it-testing of two versions of the

Ipup at Eglin AFB, Fla. «
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SPL1T-STATOR HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR generator used in VSCF development
design has 20 kva output. Stator (at right) is folded around rotor, forming pancake.'

SPECIAL issue

Versatile

Gas

Turbines:

Lightweight

Power

Major breakthroughs seen

as device makes a bid to

become prime mover in

Missile/Space GSE Market

W. W. West and C. R. Phaneuf

Both authors are members of the

application engineering staff of General
Electric Co. at Waynesboro, Va. West
is with the Specialty Control Depart-

ment, Phaneuf with Aviation Electrical

Systems Engineering.

THE GAS TURBINE can be ex-

pected soon to become an important

factor in the ground power market.

According to manufacturers' reports,

major breakthroughs now imminent will

better fit the turbine for many more ap-

plications in the missile/ space support'

field.

These improvements, coupled with

the new concept of variable-speed con-

stant-frequency (VSCF) electrical
power generation, make the prospect

attractive for many reasons.

The idea of gas turbines as a prime
mover in missile/ space ground support

systems is not new. They have already

been used in a limited number of appli-

cations where size, weight, and reli-

ability are of prime importance. But gen-

eral application of gas turbines for sup-

plying electrical power—although talked

about—has yet to become a reality.

The reason behind this is that there

are certain inherent problems in the

turbines themselves: high-speed opera-

tion, specific rate of fuel consumption,

etc. However, gas turbine manufactur-
ers have made rapid advances to over-

come these apparent drawbacks.
• Small, light, simple—One of the

basic reasons for considering gas tur-

bines is a matter of logistics. Turbines

deliver a lot of horsepower from a

small package. In hardened applica-

tions, manufacturers report that tur-

bines would require 1/10 the floor area

and 1/30 the volume of most of the

present prime movers of comparable
power. In portable applications, they

are almost without peer, since they re-

quire less space, and fewer personnel,

and can be air-dropped. The gas tur-

bine is 1/10 the weight of most other

high-speed prime movers and 1/20 that

of low-speed.

But size and weight are just part of-

the story. Ease of maintenance is an-fj

other. With a minimum of moving parts

—mainly, a rotor—t u r b i n e s offer 3\

drastic reduction in maintenance costsJ

One manufacturer points out that con-J

ventional systems require a down timet

of 12 hours per month, plus the over'

head of attendant personnel. Turbineii

are offered with a monthly down time

of one hour and are extremely pra&j

tical for unattended operations.

Turbines offer many other feature.'

of interest to support power applica

tions. They use many different fueltl

efficiently. They are air-cooled and

cold-starting; they can run continuously

at rated output, and run at low-loai<|

with no deterioration. They are lesj

affected by environment and highl;>

shock-resistant to air drop or near-misj

(one manufacturer will offer a 25-n
;

rating).

For hardened sites, the turbine rei

quires a minimum of foundation, need]

no isolation for vibration, and at thij

same time offers improved overall ther

mal efficiency when exhaust heat is utij

lized for auxiliary services.

As gas turbines near the momeni,

when more general application will m'

longer be a question but a point in fad

the final step needed to bridge the gai.

emerges in the form of VSCF.
• Speed solution—One of the mail

limiting characteristics for electricst

power generation of the gas turbine i

its extremely high speed. A gear box ill

required to reduce the generator speec-

Moreover, the generator size is quit

large and heavy.

Not only does VSCF relieve thesfl

factors, it achieves such a high degre

of versatility that the gas turbine ca|

now become superior in areas neve,

44 missiles and rockets, September 19, 1
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It has been proven

that ^JKKERS® hydraulics

can move missiles

from storage to launch . .

.

faster, smoother,

with more

precise control . .

.

Vickers has cmigned and built 'over 100,0

hydraulic servo ^gtems for the direction^fd
guidance of ordna™^ Applications rara^Hrom
radar controlled anti^k^aft guns toj^plp^tely
automatic missile handml

This long-time engineering and production
know-how can be invaluable to prime contractors

requiring hydraulic drives. It takes the guesswork
out of hydraulic system design. It saves time . . .

saves money . . . eliminates installation headaches.

There are specific, provable reasons why Vickers
hydraulics are best for missile handling systems.

Fastest motion — fastest acceleration,
deceleration and reversal of any type
power transmission.

Ultra fine control — missile launchers
have been elevated and trained with ex-

ceptional accuracies at speeds approaching
zero.

Narrower deadband — narrower than
any other high horsepower drive during
reversal or over dead center.

High power gain — low milliwatt input

OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH

easily controls hundreds of horsepower.

Instantaneous response — from zero

to full power output. In less than .05

seconds an electrical control signal re-

sults in full hydraulic power response.

See Vickers firsl! At Vickers you benefit from
the most comprehensive line of hydraulic compo-
nents and power packages, the largest staff of hy-

draulic engineers and fifty years of experience de-

veloping hydraulic systems for ordnance applica-

tions.

For full information call the nearest Vickers Of-

fice, or Waterbury, Connecticut, PLaza 6-368^.

(TWX-WBY160). Write for "20 Years of Servo

Drives for Weapon Systems".

Production line

"power packages" for. .

.

Completely automated

rocket launchers

Checkout stands

Launcher erectors

Tracking and guidance

radar antenna

Installations on . .

.

Polaris • Nike • Thor •

Atlas • Titan • Regulus •

Corporal • Terrier •

Talos • Bomarc •

Sergeant • Tartar •

Others

VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

Marine and Ordnance Department
Waterbury 20, Connecticut

Hydraulic
Products for

Ordnance
Applications
since 1903.

District Offices: Detroit, Mich.

MO-227
• El Segundo. Calif. • Los Altos. Calif. • Seattle, Wash. • Washington. D.C. • Waterbury, Conn.
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VSCF bridges the gap

TURBINE

VARIABLE HIGH
FREQUENCY POWER

j5 HIGH SPEED
GENERATOR

FREQUENCY
CHANGER

FUEL CONTROLni
STARTER

FILTER

VOLTAGE AND
FREQUENCY
REGULATOR

DC FIELD EXCITATION

BLOCK DIAGRAM of variable-speed constant-frequency electrical power generator.

thought possible. It is at this point that

the tremendous potential of the gas tur-

bine in certain ground power applica-

tions becomes apparent.

VSCF is an electric generating sys-

tem which comprises a high-speed, high-

frequency generator and a static fre-

quency changer. The generator is inte-

grated with the turbine and supplies

variable high-frequency power to a

static frequency changer. The output is

fed to the constant-frequency bus

through a filter. A static regulator main-

tains voltage and frequency within a

wide range of desired limits.

The a-c generator is an advanced

design which offers many advantages

over conventional machines. To take

full advantage of the high-speed turbine

operation, a generator capable of being

directly connected to the turbine shaft,

and operated at high turbine speeds, is

required. The inductor type generator

provides this capability. Its solid-rotor

configuration is simple and reliable.

There are no rotating windings to cause

unbalance or maintenance problems.

The machine contains no other rotating

components, such as rectifiers or com-
mutators. It has no brushes or sliding

contacts.

The output of the variable-fre-

quency generator is fed into the static

frequency changer, composed basically

of a power-conversion section and a

modulator. The power-conversion ele-

ments are silicon-controlled rectifiers,

solid-state equivalents of the Thyratron

tube. By properly programing the firing

of these semiconductors by the modu-
lator, the lower, constant output fre-

quency can be fabricated from the high-

frequency input waves.

Output frequency is maintained by

the regulator to very precise limits. Ac-
curacies up to 0.001% are obtainable.

Since the system is unaffected by

large changes in speed (up to 2:1).

transient frequency response approaches

steady-state conditions. Individual phase

voltage regulation can provide close

regulation even under conditions of ex-

treme unbalanced loadings. Provisions

for real and reactive load division may
be included for parallel operation of

several turbine sets.

• Advantages—In summary, the
improvements for gas turbine operation

offered by VSCF are these:

-A small, lightweight generator for

direct connection to the turbine shaft.

Conventional 60 cps generators at 1200

rpm weigh 10-20 lbs. per kva. Depend-
ing on specific application requirements,

the overall system can be expected to

weigh as little as one-fifth that of other

types of ground power, or even less.

-Simpler speed controls are re-

quired. In addition, no speed-reducing

gear box is needed.

-Improved electrical performance is

available from a VSCF-equipped tur-

bine. Frequency transients under load

changes do not exist. Close voltage reg-

ulation can be provided even under
large loading unbalance; damaging out-

put voltage transients are virtually elim-

inated. With a small (5-15%) increase

in system weight, voltage transients for

normal load changes can also be a

thing of the past.

—Versatility of operation is achieved

by providing multiple frequency outputs

from the same equipment. Either 400
cps, 60 cps. or direct current may be

obtained.

—Use of the VSCF system as the

turbine starter may eliminate the neces-

sity for auxiliary starting equipment.

-When necessary, the static control

equipment can be remotely located from

the turbine generator.

The industry goal of lightweight,

compact, portable ground power units

is rapidly being achieved. This new con-

cept of static frequency power conver-

sion, with its added features of high

performance and extreme reliability is

an important step towards this goal.

At present, turbine manufacturers

are working to extend the application

of such turbine-generator combinations

to areas of ground power not formerly

feasible. With VSCF, the ground power
market will see an ever increasing in-

flux of gas turbines as a prime mover
for support electrical systems. 8

Simulated Flight Test of Minuteman
MINUTEMAN ICBM undergoes dynamic testing at Boeing's Aero-Space Div., Seattle.

Tests simulate seven different flight conditions. Program, nearly complete, will deter-

mine adequacy of structural design and aid development of flight controls.
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TITAN launch,

test and checkout

equipment is latest

approach to short

reaction time re-

quirement.

Progress Made In

Checkout Versatility'

by W. O. Campbell
Martin-Baltimore

WITH SO CLOSE a tie between to-

day's missiles and checkout equipment
requirements, a strong tendency has

developed—and is steadily growing for

checkout and countdown equipment to

become increasingly specialized and
complex.

The specialization has resulted in

equipment which is not too useful for

follow-on programs. Warehouses are

full of such equipment; surplus sales

abound with it.

The complexity has resulted in in-

creasingly high costs; today one finds

that as much as 75% of missile pro-

gram dollars are spent for ground sup-

port equipment.

The specialization and complexity

tendencies have interacted to produce
equipment which usually is neither

available on schedule nor reliable after

it is available.

These are the prices now being

paid. These problems are so severe that

it is imperative that solutions be found.

The effort to find answers has already

paused certain developments.

First, the military has underwritten

programs for the sole purpose of de-

veloping checkout equipment which
fneets some of the more common re-

quirements of most missiles, yet is

somewhat independent of any particu-

ar set of missile requirements, thus

peing "universal"—or, as the more con-

servative elements says, "versatile."

This has occurred during the last

;hree years.

At the same time, industry has also

produced versatile equipment, so that

today there are several such sets now
available in varying degrees of versa-

tility.

• Confusing terms—Claims as to

the true versatility of these sets vary.

Some figures run as high as 75 to 90%;
others are stated to be 25 %. The pic-

ture is somewhat beclouded by the fact

that there are as many definitions of

the term "versatility" as there are GSE
engineers, and that no formal evalua-

tion of these sets against the same
group of weapon system requirements

has ever been made. Further contribut-

ing to the problem is the tendency to

use the two concepts "versatility" and
"follow-on utility" interchangeably.

There is a distinct difference. Ver-

satility refers to the capability in a

given set of checkout equipment for

easily accommodating the changes that

occur in the test requirements for the

airborne article. Follow-on-utility refers

to the number of racks that can be used

without modification on succeeding

programs. The more conservative

groups usually quote 25% versatility

—

meaning follow-on utility—a very prac-

tical figure such as a weapon system

prime contractor might employ.

Certainly this whole development is

a step in the right direction, much bet-

ter than no development at all. The in-

herent versatility—be it 25% or 75%

—

allows a continuous program of de-

velopment, use, redevelopment, use,

improvement, use, until gradually the

versatility will be adequate, the cost

low, and the reliability high. Such a

concept of continual improvement of

a basic idea is identical to the tech-

niques used by industry to obtain ac-

ceptable reliability, cost, and versatility

missiles and rockets, September 19, I960

in almost any commercial product one
cares to name.

• Other progress—Another devel-

opment is Project SETE at New York
University, authorized by DOD some
four years ago to collect and dissemi-

nate information concerning support

equipment of all kinds from the three

services. The yearly symposia hosted

through this group are well known to

all support equipment designers.

A third is MIL Handbook 300
(USAF), a compilation of support

equipment in catalog form. First issued

in 1959, this Handbook bids fair to

become the Sears Roebuck catalog of

GSE. It tells many people what is

available, thus serving to minimize
duplication.

It is interesting to note that some
weapon systems contractors, including

Martin, have already taken steps to

produce a similar Handbook purely for

company internal use, to handle the

large volume of support equipment in-

formation and designs available within

the company.

A fourth development is the ap-

pearance within the last two years of

many support equipment articles in

magazines and at conventions. While
the subject content of "message" varies,

most of them touch sooner or later on

the natural causes which have led to

this development—namely cost, reli-

ability and versatility.

All of these developments are essen-

tially particular solutions to the general

problems previously discussed.

• How it works with Titan—A good
example of the new look in missile sup-

port equipment is in the Titan program
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THOR

MACE

TITAN

HAWK

ATLAS

SNARK

NIKE B

BOMARC

NIKE ZEUS

SPARROW I

SPARROW II

SPARROW III

NIKE HERCULES

SIDEWINDER

REGULUS II

VANGUARD

REDSTONE

JUPITER C

PERSHING

BULL PUP

MERCURY

TERRIER

POLARIS

TARTAR

CORVUS

FALCON

Designs Assembiy Savings into

CriticoiMiniature/instrumentBaiiBearings/
Helping customers simplify instrument assembly is a

specialty of the N/D engineering group. How? Through

creative Miniature/Instrument ball bearing application

and design. Often, a new ball bearing design will pro-

duce assembly savings in excess of its additional costs.

Integral ball bearings, too, very often cut down difficult

and costly hand assembly of shaft and parts.

A timely example of N/D customer assembly savings

can be seen in Nike Ajax and Hercules missile ground

support. Here, special N/D Instrument ball bearings are

now used in precision potentiometers. New Departure

engineers recommended eliminating two single row
instrument bearings, mounted in duplex and requiring

precision spacer and separate guide roller. They

replaced this assembly with a special N/D double row
high precision instrument ball bearing with integral

outer race guide roller . . . and shaft mounted with a

nut. This one recommendation produced cost savings

of over 400%! In turn, the customer was able to reduce

the potentiometer selling price to the government.

What's more, the New Departure Instrument Ball Bear-

ings improved potentiometer reliability!

Vou can look to minimum assembly costs and unsur-

passed reliability. Include an N/D Miniature/Instrument

Bearing Specialist in your early design level discussions.

For immediate information or assistance, call or write

Department L.S., New Departure Division, General

Motors Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut.

MINIATUR STRUMENT BALL BEARINGS
'proved re//ability you can bui/d around
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(M/R, September 5, 1960).

This missile is housed in a fixed

hard-base installation. It must be capa-

ble of being reliably fired upon short

notice. Accordingly, the checkout and

countdown equipment is designed in a

ruggedized rack and chassis manner
suitable for permanent installation in

the hard base. It is capable of with-

standing severe shocks, as is the missile.

Because of the short reaction time

requirement, the countdown sequence

has been pared to those bare essentials

usually referred to as "operations", with

almost no testing, as such, in the count-

down. The Titan requirement for veri-

fied reliability has been met by making
program and technical provisions for a

routine checkout on a scheduled basis,

thus again dictating in large measure

the test requirements of the checkout

and countdown equipment.

This co-relationship between missile

requirements and support equipment
requirements is just as evident in the

highly mobile missiles

—

Lacrosse and
Pershing, for example. In these, the

countdown equipment is transported

either on the launcher or on vehicles

just as mobile as the launcher, so that

all parts of the weapon system are

equally mobile. Again, with reaction

time of both missiles being rather short,

the number of operations in the count-

down gear have been cut to the irre-

ducible minimum, several magnitudes

less than those encountered in a typical

R&D situation.

The reliability of these weapons dic-

tates that the performance reliability of

the countdown equipments be very

high. It is secured by utilizing certain

checkout design criteria developed spe-

cifically to meet the performance reli-

ability requirement.
• Outlook—Man, being the in-

quisitive creature that he is, has always

enjoyed looking ahead to postulate what
will happen in various areas. The test

and checkout area is no exception.

What will happen?
Certainly the present developments

will continue for some years to come,
because each of them supplies part of

the answer to the total problem. Tech-

nical advances such as better compara-
tors, analog-digital convertors, and
timer-counters will increase at an accel-

erated pace, since more and more R&D
money will be spent in support equip-

ment developments.

The development of digital versatile

checkout sets will continue, because

versatility requirements will exist for a

long time to come. A curious offshoot

of this is that, in the future, certain

weapon systems will have design criteria

imposed on them to make them easier

to test.

The digital computer will also see

some use for test and checkout pur-

poses. Mostly this use will center

around the indigenous capability—

a

term meaning that if a digital computer
is already on board for other reasons,

some of the test and checkout job will

be assigned to it.

Another task for large digital com-
puters is the computation of quantities

derived from go/ no-go checkout re-

sults. These derived quantities include

such things as statistical measure of

weapon performance, flyability index,

and weapon system degradation. The
go/ no-go data will be obtained in much
the same manner as it is now, with the

results fed over a data link to a digital

computer miles away. The computer it-

self will be specially equipped to han-
dle an equation involving up to 200
simultaneously varying parameters.

Electronic checkout equipment has

changed a lot since the beginning of

the Missile Age 15 years ago. The
equipment in 1945 was a hastily-assem-

bled collection of portable meters and
scopes, regardless of the type of missile.

Today's checkout and support equip-

ment requirements are much more
closely linked to those of the missile;

if mobility, basing, reaction, reliability

and other requirements of the missile

are known, test requirements of check-

out and countdown equipment can be
readily inferred, if not deduced.

SPECIAL ISSUE

Universal Test Systems on the Way
Army Ordnance is reviewing equipment developed by RCA
and Nortronics; studies show facilities are practical; first

delivery will come 18-24 months after funding

A $6-7 MILLION study program
under way since 1955 by Army Ord-
nance and industry has shown that a

universal automatic test facility is both

feasible and practical. Prototype hard-

ware for the facility has been built and
demonstrated; one equipment contract

has been let and others are anticipated

"sometime in the future."

The program started with a contract

to RCA for research in the field of

miniaturization and micro-modules and
applicability to field maintenance equip-

ment. Work was later expanded to in-

clude multipurpose test equipment.
Here began the first look at the feasi-

bility of universal—or, more properly,

"multipurpose"—equipment.

In 1958, Ordnance granted a con-

tract to Nortronics for a feasibility

study aimed at a multipurpose checkout

system for depot maintenance of the

Nike. Work was continued for develop-

ment of a prototype system for evalua-

tion. The Nortronics approach was to

incorporate elements of its Datico and
other commercial equipment in a sys-

tem for the automatic checkout of six

missile systems.

Concurrently, RCA was continuing

work based on its earlier study aimed at

developing a similar universal test

equipment.

At present, both the RCA and Nor-
tronics systems are being reviewed by
Ordnance. Further R&D—scheduled

but not entirely funded—will be aimed at

producing mobile automatic equipment

for field and depot (third-, fourth-, and
fifth-echelon) maintenance. After the

money becomes available, 18-24 months
will be required for first delivery.

Signal Corps has awarded RCA a

contract to build a similar system for

electronic equipment maintenance for

its Tobyhanna, Pa., depot.

• Characteristics set—After deter-

mining feasibility, the Army Rocket and
Guided Missile Agency puts together a

specification which sets forth the "mili-

tary characteristics" of such a system.

This MC spells out the necessary re-

quirements, operational and special

characteristics and a suggested approach
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DIGITAL EVALUATION equipment (electronic unit of shop set) in 2'/2-ton truck.

Complete universal field maintenance system would have 4 vans. (RCA photo)

to the program.

The need for automatic universal

test equipment was predicated on sev-

eral conclusions reached by ARGMA:
—Present concept of providing pe-

culiar test equipment with each missile

system is a financial, personnel and
logistic burden.

-Over 85% of the basic functions

of these peculiar test systems are dupli-

cated in each case.

—Current field maintenance tools

and test equipment are designed pri-

marily for lab and production-line use

and are not suitable for the field.

—Automatic operation is desirable

not only for its speed but because it

removes the inherent human factor

errors.

The Army also concluded that a

universal system could be applied even

more efficiently to future missiles. These

could be designed with common or as-

signed power, frequencies, etc., which
would fit in with already established

characteristics of the test equipment.

Officially termed "guided missile

field maintenance shop set," the main-

tenance facility will consist of elec-

tronic, mechanical and emergency re-

pair units. It will be self-sustaining and
capable of test and isolation of mal-

functions down, where practical, to in-

dividual piece parts. Repairs beyond the

capability of the electronic and me-
chanical units would be accomplished

by the supplementary emergency repair

unit.

• Operational characteristics—De-
sign of the shop set will incorporate

accepted principles of human engineer-

ing for simple operation and minimiza-

tion of human error. Test equipment

will be capable of performing self-test

and visually indicating the malfunction

down to the smallest component prac-

tical. It will automatically provide type-

written information as to location and
nature of malfunction and logistic data

—nomenclature, part number, etc.—for

replacement. It will be able to check

out complete missiles, performing both

plug-in go/ no-go tests as well as com-
ponent and circuit malfunction isola-

tion.

Mobility requirements are a large

factor in the shop set design. All tools

and test equipment must be capable of

being mounted in standard Ordnance
2!/2-ton trucks. Equipment must be suf-

ficiently rugged to withstand transport

over unimproved roads at 25 mph and

over cross-country terrain at 10 mph.
It shall be immediately operable after

movement without calibration or ex-

tensive maintenance. Safeguards will be

incorporated to prevent serious mal-
functions due to improper hookups,
switching arrangements, or power in-

puts.

Loaded shop set trucks will be trans-

portable by air and have certain am-
phibious transport capability. Equip-

ment will be air-conditioned to operate

in —60 to +125°F ambient tempera-

tures, and be capable of long-term stor-

age with minimum preservation or spe-

cial packaging.

First priority will be assigned to the

development of electronic test equip-

ment. Mechanical, hydraulic, and pneu-
matic test equipment will get second

priority.

The first step in the Army approach

to the program is to gather data relat-

ing to the maintenance allocation on
each system and catalog units expected

to need repair. Then technical charac-

teristics of each unit to be tested

—

power, frequency, terminations, wava
shapes, etc.—will be determined.

A further step will be to determine

areas of similarity among components
common to most missile systems. Ap4
plicable existing equipment will be se-j

lected and development scheduled for

original equipment needed to complete

the system.

Accomplishment of the plan re-j

quires only time and money. It is gen-

erally agreed that the multipurpose

equipment would save a great deal of

money and greatly ease the logistic bur-

den imposed by present methods of field

maintenance. R&D funds are extremely

tight, however, and Ordnance is not too

optimistic over chances of immediate

development funding, tt

Mars Travelers Could

Ride in Booster Fuel Tank
The first men to land on Mars may

make the trip inside a fuel tank.

According to scientists at Lockheed
Missile and Space Division, the entire

payload, including the earth re-entry

vehicle, would be carried within huge

chemical booster tanks.

Two of the boosters would be fired

into earth orbit, refueled and accel-
j

erated to Mars flight velocity—36,000

mph. Then the two rockets would be

joined with a half-mile-long steel cable.

Rotation around a common center

would provide the crew with essential

artificial gravity. The cable would al-

low a long axis of rotation, sufficient

to reduce the effects of coriolis force.

If a short axis of rotation were used,

the coriolis force would cause a human
to reach to the side of an object rather

then directly at it.

Lockheed's R. Gillespie says the

"cocoon" approach is cheaper and]

simpler than other Mars flight

proposals.
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SPECIAL ISSUE

Long-Range Polaris Gets More Funds
The need for ground support equip-

ment in the Polaris R&D program is

expected to continue through 1964 with

development of the 2500-mile-range

Polaris.

The Administration has announced

that it will release an extra $70 million

this year for the long-range program.

Both the 1500-mile and the 2500-

mile Polaris will be several feet longer

than the present 1200-mile version.

Launching tubes will be lengthened to

accommodate them.

GSE to date has included a vast

array of items, from underwater

cameras and hydrophones to the very

huge ship motion simulator at Cape
Canaveral and the underwater launch-

ing complex off San Clemente Island,

Calif.

Land-based GSE for the operational

Polaris fleet is centered at the Charles-

ton, S.C., Missile Depot. The Navy
is expected to build a similar depot on
the West Coast for Polaris subs op-

erating with the Pacific Fleet.

LAUNCHING TUBE for R&D Polaris missiles is one of two on the stern of the

Test Ship Observation Island. This one can be tipped at a variety of angles.

RIGHT: Loading a Polaris missile into the George Washington

directly from a missile container. Underwater TV lights and
cameras surround the mouth of the missile tube.
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SPECIAL ISSUE

Britain's Big Rocket Test Center

TEST AREA for engine components at Spadeadam includes two

test stands and gas generator test cells.

ROCKET ENGINE Test Stands and Missile Tests Stand. Note),

the effluent lagoons in the foreground.

by G. V. E. Thompson

Four years of work, employment for

600 persons and at least $56 million

will go down the drain unless Great
Britain goes ahead with a space pro-

gram and utilizes its Spadeadam Rocket
Establishment.

Built for the assembly, development

and test of the now cancelled Blue

Streak LRBM, all construction work at

Spadeadam has stopped. However, en-

gine and vehicle testing is still contin-

uing on a reduced scale until the gov-

ernment makes its long-awaited decision

whether to proceed to develop Blue

Streak as a space carrier vehicle or not.

The Establishment occupies about

10,000 acres set amidst pleasant, un-

spoiled countryside in an area drenched
in history. It is on the Cumberland
Fells about 20 miles northeast of Car-

lisle, and quite near the remains of

Hadrian's Wall, Roman roads and forts,

and medieval castles used in border

disputes between England and Scotland.

The site was chosen as probably the

only one of its size still available in

England. The only alternatives would
have been in the Scottish highlands.

Although it is conveniently placed in

relation to the Rolls-Royce headquar-

ters in Derby, it has many disadvan-

tages.

• Bog and fog—Being on the top

of the fells, the weather is frequently

wet or misty, and high winds are some-
times experienced. Maps of the area

name it as Spadeadam Forest or Spa-

deadam Waste. The forest disappeared

hundreds of years ago and was replaced

by a bog. The bog is not dangerous to

man but has caused difficulties during

construction and increased costs. In

building roads at the rocket site, ordi-

nary methods were useless and the old

Roman method of "floating" them on
piles of brushwood was used.

The Establishment was conceived in

1955 and work began in December
1956. Construction was undertaken by
the Ministry of Works to the require-

ments of the Ministry of Aviation,

which specified the number of test

stands and other facilities. The main
contractors for the work were British

Oxygen Engineering Ltd., and Wimpey
Ltd. Later they formed a joint com-
pany.

Construction was mainly between
January 1957 and January 1960, and
all services had to be brought to the

site. About 2000 workers were em-
ployed at the peak period of construc-

tion.

The Administration area is located

near the entrance to the establishment,

and includes offices, a small conference

hall, laboratories (for testing effluents,

checking instruments, etc.), a machine

shop, and assembly shops. Component
parts for the RZ1 and RZ2 engines

come here from the Rolls-Royce works.!

at Derby, Shrewsbury, Hucknall or>

Barnoldswick, Lancashire and arei

checked and assembled.

This LOX/ kerosene engine is a]

development of the Rocketdyne S3, andij

was first run at the Rocket Propulsion

Establishment, Westcott, in 1957. Theij

first firing at Spadeadam took place 18

months ago. The early engines devel-l

oped 135,000 lb. thrust, but this has!

been bettered. The dry weight of a

single engine is about 1500 lb. and iti|

is 10 ft. 7 in. high.

• Like Atlas—The building housing
j

the engine assembly shop also has thei

missile preparation section, comprising
|

three bays. Only one of these is in use.

The Blue Streak bodies come from deli

Havilland Propellers Ltd. plants ati

Stevenage and Hatfield. Their design I

employs the same constructional prin-

ciples as Atlas. De Havilland has ani

agreement with Convair.

The missiles assembled do not con-

tain a warhead. They have a frustro-

conical guidance section strengthened

with external longitudinal ribs of top-

hat section, a LOX tank without exter-'

nal reinforcement, a kerosene tank with

"top-hat" ribs, and a skirt housing two

Rolls-Royce engines.

The skin is made of thin stainless
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SPECIFY

SUPER-T TEFLON
1 24001 -S-L

MIL-H-25579 Hose Assembly

SUPER "T-HP" TEFLON
129001 -S-L

ARP 604 Hose Assembly

113026-S-L
;"113" Hose up to 40% lighter

than conventional MIL-H-8794)

FOR EVERY AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE

112-313-313-S-L

MS 28759 Hose Assembly

MIL-H-8788 Hose

112-342-342-S-L

MS 28762 Hose Assembly
MIL-H-8788 Hose

11 1-31 2-31 2-S-L

MS 28741 (MIL-H-8795)

Hose Assembly

MIL-H-8794 Hose

FLEXIBLE FLUID LINE REQUIREMENT

193-311-311 -S-L

AN-6270 Hose Assembly
MIL-H-5593 Hose

SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS-shown here

are a few of the many different configura-

tions Stratoflex has supplied to industry.

(Above hose assemblies conform in every detail to specifications listed.)

STRATOFLEX offers complete hose assemblies, hose and

fittings in a wide range of sizes and types, allowing engineers

exceptional freedom in equipment design. Stratoflex flexible

hose and fittings are available for most fluid applications

and for a wide range of pressures. Medium pressure

Super-T Teflon* and high pressure Super "T-HP" Teflon*

are designed for extreme temperature applications.

GET COMPLETE INFORMATION! Write for Stratoflex Aircraft & Missile

Catalog, Super-T Teflon Bulletin S-3 or Super "T-HP" Teflon Bulletin S-7.

P.O. Box 10398 • Fort Worth, Texas

'

Branch Plants: Hawthorne, Cal., Fort Wayne, Toronto
In Canada: Stratoflex of Canada, Inc.

SALES OFFICES:
Atlanta, Chicago

Cleveland, Dayton

Detroit, Fort Wayne
Fort Worth, Hawthorne
Houston, Kansas City

Milwaukee, New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh , San Diego,

San Francisco, Seattle

Toronto, Tulsa
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ABOVE: Close-up of a Rocket Engine Test Stand.

BELOW: A rocket firing.

steel sheet and the tanks are pressurizedt

with nitrogen to prevent bucking. Fromi
the time of its manufacture until it is- 1

placed in the test stand or on the<

launch pad, the missile is also held in a

frame. By attaching hydraulic jacks to

this frame, the missile body can be
placed under tension and the pres-

surization released while work is car-

ried out on the body.

The LOX plant is operated and
maintained by British Oxygen Gases
Ltd. as agents for the Ministry of Avi-

ation. It contains standard commercial
equipment. There are two separate

units, each producing 50 tons of liquid

i

oxygen, 80 tons liquid nitrogen and 601

tons gaseous nitrogen per day.

Only one LOX unit is now oper-

ating.

LOX produced at the plant is stored

:

in a 500-ton capacity tank and dis-

tributed by road tankers. The storage

tank is insulated with Brellite powder,

and fibreglass. The insulation is 4 ft.;

thick.

• Component test area—Sub-as-

semblies of component parts of the .

rocket engine are first calibrated and

tested separately in the component testi

area, which has nine concrete test cells
|

grouped around a central blockhouse.

The cell for testing gas generators'

has been closed down. The two turbo-

pump testing cells are the only active

facilities in this area. One cell tests the<

pumps with kerosene and water, which i

can be run to waste. The second cell'!

uses kerosene and LOX. These are re-

circulated.

The rig in the cell for testing the;

gas turbine has not been completed and J

may never be. The turbine used is ai

7500 lb. thrust engine developed by i

Rolls Royce for aircraft use and is i

termed superior to the original Rocket-

dyne equipment. A separate building)

contains a High Flow Water Test Facil-

ity, which is 95% complete.

Designed to be able to handle far i

larger engines, there is probably noth-

ing as big in Britain. Its pumps can be i

used either in parallel or in series, giv-

ing either 6000 Imperial gal./min. ati

300 psi. or 2000 Imp. gal./min. at 930/
psi. This facility is intended for the cal-

ibration, with water, of flowmeters, in-

jectors, combustion chamber jackets,
|

etc.

The control room for this site has

been instrumented by Pye Ltd. and is;

fitted with Honeywell-Brown chart re-

corders, closed circuit television, peri- >

scopes, etc.

• Engine test area—About a mile <

away is Site A, probably the most con-

spicuous part of the Establishment. This i

is a group of four engine test stands

erected on a hillside and clearly visible

from the Carlisle-Newcastle road.

Three of these (A1-A3) were erected



'NGINE TEST Area Control Room equipped with chart-type

reorders, oscillographs, TV and periscopes.

ROCKET ENGINE Fitting Bay where Rolls Royce LOX/-
kerosene engines are assembled for the Blue Streak.

ccording to American practice at the

me of designing the plant. These are

paced 250 ft. apart and each consists

f a massive concrete and steel struc-

ire in which the rocket engine can be

lounted to fire vertically downwards
lto a water-cooled steel flame deflec-

Dr. LOX and kerosene tanks are placed

ertically over the engine as in the

lissile.

The fourth stand has been designed

uite differently. Experience showed
tiat safety precautions on A1-A3 were

xcessive. It is more squat, with pro-

ellant tanks at ground level on each

ide of the stand (permitting direct

jading from tankers), much less mas-

ive and situated quite near to stand

^3. This structure is of prestressed

oncrete.

Water from the deflectors passes via

oncrete spillways to a treatment plant,

/here any solids and kerosene are re-

llioved and the water stored for reuse.

A control blockhouse is 600 ft.

I|way from the Al test stand. The build-

ing is constructed of 2-ft. thick rein-

lorced concrete and equipped with 130
part-type recorders, four 24-channel

l|sciHographs, closed circuit TV and
IJeriscopes. When completed, there will

I|e eight control consoles.

An underground concrete duct, 7 ft.

I quare and 1 100 ft. long connects

he test stands and control room for

I he routing of 8000 instrumentation and
t'ontrol cables.

As the missile test area is incom-
jlilete, the Al engine test stand was con-
jierted some time ago for temporary use

lis a missile test stand. This has a large

Inxed tower and is fitted with a missile

liring pad, although not an exact replica

if the ones to be used at Woomera.
Missiles attached to the carrier

I rame are brought to the stand by road
jln a transporter, a pivot attachment

bolted on the end of the frame, and this

winched up by hand into a vertical

position. The Blue Streak is then a few

yards in front of the firing pad.

A carrier ring is bolted to the top

of the missile, and it is then hoisted up
free from the frame by this ring, swung
into position above the pad and lowered

into place.

• Missile test area—-About 1%
miles away is Site C, the Missile Test

Area. This has two widely separated

missile static test stands, C3 and C2,

each having a transversing servicing

tower, incorporating a gantry for ele-

vating the missile into the vertical firing

position. The tower can be withdrawn

along a 300-ft. concrete causeway.

Stand C2 is incomplete, but C3 is

virtually completed except for electrical

work. The launcher is virtually the same
as those used for actual launchings in

Australia, except that there is no pro-

vision for releasing the clamping jaws

holding the missile to the pad.

The towers have portal frames open
on both sides. There are the usual serv-

icing platforms, each being divided into

four quadrants. The quadrants can be

operated independently (although usu-

ally all are raised at once), but those at

different levels are not independent. All

the levels in any given quadrant rise

together.

Neither stand has been used yet.

Equipment for refrigeration, power sup-

plies, instrumentation, air conditioning

and control electrics is ready for instal-

lation beneath C3 if the word is given

to go ahead. The equipment rooms
could be ready in a few months.

A central blockhouse is located

1000 ft. from the stands. Except for a

Rolls-Royce engine panel, the instru-

mentation here was designed and in-

stalled by de Havilland's. The main sys-

tem comprises 19 control consoles, 4

checkout consoles, 27 chart controllers

with a capacity of 216 channels. Over
3500 cables connect the control center

with each test stand.

Bark and Stroud observation peri-

scopes have been installed, and there

are also episcopes and closed-circuit

TV. Film records of the tests are made
by cine-cameras installed around the

test stand.

• Management—The Ministry of

Aviation has vested the management of

the Establishment in Rolls-Royce Ltd.,

which is responsible for overall super-

vision, the provision of essential serv-

ices for all users, and maintenance. The
site manager is Cmdr. Adams. Total

staff employed by Rolls-Royce, de Hav-
illand and British Oxygen at the site

is about 600.

The exact cost of the Establishment

is not known, but is probably around

$56 million. Some newspapers recently

carried stories that equipment at Spa-

deadam had been auctioned. But it

turned out that contractors who had
finished work at the site had been dis-

posing of surplus equipment.

Two test firings of twin-engine units

were made during a press visit this

month. In the first, the unit ran for

three seconds and was then cut out by
automatic equipment because the fuel

supply to an igniter failed to register

the required pressure.

In the second, the engines ran nor-

mally. The unit is fitted with various

automatic devices including one which

ensures that firing does not take place

unless both engines are working satis-

factorily.

The complete Blue Streak vehicle

has been successfully tested and if gov-

ernment approval were given it would
be possible to ship several to Australia

for actual launching. Conversion for

satellite launching could come later.
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accuracy in

pressure
Measurement

Here's the starting point for precision calibration of pressure

measuring instruments . . . here's where accuracy begins. It's

CEC's portable 6-201 Primary Pressure Standard, a pneu-

matic dead-weight piston gage that assures resolution of

0.005% of reading.

This lightweight instrument is so simple to operate that its

accuracy of gage and absolute calibrations is all but inde-

pendent of operator technique.

The 6-201 covers six pressure ranges between 0.3 and 500
psi, with accuracy of 0.015% of full scale in the 1.5, 5.0, 15
and 50 psi ranges and 0.025% of full scale in pressure ranges

of 150 and 500 psi.

Because the 6-201 relies only on fundamental dimensions for

measurements, it is independent of any other instrument for

its calibration. It uses mass, length and time for its references.

For complete information on the 6-201, write

for Bulletin CEC1581B-X28. For data on CEC's
integrated line of instrumentation and pressure

measurement devices, ask for Bulletin CEC
1308X18.

Big Hydrofoil
200-ton ASW Vessel

Due in 18-20 Months

A 200-ton hydrofoil warship will

soon be developed by the Navy. Thej

craft will be a follow-on to a 110-ton

hydrofoil warship now under pre4

liminary design by Boeing and Martinac
Shipbuilding of Tacoma, Wash.

Rear Admiral R. K. James, Chief

of the Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics,

bills hydrofoil craft as a new species

of warship that will at last put the

surface vessel back in the competition

for antisubmarine warfare work. The
breakthrough came with the recent de-

velopment of hydrofoils that can op-

erate completely submerged rather than

skimming across the water surface.

The Boeing-Martinac vessel is being

built under a $2-million fixed-price

contract awarded last June. The pre-

liminary design stage is expected to be

done a year from now and the craft

"put together in six to eight months
after that."

It will be 115 feet long and have

1 10 tons displacement. James describes

it as traveling 50 to 55 knots and carry-

ing target-seeking torpedoes and sonar

gear.

• Marriage broker—He called the

Navy's interest in hydrofoils an "op-

portunity" for the "lagging aircraft

industry." Adding that for this work a

marriage is needed between aircraft

builders and ship builders, he said at a

luncheon last week that "when tenders

for bids went out (for the 110-ton

craft). I called for an aircraft company
and a shipyard combination to get the

contract."

Reasons are that the aircraft in-

dustry is experienced in building light-

weight structures able to maximize the

payload-to-gross-weight ratio; while the

shipbuilding industry has a knowledge

of the design of displacement vessels.

James emphasized that there are

many difficult problems to be solved

by designers of the 200-ton craft. These

include combining aircraft and marine

experience in devising the powerplant;

developing unique designs for light-

weight structures; contriving an ade-

quate power transmission system, "per-

haps through the use of water jets";

and solving the treacherous strength-of-

materials problem that arises in sup-

porting a large gross weight on stilts.

He foresees a requirement of 80 to

90 knots for the hydrofoil. This takes

the submerged airfoil surfaces into the

"supercavitating airfoil design region,"

where not much experimental or theo-

retical work has been done.

High praise was given to a control

device involving an altimeter that

measures the vessel's height above the
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water and then appropriately and con-

tinuously adjusts the aspect of the sub-

merged wings.

Because of the technical problems

involved in designing a hydrofoil craft,

James estimates that 500 tons probably

marks the upper weight limit for the

species. However, the hydro-skimmer
or ground-effect machine, "though

looked upon with less optimism than

the hydrofoil, can theoretically go up-

ward of 2000 tons gross weight."

The Boeing-Martinac hydrofoil is

powered by two 3000-horsepower
Proteus gas-turbine engines. For slow

non-hydrofoil speeds, the drive comes
from a 600-horsepower marine diesel.

AF Streamlines
Weapons System Concept
Gets New Coordination

The Air Force's systems manage-
ment concept is being streamlined to

allow concept-to-production regulation

of a weapons system by a single plan-

ning and programing document.
The new regulation, AFR 375-1,

provides for "System Staff Offices"

(SSO's) at AF headquarters and "Sys-

tems Program Offices" (SPO's) to co-

ordinate field activity in weapons de-

velopment.

The new SPO's most closely related

to the superseded Weapons System
Project Offices, to be phased out of

weapons and support system manage-
ment organization as soon as projects

under their direction are completed.

Development of new weapons will

proceed from the SSO's to the SPO's
with systems management cutting across
many functional groupings in the AF,
including: plans, operations, research,

development, production, supply and
maintenance and personnel. These
functional commands will be directed

to support "systems management"
through the system staff officers at head-
quarters level and through the system
program director at field level.

In an effort to reduce change-of-
command red tape, the new regulation

encouraged direct communication
throughout the AF in support of sys-

tems programs: "Direct communication
is authorized among commands par-
ticipating in system programs. Routine
direct contacts at working levels among
system and functional managers are
encouraged."

Normally, ARDC will be assigned
overall program managership during
the development and production phases.

Prime responsibility will usually de-
volve on the Air Materiel Command
after delivery of first production items
to the user. AF headquarters will estab-
lish initial management responsibility,

designating either ARDC or AMC as

the program requires.
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You're looking at one of CEC's new
high-performance galvanometers

Like all other CEC galvanometers, it's a self-contained,

sealed unit that's been made to extremely close tolerances

and rigidly tested in more than 30 quality control checks.

But its performance is what makes this instrument

unusual. CEC galvanometers offer the ultimate in high-

performance characteristics. They're available in 14 types

with a wide range of frequency response.

What has all this to do with the fragile, bulky galvan-

ometers of 22 years ago? Plenty. In 1939, CEC research

and development created a totally new design concept that

has meant technical superiority ever since. For complete

information on the best galvanometers made for you

oscillograph, write today for Bulletin CEC 1528-X4.

See the new CEC Oscillographs at Booth 1712, ISA,

Transducer Div

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODY
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sadena, California
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it moves in

dimensions...

Manned or unmanned, guided or ballistic . . . the Columbus Division of North

American Aviation can build it. The Columbus Division has complete weapons
systems management capability. It has the R. &D. facilities side by side with the

engineering resources. It has systems management experience along with theoretical

knowledge. That is why so many of the significant advances in electro-mechanics,

electronics systems, propulsion and environment systems, and other areas, are

familiar domain at the Columbus Division— one of the most complete centers of

advanced systems technology in the world.

NEW TARGET MISSILE-Two missiles in one,
this high or low level supersonic target missile for

U. S. Army is now in development at Columbus
Division. Launched by solid booster, ramjet-
powered, it performs from subsonic up through
Mach 2, and from ground level to 60,000 feet.

NAA Columbus also produces Navy's A3J Vigilante,

world's most versatile Mach 2 manned weapon sys-

tem, and the T2J Buckeye multipurpose jet trainer.

THE COLUMBUS DIVISION OF

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
Columbus. Ohio
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Technical Countdown

ELECTRONICS

I Temp. Range Doubled for Electronic Eyes

Reliability of light-sensing devices for space vehicles

operating in high temperatures will be considerably im-

proved by a new photoemissive material developed at

Westinghouse. Operational range is reported to be around
120°C—about twice that of present types.

Saturn Radio Emissions Measured
Radio waves from the planet Saturn and from a

planetary nebula have been measured by U. of Michigan
scientists. Such measurements are expected to shed light

on the temperature and density of Saturn's rings and on
the distribution of gases in the planet's atmosphere.

: High-Speed Light Source Developed
A 0.3-microsecond light source for photographing

high-speed phenomena has been developed by Avco
RAD. The source can be used with shadowgraph or

Schlieren systems to illuminate and "stop" reactions of

models, gases, or chemicals in hypervelocity research

studies.

Millimeter Power Outputs Increased

A new approach to the generation of "substantial"

power outputs in the millimeter region (EHF and above)

has proved successful in AF-sponsored research at U. of

Illinois. The new technique—using Cerenkov radiation

—

has produced 300 milliwatts at the tenth harmonic of

2.77 kmc. Researchers feel that outputs as high as 10

watts are within reach with the new method.

Study of Cosmos Continues
A 10-telescope, 250-lb. astronomical payload will be

launched from Woomera next year. The U.S. -Britain-

Australian joint venture will attempt to observe that part

of the cosmos seen from the Southern Hemisphere.
British Skylark rockets will carry the package vertically

to 100 miles. Bids on 4 payloads (due for delivery six

months following contract award) were received Sept.

12 by NASA.

Orbital Chaff Chafes Briefly

Proposed use of metallic-fiber orbital path for scatter

communications has drawn only flash concern from radio

astronomers. The concept was presented by W. E. Mor-
row, Jr. of MIT's Lincoln Laboratory before the Inter-

national Scientific Radio Union in London, Sept. 9.

Apparently all objections based on possible interference

characteristics can be overruled scientifically.

( Methods Outlined for Lipping Solar Cell Efficiency

Techniques for increasing the efficiency of solar cells

are described in a new report to be distributed soon by

i

Bausch & Lomb. This is the first in a series of reports to

scientists on new techniques and development of ma-
terials, systems, components and other areas associated

I
with optics research.

PROPULSION

Rocket System Study Bids Due Soon
NASA's Langley Research Center is asking bids by

Sept. 30 on a study of performance and reliability of
sounding rocket systems. Sixteen systems and 20 motors
will be covered in the 3V2 -month study.

MATERIALS

Beryllium Shingles Picked for Mercury
NASA's Space Task Group has switched from ribbed

titanium as the outer skin of the Mercury capsule. The
lower cone will be Inconel and the cylinder will be beryl-

lium shingles.

Titanium Wrapped for High Strength
Titanium pressure vessels are being tape-wrapped by

Borg-Warner. The cases reportedly reach tensile strengths

of 350,000 to 380,000 psi.

Filament-Winding Advance Announced
Tapco Group has produced filament-wound rein-

forced pressure vessels with integrally wound closures

having a strength-density ratio in excess of 3 million

inch-pounds per pound. This corresponds to a unidirec-

tional strength of 340,000 psi in the fiber resin system.

Really Solid Ceramics Developed
Superdense ferroelectric ceramics with 80% of the

voids eliminated result from a new technique at Gulton
Industries, Inc. One-piece transducer discs up to 20 in.

in diameter are possible with the method.

Bomarc Gets New Alloy
Advanced versions of the Bomarc will use alloy 2219,

a strong, heat-defying aluminum composition. The metal

will be used in the missile's combination fuselage-fuel

tank.

New Glass Yields Minimum Radiation

Measurement and identification of extremely tiny

amounts of radiation will be possible with a new glass

developed by Corning Glass Works. With a radioactivity

of less than 10 counts per minute per kg, as compared
with 175 for current glasses, the new material is slated

for use in photomultiplier tubes.

HUMAN FACTORS

Slow Decisions Get Wrong Answers
Human factors research is telling astronauts to trust

their first conclusions. In recent testing managed by
psychologists and confirmed by the AF Office of Scien-

tific Research, it took subjects working on one problem

an average of 376 seconds for correct response, 486
seconds for the wrong answer.
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ORBITAL SCATTER belts will permit very long distance tele-

communication transmissions. Their tiny metal fibers (dipoles)

will be thousands of feet apart.

Two relatively stationary belts of

orbiting metallic fibers have been pro-

posed as a reflector-scattering mecha-
nism for a long-range microwave com-
munications system.

It is believed that the reflective

properties of two perpendicular belts

of the tiny metal fibers in a 3000-6000-

mile orbit would implement extremely

reliable long distance worldwide tele-

communications.

In addition, its proponents offer

other advantages of such a system:

"modest" ground antenna tracking re-

quirements and the ability to support

a large number of independent circuits.

The concept—originated by W. E.

Morrow, Jr. of M.I.T. Lincoln Labor-

atory and H. Meyer of Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge Corp. in 1958—has

developed from basic idea to a prac-

tical project in just two years. A dis-

cussion of the program based on the

2-year study was presented by Morrow
on September 9 before the Thirteenth

General Assembly of the International

Scientific Radio Union in London.
Morrow's paper deals principally

with a "hypothetical" system but while

the values mentioned are representative

the techniques to be employed are firm.

This briefly is a description of the

orbital scatter technique:

Almost any good electrical con-

ductor could be used for the metal

fiber material. For a long-term system,

copper wire would be practical. But,

for experimental paths a white tin

alloy has been suggested which would
gradually turn to a powder and dis-

integrate with time. Solar radiation

pressure would cause the dust to re-

enter the earth's atmosphere in a rel-

atively short time.

Each fiber would be a tuned half-

wave dipole, over 1 cm. long and hav-

ing a diameter of 3xlO" 3cm.
One rocket launched container

carrying about 100 kilograms of metal

fiber would be needed for each path.

After attaining a satisfactory orbit, the

container would steadily release its

contents.

Dipole distribution according to

Morrow could be effected in a period

of one or two months if dispensed with

a distribution of velocities up to a few
meters per second.

• Broad coverage—Optimum cov-

erage probably would be achieved, said

Morrow, with one equatorial and one

polar circular orbital path.

With orbital heights of from 5 to

10 thousand kilometers, single-hop

communication could be established be-

tween Europe and most of North
America and Asia. Coverage areas,

however, would be best on north-south

circuits.

Most of the globe could be covered

with two-hop circuits. The one excep-

tion, said Morrow, is the connection

of locations near one pole with those

near the other. A three-hop connection

would be required in this case.

Dipole dispersion is estimated at

40 km. radially in 60 days, 100 km.
in a year. Transverse dispersion would
be more rapid and would no doubt

limit useful life of the path to about 2

years. (With only radial dispersion to

contend with, lifetime might exceed ten

years.)

Typical ionospheric or tropospheric

Metal Fibers Urged

For Communications

Proponents see orbiting belts

as highly reliable means
for reflecting transmissions

scatter transmitting and receiving equip-

ment could not be used for orbital

scatter. Many of the techniques might

be borrowed, however.

The proposed system would operate

at a specific frequency between 5 and

10 kmc with a bandwidth adequate for

five high quality voice channels.

Transmission power probably would
be about 10 kw using 20-meter high

gain paraboloidal reflector antennas.

By employing dual or triple-di-

versity receiving antenna systems and

MASER or parametric amplifier front

end techniques to reduce noise satis-

factorily, highly reliable performance

would be attained.

For example, the author estimated

that such a system would permit a

digital transmission rate of about 10.000

bits/ sec. with an error rate of about

10-5
.

By increasing the mass of orbital

scatterers, and using larger ground in-
j

stallations Morrow believes capacities

up to 10° bits/ sec. might be achieved. I

There has been "flash concern"

from radio astronomers and others, a
|

Lincoln Lab spokesman told M/R,
about the use of such a system as

Morrow suggests. All of these tem-

porary objections—impact with space-

craft, effects on optical and electronic

ground systems—have been investi-

gated and believed eliminated.

The introduction of 100 kg of

metal fiber appears extremely in-

significant when compared with the;

several thousands of tons of cosmic

dust and other debris accumulated each:

day from outer space.

It is also significant to note that 9

oz. of the metal fibers offer the same

reflective quality as the 100 ft. diameter i

Echo balloon.
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For Terrier and Talos missiles and warheads ... new

shipboard handling and stowage systems by Loewy

With its achievements in missile and rocket ground

handling and launching equipment already a

matter of record, Loewy-Hydropress is now
designing and building shipboard handling and

stowage systems for the Terrier and Talos missiles

and warheads. One system is to be installed on the

first nuclear-powered cruiser, U.S.S. Long Beach;

another on the CG 10 Class cruisers; and a third

on the CVA 63 Class aircraft carriers, which are

presently under construction.

When you call on Loewy, you are availing yourself

not only of remarkable ingenuity, but also of

wide experience. The Loewy system for testing and

flight-firing launching vehicles of earth-circling

satellites has been functioning without failure for

more than two years.

Loewy's giant Shaker installation, which simulates

actual motions of seagoing ships for test-firing

the Polaris missile, is in successful operation at

Cape Canaveral, Florida.

For detailed information on how we can possibly

help you, write Dept. S-9.

One phase of a Loewy handling, mating and

stowage system for warheads on shipboard.

ALDWIN • LIMA - HAMILTON
Industrial Equipment Division • Philadelphia 42, Pa.
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Ryan's Explosive Electronics Growth

Company is developing into a prime contender for system contracts

with vast expansion in electronics and other areas

PRODUCTION FACILITY of Ryan's Electronics Division at Torrance, Calif., is base for recent boom in Electronics.

San Diego, Calif.—Ryan Aeronau-
tical Co. is using a booming growth
in its electronics business as the base

for development into a prime con-

tender for systems contracts in the

missile/space field.

The company's electronic sales in

fiscal 1959 totaled $5-million. This

year, they will total some $35-million

and electronic growth over the next

two years is expected to be at a rate

of 20% a year.

To complement this explosive elec-

tronic expansion, the company's new
management team has broadened
Ryan's other interests to provide a

strong overall systems capability:

-Acquisition of Aerolab Develop-

ment Co. for missile airframe and de-

sign know-how.
-Establishment of Ryan Trans-

data, Inc., as a subsidiary puts the com-
pany in the data handling field.

-Manufacture of high-temperature

aircraft, missile and rocket engine com-
ponents, including rocket chambers for

Grand Central Rocket's Viper and
combustion chambers for Marquardt's

ramjet engines, has provided propul-

sion know-how.
-Large airframe subcontracts have

given the firm a background and ex-

perienced labor force in modern pro-

duction-line and metal-working tech-

niques. Emphasis has been placed on
advanced materials research and such

new manufacturing approaches as ex-

plosive forming.

-Continued development of the

successful Firebee jet-powered target

missile system and of vertical takeoff

aircraft has given the firm experience

in overall systems makeup.
—And last, but far from least, in-

troduction of new blood at top ad-

ministrative and technical levels has

brought together a management team
able to cope with the Ryan growth

pattern.

For the first time in many years,

the majority of Ryan's contracts in

1960 are prime contracts—55% against

45%. Last year, 60% of the firm's

business was still in subcontracts.

After a perusal of the company
earlier this year, the Philadelphia in-

vestment firm of Robinson & Co. re>

ported: "The caliber of Ryan manage
ment is evident from its excellent rec

ord of sales and earnings, the forme:

having increased from $15-million ii

1949 to $85-million in 1959, whili|

earnings have increased eight fold. Ii

net return on invested capital, Ryai

ranks among the best in the nation.'

• Electronic pace—A compan;

official says: "The missile/space busi

ness is our business now."
Behind all this is the growth in elec

tronics—from 5% of gross income ii

1959 to the point where it today i

the company's largest single class o|

product.

At the beginning of 1958, Ryai

still was known in the industry largel

for its reputation as a builder of Worli

War II training planes and its com
petence as a subcontractor on ail

frames and aircraft engine component!

There were only 100 people in th

electronics department. Nearly 70%
Ryan's business consisted of airfram

and engine subcontracts.

When it came, the move awa
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from the dwindling aircraft market was

swift. The big electronics push began

in 1958, with 1959 as what one divi-

sion official calls "the real backbreak-

ing year" in electronic growth.

In that year, employment in the

electronics division jumped from some-

thing like 700 at the beginning of the

year to nearly 2000 at year's end.

• Team members—Much of the

credit for the change in the San Diego

firm goes to a new management team

put together by promotions from within

the company and by recruiting from

outside. Under president T. Claude

Ryan, its members include:

Robert C. Jackson, named execu-

Ryan early this year as space labora-

tory director with responsibility for

operating the Aerolab facility. Ever-

ingham formerly was vice president in

charge of research at Radiation, Inc.,

in Florida.

Frank W. Fink, vice president-

engineering, who joined Ryan in 1955.

He formerly was chief engineer of

Convair-San Diego, and was in charge

of the original Terrier and Atlas missile

programs.

William G. Alexander, president of

the recently-announced Transdata sub-

sidiary. Alexander was San Diego gen-

eral manager of the Stromberg-Carlson

division of General Dynamics.

RYAN OFFICIALS inspect new high-energy forming facility at Kearny Mesa.

Itive vice president and vice chairman

J
of the board late last year. Jackson's

I background is financial. He is vice

president and director of Emtor, Inc.,

an investment holding company which
I holds the largest block of Ryan stock,

Jmore than 300,000 shares. He also is

Ivice president of West Shore Co., an-

other Los Angeles investment holding

company, and president of several

other financial firms, including South
Shore Co., which specializes in real

| estate mortgage loans.

Edward G. Uhl, who joined Ryan
last year as vice president-technical ad-

l ministration. Uhl formerly was vice

|

president-general manager of the Mar-
tin Missile Division at Orlando, Fla.

;

With Martin 13 years, working up from
research engineer, he was responsible

for construction of the missile facility

for production of the Army Pershing

;

and Lacrosse ground-launched mis-

i

piles, Navy Bullpup air-launched mis-

(sile, and the Missile Master Data proc-

essing system.

r Lloyd Everingham, who joined

G. W. Rutherford, vice president

and general manager of Ryan Elec-

tronics. He has been an officer of the

company since 1955, when he was
named assistant controller, and has been

manager of Ryan Electronics since it

was established as a separate division

in 1957.

Owen S. Olds, director of engineer-

ing and customer relations, Ryan
Electronics. In addition to work on
other electronic devices for missile pro-

grams, Olds has had primary respons-

ibility for technical development of

continuous wave Doppler systems at

Ryan for 14 years.

John W. Rane, Jr., named director

of military relations last year. He
joined Ryan after 18 years with Bell

Aircraft, where he served as director

of engineering and sales, and assistant

vice president.

The manner in which the company
has been combining old and new in

assembling its potent new team can be

seen from recent appointments to three

top posts at Aerolab. The new chief

engineer, Forrest Warren, and financial

manager, William Fischer, totaled 16

years with Ryan between them. But the

company went outside for the adminis-

trative engineer, Frank Bolles of Cor-
nell University Aeronautical Labor-

atory.

• Electronics Division—Production

of electronics components, sub-assem-

blies and C-W (continuous wave)
Doppler systems is concentrated in the

division's Torrance, Calif., plant not

far from Los Angeles. Engineering, re-

search and development, advance de-

sign and testing is carried out at the

division's Kearny Mesa headquarters.

The two plants contain some
370,000 sq. ft. of working area, includ-

ing one of the most up-to-date elec-

tronic test facilities in the nation.

Ryan got into the electronics busi-

ness by pioneering C-W Doppler navi-

gational guidance systems on the Air
Force's first air-to-air research missile,

the Ryan Firebird.

The new concepts it found in this

field had important applications which

Ryan still is developing, although for

a long while C-W took a back seat to

pulse radar. C-W, however, will do
some things pulse radar will not and

the latest generation equipment is

lighter and more accurate. An impor-

tant step forward was the development

with Varian Associates of the klystron

tube.

"We're just now getting into a real

delivery position and gearing to even

higher production at Torrance," an

electronics division official says.

"We sell units, not systems," he

says. "We advertise and sell inter-

changeability. We sell units that make
up systems. There's an important little

difference there in philosophy."

It's a successful little difference: in

one six-week period recently, something

like $20-million in new business was
logged in by the division.

Torrance is turning out AN/APN-
122 (V) radar and navigation sets on

which orders now are approaching

1000; AN/APN-97 helicopter hover-

ing and ground velocity indicators,

primarily for all-weather and ASW
work, on which orders exceed 400;

AN/APN-130 sets, similar to the

APN-97 but with additional navigation

and altitude capability and increased

accuracy, on which orders top 350;

and AN/APN-129(V) lightweight navi-

gation sets for U.S. Army Surveillance

aircraft.

• Aerolab Development Co.—Aero-

lab pioneered in the field of low-cost,

high-performance sounding rockets uti-

lizing off-the-shelf components to build

missiles into multi-stage space probes.

It was a prime contractor to the Air

Force Special Weapons Center, Kirt-
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land Air Force Base, on Project Jason.

The project was for measurement of

radiation effects of the Project Argus
nuclear explosions in the South Atlantic.

The Aerolab Argo E-5 five-stage sound-

ing rocket was used.

Under an Air Research and Devel-

opment contract, it put together a

four-stage D-4 sounding rocket in Proj-

ect Javelin to measure the Van Allen

radiation belt. This program carried

telemetry equipment and supporting

hardware to heights of 2000 miles.

In the NERV (Nuclear Emulsion
Radiation Vehicle) program, General
Electric and Aerolab are prime con-

tractors to NASA in studies of the Van
Allen belt with a 125-lb. GE instrumen-

tation package boosted by an Aerolab

Argo D-8 Journeyman rocket.

Adventurer and Percheron series

rockets under development at Aerolab
will carry payloads beyond 4000 miles.

• Ryan Transdata, Inc.—Specializ-

ing in the design and development of

data handling equipment, this new sub-

sidiary initially is undertaking design

studies of equipment aimed at office

automation—the transfer of data from
a central storage center to an execu-

tive's desk, where it is displayed on
read-out equipment. But applications

include supervisory monitoring and
command control of space vehicles.

Space Age capabilities in the home
plant at San Diego's Lindbergh Field

include work with ultra-thin gauge, high

strength materials in the firm's Mini-

Wate and MicroWate development pro-

grams. These were developed to meet

the tremendous stress, temperature and

weight limitations imposed by hyper-

sonic flight speeds. Ryan recently com-
pleted work on a contract from Wright

Air Development Division studying

application of these materials to a

vehicle capable of operating at ex-^

tremely high altitudes, possibly in some-

thing such as a solar sail. The contract

included construction of a test struc-

ture.

A new high-energy forming facility

recently went into production on a 20-1

acre site on nearby Kearny Mesa. Ryan
has been working for two years in the

explosive forming field and is recog-

nized as a leader in the technique. One
contract calls for turning out large

hemispherical bulkhead for Saturn fuel

tanks as much as 70-in. or more ini

diameter.

Ryan, with a fresh new management
approach, is wrapping all these capa-

bilities into a bid for recognition as one

of the missile/ space firms capable of-

handling integrated system contracts. Ifl

its accomplishments of the next three

years are of the same magnitude as theJ

last three, it should have little difficulty

in winning that recognition.



mergers & expansions

RYAN AERONAUTICAL CO. has

formed a subsidiary to specialize in

design and development of data han-

dling equipment. The new company,
Ryan Transdata, Inc., will be headed

by William G. Alexander, former gen-

eral manager of Stromberg-Carlson

Div., General Dynamics.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
has purchased Temptron, Inc., Reseda,

Calif. NAA will operate the thermo-
couple manufacturing firm as a wholly-

owned subsidiary.

FLUOROCARBON CO. has moved
its entire Fullerton plant to new and
larger quarters in Anaheim, Calif.

TRAK ELECTRONICS CO. has

formed a new subsidiary, Trak Micro-
wave Corp., in Tampa, Fla. Opera-
tions in the new plant will start Oct. 1.

VARO MFG. CO., Garland, Tex.,

has purchased all the stock of A. G.
Optical Co. of Chicago.

PERKIN ENG. CORP. has changed
its name to Perkin Electronics Corp.
Dynex Industries, Inc. of Long Island

is negotiating for acquisition of Docu-
mat, Inc., of Belmont, Mass.

SILVERCROWN, LTD. of London
has been licensed to manufacture the

complete line of Technic precious

metal plating products in England, for

sale in England, the Commonwealth
except Canada, and throughout Europe.

ZERO MFG. CO. has completed
construction of its $500,000 Modular
IContainer facility in Burbank, Calif.

jThe 33,600-sq.-ft. building will contain
'about $250,000 worth of new manu-
jfacturing equipment.

ELECTRADA CORP. has acquired
[Airite Products, Inc. of Los Angeles.
The acquisition brings the number of
Electrada divisions to five, including

Iptillman Rubber Co., Airite Products
|Inc, Product Packaging Engineering

JDiv., and two electronics divs., Infor-

mation Systems and Research and Elec-

tronic Manufacturing and Engineering.

ANALYSTS, INC., the first com-
mercial chemical laboratory designed
especially for the scientific control of
engine maintenance, has been estab-

lished in Oakland, Calif.

PARMATIC INC. has selected a
ite at the Municipal Airport, Water-
own, N.Y., for a new plant and head-
uarters facility.
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SHIELDED CABLES
f»-Normandy

When your need for heavy duty, high volt-

age cable is urgent, you can depend on

Normandy deliveries! Many of America's

leading missile and spacecraft projects util-

ize Normandy's huge inventories of source-

inspected stock . . . so should you!

{^fc Ia££ /THIS NEW CATALOG MAY
SPELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

DELAY AND ON SCHEDULE!

WRITE M. R. MATES

... for your free copy showing the latest

engineering data and the on-the-spot avail-

ability of the cable you require in a hurryl
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Aerospace Delays Laid to Schedule

Slow pace of recruiting is now picking up; official denies

that STL men are reluctant to transfer to new firm

by William J. Coughlin

El Segundo, Calif.—Delays in the

organization of Aerospace Corp. appear

to lie with an overambitious schedule

laid down by the Air Force rather than

any specific problems in attracting em-
ployees to the new concern.

Aerospace, formed as a non-profit

corporation to supplant Space Tech-

nology Laboratories in USAF missile/

space programs, has been forced to sub-

contract Air Force work to STL due

to a personnel shortage (M/R, Sept.

12, p. 9).

At the beginning of this month,
Aerospace had succeeded in recruiting

only 520 of the 1400 employees ex-

pected to be on the payroll by then. Of
a planned 300-member technical staff,

only 76 had signed up.

Although STL sources report that

some of that firm's technical staff mem-
bers have been reluctant to transfer to

Aerospace, a spokesman for the new
company denies that this has been a

major factor delaying organization of

the new firm.

"Of course, we wish we were a bit

further along than we are," a senior

company official told M/R, "but the

fact we are not is not due to any diffi-

culties other than those of trying to get

an infant born full-size all at once."

• Pace quickens—The new Aero-

space president. Dr. Ivan Getting, form-

erly vice president for engineering and

research at Raytheon Co., did not re-

port until Aug. 1. Recruiting of senior

staff could not really get under way
until his arrival—and this slowed the

overall organizational effort.

The recruiting pace now is acceler-

ating, a company spokesman reports,

but no estimate is available on when
the 1400 staff level will be reached.

Size of the technical staff doubled in

the week preceding Sept. 6—from less

than 40 to 76.

An effort was made to select STL
technical staff for transfer to Aero-

space by IBM machine on the basis of

the amount of time put in on projects

which were transferred.

"But you cannot attract and moti-

vate a competent technical man by IBM

card," an Aerospace official admitted.

It also was found that the "man/ day"
reported by IBM card frequently was
not that of one man but portions of

the time of two or three men.

In addition, the Air Force did not

want to put Aerospace in a position of

"raiding" the STL staff by force at the

very time STL was setting out on its

own in commercial competition. Aero-

space, trying to avoid being merely a

reincarnated STL, also has made an

attempt to recruit outside talent to sup-

plement the transfers from STL.

• $30 million/year—Dr. Getting

says he expects Aerospace Corp. to be

a "going organization" by the end of

the calendar year. He estimates the

ultimate staff figure may be around

3000 on an annual budget of $30-

million; but he emphasizes that these

are only estimates.

Aerospace still is operating under a

letter contract with the Air Force Bal-

listic Missile Division, dated July 1.

This is to be superseded by a definitized

contract. What the dollar volume of

this contract will be has not been an-

nounced.

"As long as we are talking about a

total Air Force spending of about $3-

billion annually for Space Age systems

—including ballistic missiles—then it is

unlikely that our budget would be less

than one percent of that, or $30-million

a year," Getting says.

Aerospace Corp.'s subcontracts with

STL are on an interim basis
—

"almost

a weekly basis"—a company official

told M/R. STL has made it plain it is

anxious to get rid of them as soon as

possible.

Some of Aerospace's support per-

sonnel—such as security guards and

secretaries—were transferred en bloc

from STL when the projects to which

they were assigned were transferred.

The company has been recruiting its

technical staff from STL in two cate-

gories, those who were on a "list of in-

vitees" whose jobs were transferred and:

those who have volunteered.

• Careful changeover—At the same

time, STL and Aerospace are working

closely together in an effort to avoid

bidding against each other for the

services of the same man.
Senior officials of the new corpora-

tion include vice president-administra-

tion W. W. Drake, formerly with Ray-

theon; senior vice president-technical

Allan F. Donovan, formerly with STL;
j,

vice president-technical Jack Irving,

formerly assistant to Donovan at STL;

and director of government relations

Dan Whitcraft, formerly with General
'

Electric. Beverly Hills attorney Najeeb '

E. Halaby is serving parttime as cor-j

porate secretary.

• Division of roles—Aerospace was

incorporated in California as a non-

profit corporation on June 3. Its charter

provides that its nature is "exclusively

scientific to engage in, assist and con-

tribute to the support of scientific activ- .

ities and projects for, and to perform

and engage in research, development

and advisory services to or for, the *i

United States Government."
It was announced at the time of

Aerospace Corp.'s formation that it

might later take on contract work for

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration and other government

agencies, in addition to its duties for

BMD.
Aerospace is taking over only a

small portion of the work done for

BMD by STL. STL contracts for sys-

1

terns engineering and technical direc-

tion of the Atlas, Titan and Minuteman
weapon systems are being continued to

avoid disruption in the programs. Aero-

space is, however, assuming these roles

in the Discoverer, Samos and Midas

programs, in addition to branching out

into new areas of missile and space

technology. (M/R, July 4, p. 10.)

Aerospace has taken over a portion

of the facilities at STL's El Segundo

Research and Development center and

the Air Force has re-affirmed its deci-

sion to buy the entire facility from
j

STL.
"Space certainly is going to be a

problem and how it will be relieved,

we don't know yet," a company spokes-

man said. An exclusive story in Avia-

tion Daily reported recently that the

Air Force was looking for a new site

for expansion of its ballistic missile

management team.

66 missiles ane( rockets, September 19, I960
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COMPLETE MICROWAVE TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, DISPLAYS, ANTENNAS

MICROWAVE TRANSMITTER GROUP, 2150-2350 mc

The GEL Telemetry Transmitter Group 19A1 features

improved frequency stability ( ± 0.005% under all environ-

mental conditions) ; true frequency modulation which can
operate with FM-FM or PCM data input in accordance
with IRIG specifications in addition to voice modulation
where required; and operation under severe environmental
conditions.

The Transmitter Group consists of 3 components: Basic

4-Watt Transmitter, Power Supply, and 15-Watt Power
Amplifier. Installation in airborne vehicles where space is

limited mounts these conduction-cooled units on an alumi-
num plate which in turn is mounted with good thermal
contact to the airframe which acts as a heat sink.

FEATURES
• Frequency Stability: ± 0.005% (all environmental

conditions)

• Modulation: Operates with FM-FM, FM/PDM FM,
PCM

• Max. Deviation: ± 0.5 mc
• Distortion: Total output distortion not to exceed 1.0%
• Primary Power: Either 28 VDC or 110 V, 400 cycles

• Environmental: Pressurized for operation up to 80,000 ft.

Operating temperature: — 54°C to +85°C
Operation through shock of lOOg for 11 milliseconds

Vibration: 10-500 cps, lOg
500-2000 cps, 15g

MICROWAVE RECEIVERS, 2150- 2350 mc

GEL Telemetry Receiver Type 20A1 can be used for
reception of FM-FM, PDM-FM, and PCM transmissions
at ground installations or in airborne applications.
Operation has been simplified as far as possible; number
of operating controls is minimum, compatible with opti-

mum performance. The unit is of the double superhetero-
dyne type with both local oscillators crystal-controlled.

Design includes FM capture characteristics, high frequen-
cy stability, and variable IF bandwidths. Sub-assembly
construction is used for simplicity of servicing in the field.

AGC extends dynamic range to 100,000 microvolts or O.lv

of RF signal.

This Receiver provides simultaneous AM and FM video,

pre-detection 10 mc IF frequency, signal level recorder,

and 60 mc IF for operation of a GEL Type 24A1 Fre-
quency Display Unit.

FEATURES

• Frequency Stability: ± 0.005% of received frequency
using standard MIL CR-33/U crystal without oven

• Image Rejection: Greater than 65 db
• IF Bandwidth: Plug-in second IF strips with band-

widths of 0.75, 1.5, and 2.0 mc
• Selectivity: Response has 60 to 6 db bandwidth of

approx. 2.5

• Interference Immunity: Highly selective pre-selector

for attenuation of interfering signals

[ "
]*

; * • » • • • *

FREQUENCY DISPLAY UNIT, SERIES 24
Companion units to GEL
Receivers, Types 20A1,
22A1, and 25A1, Series 24
Frequency Display Units
feature good resolution,

equalization for IF non-
linearity ± 3 db, low spu-
rious radiation, edge-lighted scale, and 60 db image rejec-

tion. A signal as low as 8 microvolts at the input of the
receiver gives full-scale deflection.

Sweep width, center frequency, and gain controls are
located below the 3" Cathode Ray Tube. All normally
used CRT Controls are front-of-panel screwdriver adjust-

ments protected by an easily removed cover.

FEATURES
• 20 kc Resolution • Edge-lighted Scale
• Equalization to ± 3 db • High Sensitivity
• Low Spurious Radiation • 60 db Image Rejection

GEL Also Designs and Manufactures a Complete Line of

Telemetry Equipment in the VHF Band.

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

The unique GEL Antenna, Model
610-20, is a dual-beamwidth, circularly-

polarized receiving antenna with an
operating frequency range of 1000 to

2600 mc. This manually operated An-
tenna consists of two center-fed para-

bolic reflectors tripod-mounted facing

the same direction on a vertical line,

with the wide beam reflector above. Both
reflectors may be directed simultaneous-

ly to any azimuth angle. Tilt adjustment

allows elevation angles up to 45 degrees above the horizon.

Each reflector is fed by broadband circularly-polarized

crossed dipoles. Output of each feed is brought out sepa-

rately to a 50-ohm Type C female conductor so that either

can be connected to an appropriate receiver.

Write for Technical Data Sheets on Compatible GEL
Microwave Telemetry Equipment.

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO:

General Electronic Labs, Inc.

8521 Second Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland

G
HE
L

CAMBRIDGE 42.. MASS. SILVER SPRING, MD.
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TARGET SEEKING RADAR
(AIR ARM DIVISION) WITH TELEMETERY ANTENNA



COMMAND ANTENNA
(AIR ARM DIVISION)

BEACON ANTENNA, FLUSH
MOUNTED (AIR ARM DIVISION)

SPACE THERMOELECTRIC
POWER SYSTEM (AIRCRAFT

EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT AND
ASTRONUCLEAR LABORATORY)

ATTITUDE CONTROL JETS

RENDEZVOUS

SATELLITE
This sophisticated payload is a concept

encompassing Westinghouse capabili-

ties for the space rendezvous mission.

It incorporates the company's broad

experience for radar target seeking,

propulsion, stabilization and control,

telemetry, thermoelectric power genera-

tion, high speed data handling, and TV
and infrared sensors. Many of these

systems are ready today. Others are ad-

vancing rapidly in development.

Such a satellite could be launched for

immediate intercept, or placed into a

parking orbit, always ready to intercept,

interrogate or inspect in detail another

object orbiting in space.

This payload, one of the many space

mission requirements, demonstrates a

capacity approached by few companies

today. Westinghouse provides the full

range of experience, facilities and engi-

neering skill needed to produce pay-loads

vital to the nation's space program.

You can be sure . . . // it's Westinghouse.

Westinghouse (w
J-02320



Precision

FREQUENCY
STANDARDS
FORK OSCILLATOR

UNITS

OUR NEW HOME. DOUBLING OUR FORMER CAPACITY

ELECTRONICS

;| HI Hi Hi Ml HiBWB Bi

•
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Our instruments, 40 to 30,000 cycles, are used extensively by
industry and on government projects where enduring accuracy
and maximum durability are required. Your inquiries on related
products are invited.

PRECISION FORK OSCILLATOR UNITS

TYPE 2003

Size 1 Vz" dia. x 4V2" H. Wght. 8 oz.

Frequencies: 200 to 4000 cycles

Accuracies:

—

Type 2003 (±.02% at —65° to 85°C)
Type R2003 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Type W2003 (±.005% at—65° to85°C)

Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required.

Input, Tube heater voltage and B voltage

Output, approx. 5V into 200,000 ohms

TYPE 2007-6

TRANSISTORIZED, Silicon Type
Size 1W dia. x 3%" H. Wght. 7 ozs.

Frequencies: 360 to 1000 cycles

Accuracies

:

2007-6 (± .02% at—50° to + 85°C
R2007-6 (±.002% at +15° to + 35°C
W2007-6 (±.005% at—65° to + 85°C

Input: 10 to 30 Volts, D. C, at 6 ma.
Output : Multitap, 75 to 100,000 ohms

TYPE 2001-2

Size 3%" x JIV2" x 6" H., Wght. 26 oz.

Frequencies: 200 to 3000 cycles

Accuracy: ±.001% at 20° to 30°C
Output: 5V. at 250,000 ohms
Input: Heater voltage, 6.3-12-28

B voltage, 100 to 300 V., at 5 to 10 ma.

ACCESSORY UNITS FOR 2001-2

L—For low frequencies
multi-vibrator type, 40-200 cy.

D—For low frequencies
counter type, 40-200 cy.

H—For high freqs, up to 30 KC.

M—Power Amplifier, 2W output.

P—Power supply.

PRECISION FREQUENCY STANDARDS

TYPE 2005A

Size 8" x 8" x 7Vi" High

Weight, H lbs.

Frequencies:

50 to 400 cycles (Specify)

Accuracy:

±.001% from 20° to 30°

C

Output, 10 Watts at 115V

Input, 115V. (50 to 400 cy.)

TYPE 212 1

A

Cixze

8 3A" x 19" panel

Weight, 25 lbs.

Output: 115V
60 cycles, 10 Watt
Accuracy:
±.001% 20° to 30°C \m mHHB^W^^m
Input,

^^^^^
115V (50 to 400 cy.)

TYPE 21 IIC
Size, with cover

10" x 17" x 9" H.
Panel model

10" x 19" x 8 SA" H.
Weight, 25 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 1000 cy.

Accuracy:
(±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output: 115V, 75W.
Input: 115V, 50 to 75 cy.

WHEN REQUESTING INFORMATION, PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE NUMBER

American Time Products
Inc.

61-20 Woodside Avenue
Woodside 77,N.Y. ^

70 Circle No. 22 on Subscriber Service Card.



Vibration recordings . . .

Tape Speeds H-1 Parts Development

Canoga Park, Calif.—Tape re-

cordings of full-scale firings of the H-1
engine that forms the Saturn cluster

are being used for literal "shake downs"
of the engine's components.

The unique system was developed

by North American Aviation's Rocket-

dyne Division to reduce time and ex-

pense in component development.

To obtain basic data for the system,

the component to be tested is drilled

and tapped in all three axes (X-Y-Z).

Gulton crystal accelerometers are then

fitted to the drilled holes. Outputs from
the accelerometers supply inputs to a

modified Ampex 350 recorder. This

setup furnishes complete recordings of

the vibration environment to which the

part is subject at all phases of the

engine's operation.

In another version of the same
system, vibration data during actual

liftoff of Jupiter and Thor missiles

have been recorded by means of a

supplemental telemetry link.

Recordings are made at 60 inches

per second. Six channels per compo-
nent are available, plus one time chan-

nel. In some tests, as many as 24 chan-

nels have been used.

Taped data is then analyzed to de-

termine the most critical vibration

parameter for the component being

tested. The original recording is usually

transferred from the wide instrumenta-

tion tape to standard Vi-in tape.

Once the critical vibration regime
has been determined, the tape is made
into a short loop which repeats the

environmental data for a four-second

period. For playback, the tape is nor-

mally limited to a single; or "worst,"

channel selected from the original en-

gine recording.

The exact range of interest may
vary considerably, depending upon the

component and the component's reac-

tion at various frequencies. In general,

most of the Rocketdyne tests have
fallen within the range of from 20 cps

ito 2000 cps and with varying intensity.

Playback of the tape on an Ampex
FM recorder Model 306-7 is fed

jthrough a Rocketdyne-designed system

to a shaker table. To back up the test,

ia Westronics strip recorder monitors

linput frequencies and an Ampex 350
lis again used to record data from the

.component on the shaker table. Further

Ibackup is provided by a strip recorder

jas shown in the accompanying system
idiagram.

missiles and rockets, September 1 9, 1 960

• Multiple testing—Where the con-

cept pays off, according to the system's

designers, lud Ferentz, a Rocketdyne
senior stress engineer, and Wayne
Perkins, instrumentation engineer, is

that components may be tested as many
times as necessary to develop the re-

quired performance and reliability. In

addition, vibration factors may be am-

plified to greatly exceed those en-

countered in actual engine runs to

enable study of hardware moment in

axes with larger excursions.

Specific H-1 engine components
tested with the tape technique include

the main fuel valve, gas generator con-

trol valve assembly, main LOX valve

and the fuel additive blender unit.

H-1 ENGINE component is checked out by Rocketdyne engineers Wayne Perkins (left)

and lud Ferentz. Tape-fed shaker table duplicates operational environment.

DATA FROM
ENGINE-MOUNTED
COMPONENT

PANORAMIC
SONIC

ANALYZER

AMPEX
FM
RECORDER
MODEL 306-7

I

SPENCER
KENNEDY
FILTER
MODEL 302

TECHNICAL
PRODUCTS
ANALYZER

TP-627

TP-626
MODEL

COMPANY
DESIGN

WESTRONICS
STRIP

RECORDER
MODEL 2705

SPENCER
KENNEDY
FILTER
MODEL 302

COMPANY
DESIGN

TYPICAL
COMPONENT

EQUALIZER LING 20/20 MB H-1

SYSTEM FOR AMPLIFIER C-25H GG L0X-FUEL

WAVE SHAPING SYSTEM EXCITER VALVE

COMPANY
DESIGN

H/P
WAVE ANALYZER
MODEL 300A

AMPEX 350

RECORDER
(MODIFIED)

SCHEMA OF ROCKETDYNE'S tape system for testing Saturn H-1 engines.
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business

office

for the

Jupiter

. . . Completely air-conditioned, heated and insulated
according to U. S. Army Ordnance specifications,

this semi-trailer van houses crew and electronic

equipment required for field operation of the Jupiter
surface-to-surface missile. This is just one of the
special equipment ground support vehicles designed
and built in collaboration with the Detroit and
Redstone Arsenals by Lyncoach, manufacturers of
specialized mobile units for ground support equip-
ment and custom-built coach and truck bodies.

Complete Research & Development facilities available. Contact:

LYNCOACH & TRUCK CO., INC,

v '

US Chestnut Street

Phone: GEneral 2-2900

Oneonta, N. Y.

TWX: ONEONTA NY 801b

L.
Other Lyncoach-built semi-trailer units-

Triple launch control for Jupiter Missile

Planetary van for Redstone Missile

Guidance and control for Redstone Missile

1 ton ground support equipment trailer chassis for Hawk Missile

NTDS Described
Navy's New System Is

Big Tactical Advance
THE NAVY IS TAKING some

of the wraps off its new tactical data

system designed to permit a task force

to operate "almost as one ship" to,

defeat enemy aircraft/missile attacks.

Called NTDS (Naval Tactical Data
System), the computer system auto-
mates the collection, display, and dis-

semination of combat information.

Computers aboard deployed units ofj
the task force exchange information
which, added to memory-held data,j]

provides complete knowledge of an j

overall tactical situation. Practically

zero-time information interchange and'
evaluation makes it possible for all|

units to coordinate operations.

The system correlates all data into ;

a clear picture of the tactical situation,

processes data required for making de-
cisions, and communicates action

\

decisions to selected weapons systems.
By contrast, conventional grease-pencil

;

or voice-telling techniques communi-
cate the tactical picture too late fori

offensive and defensive action against)!

new high-speed weapon systems.

The Navy describes NTDS as ai

gigantic step forward in tactical combat!
direction—comparable to the transition!

from sail to nuclear propulsion.

• Human burden relieved—NTDS

'

works at fantastic speeds. Action in-

formation coming from radars, sonars,

radio, IFF, ECM systems, and human i

sources goes into shipboard data-'

processing equipment. Here such func-

tions as identity, size, location, detec-.

tion, tracking, and speed of friendly;

and enemy vehicles are worked out in

transistorized Univac computers that)

form the "brain" of the system.

The Navy says the NTDS co-

ordination of data will go far to elimin-i

ate problems arising from human relay

of information. Much of the firings

repetitive routine will be lifted from)

operating as well as command eche-

lons, allowing more time for judgment
and decision.

Heart of the NTDS is the Univac
Advanced Navy Computer (AN/USQ-f
20). The entire computer measures
only 3x3x6 feet and contains 377<i

identically packaged electronic circuit

modules.

It is a general-purpose, stored-pro*

gram machine with a very high-speed}

random-access memory containing

1,000,000 bits of information. Thirty

bits, comprising a single word, may bi

extracted from any location in the

memory in only 2.5 millionths of f
second.

The computer solves a given prob-

lem by executing instructions stored in

72 Circle No. 34 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets, September 19, I960



He's got Minutemen

"working on

the railroad"

Hard basing is one way to protect

America's force of retaliatory
ICBM's. The problem was to find an
alternate means of accomplishing
the same mission. The Air Force
solution was a new ICBM mobility

concept—railroad car-mounted Min-
utemen, utilizing the nation's vast

track mileage for numerical and
geographical dispersion, creating a
difficult target for enemy attack.

To put the Minuteman, its support
systems and associated equipment
on rails was a completely new prob-

lem in missile handling. The first

requirement assigned by Boeing to

American Machine & Foundry Com-
pany and ACF Industries, Inc., was
a feasibility study of the existing

limitations of roadbeds, rails, rail-

road operations and right-of-way.

Unique tactical cars are being de-

signed within these limitations to

carry the Minuteman—cars that can
handle the missile and its operating

equipment, safely isolated from
roadbed shock and ready for immedi-
ate retaliatory launching.

Single Command Concept

Whether for conceptual problems
such as this one, or for challenges in

design or manufacturing, AMF has
ingenuity you can use. AMF people

are organized in a single operational

unit offering a wide range of engi-

neering and production capability.

Its purpose— to accept assignments
at any stage from concept through
development, to production, and
service training . . . and to complete

them faster in

• Ground Support Equipment
• Weapon Systems
• Undersea Warfare
• Radar
• Automatic Handling & Processing
• Range Instrumentation
• Space Environment Equipment
• Nuclear Research & Development

GOVERNMENT PRODUCTS GROUP,
AMF Building, 261 Madison Avenue,
New York 16, N. Y.

AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY



NOW FROM JOHNS-MANVILLE

:

THERMOMAT...a new non-woven asbestos

molding compound in sheet form !
j

J-M thermomat creates com-
ponents and parts that withstand
tremendous heat and pressure . .

.

offer maximum resistance to flame

erosion.

Here's a new development from the

Johns-Manville Research Center! A
conformable new asbestos molding
material which, in final form, meets
the extreme demands of rocket and
missile applications. Thermomat is

a tough, pliable asbestos felt sheet,

saturated with phenolic resin.

Thermomat has proved its depend-
ability as :i flame shield ... as a
rocket motor liner inside the metal
casing of a solid fuel combustion
chamber . . . and in nose-cone appli-

cations. Project engineers working
on a missile project found that when

used in a %-inch thickness,
Thermomat protected the metal cas-

ing of a solid fuel combustion cham-
ber operating at 5000 F for about 90

seconds, in areas where no flame ero-

sion occurred. Asbestos-is the "magic
mineral" that contributes greatly to

Thermomat's exceptional ability to

withstand extreme temperatures . .

.

and resistance to abrasion and ero-

sion during the ablation process.

molders like to work with
Thermomat because it is in sheet

form and handles so well. Fibers are

free-flowing during molding; joints

and seams work readily together,

like putty. Thermomat's remarkable
draping ability saves many hours of

lay-up time. Even in intricate mold-
ing, non-fillouts are reduced to a
minimum, and parts machine well

after molding.
Same material can be molded at

low pressures as well as at extremely
high pressures. It is supplied in

sheets 14" wide... approximately 12'

long... and 3/16" thick. Molders are

invited to write for samples of this

remarkable material. Write to Johns-
Manville, Box 14, NewYork 16, N. Y.
In Canada : Port Credit, Ontario.

Johns-Manville
THERMOMAT

•* Circle No. 23 on Subscriber Service Card. circle No. 24 on Subscriber Service Card.
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its memory. The instruction list con-

sists of 64 operations which the com-

puter is capable of performing.

• Small but fast—A list of instruc-

tions, called a program, using com-

binations of the basic 64 computer

instructions, controls machine opera-

tion. The machine's ability to complete

an instruction in only 20 millionths of

a second—or 50,000 instructions in a

single second—is an indication of its

great speed.

New design concepts and the use

of transistor-diode circuitry, rather

than the conventional vacuum tubes,

account for the computer's small

physical size. Although it occupies only

about nine sq. ft. of floor space, the

computer does the work of two Univac

1103 computers, each of which occu-

pies about 1400 sq. ft. of floor space.

Power consumption is 2.5 kw.

Overall system responsibility and

operational concept and guidance for

NTDS rested with the Chief of Naval

Operations. The Bureau of Ships,

aided by the Navy Electronics Labora-

tory, has been responsible for system

technical-design contract administra-

tion and hardware implementation.

Hardware was developed and built by

various contractors—Remington Rand
Univac, Hughes Aircraft Co. and Col-

lins Radio Co.—and the system com-

plex assembled by NEL.

STL Study Aims at Better

Batteries for Spaceships

A limited test program being con-

ducted by Space Technology Labora-

tories under an NASA contract should

'aid the nation's battery manufacturers

to properly direct their development

fefforts.

STL is seeking to determine the

mode of failure of the Pioneer V bat-

teries and to determine performance

i limitations of presently available stor-

age cells for use in space vehicles.

t| STL, answering an inquiry by M/R,
|
laid there are three areas in which ex-

tensive effort is required to obtain re-

liable, long-life, sealed storage batteries

I n the immediate future.

First, extensive testing must be ac-

itomplished to predict performance
I characteristics.

| Second, critical analyses of cell

I failures are required to explicitly de-

termine failure modes and areas in

[ which R&D are required.

I Third, after determining the limits

| if performance capabilities in the

pace environment and the modes in

p t/hich the capabilities are limited, funds

I oust be appropriated to enable battery

i manufacturers to conduct R&D pro-

j
trams to improve electrochemical and

I panufacturing processes.

: lissiles and rockets, September 1 9, 1 960

The first warning alerted posts all over the United States and Canada. Unidenti

fied airborne objects seemed to be approaching at supersonic speeds from many

directions. % Simultaneously in control centers throughout North America men

and machines dealt with torrents of data. Watching blips on radar scopes, crews

made decisions which ordered weapons to destroy the attackers. Interceptor

pilots reported over loudspeakers. As the enemy reacted and shifted, fresh

instructions crackled through command phones. % But no rockets were fired. No

bombs fell. The blips came from magnetic tapes made by a single high-speed

computer. Called Operation Desk Top, this was a simulated raid— the most

gigantic ever arranged— to exercise the North American Air Defense System.

In planning it, SDC made four billion calculations and six and one-third miles of

magnetic tape. 1j To train managers in decision-making, to exercise decision-

makers under realistic stress, to avoid costly errors in actual operations— these

are some of the purposes of SDC's pioneering work in systems research and

development. 1| SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

A non-profit scientific organization developing large-scale

computer-based command and control systems. Staff

openings at Lodi, New Jersey and Santa Monica, Calif.

1
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Electronic

Checkout
Speed and reliability are critical in checking out the

complex electronic equipments of the Air Arms. The

means are provided by specialized computer

techniques, but high speed printers are invaluable in

converting this data rapidly . . . and dependably . . .

into characters or symbols interpretable by

human intelligence.

Anelex® High Speed Printers are especially suited to

this application because of their ten year record of

reliable performance at Military, Scientific, Commercial

and Industrial installations.

In addition, the Anelex Systems Division puts at your

disposal an engineering team qualified by; experience

to solve many problems involving digital techniques

and to design systems which make the solutions

practical. These systems may be built by the customer

or by the Anelex Manufacturing Division under the

direct supervision of the engineering group for

MIL Spec or other environments.

for further information, write or telephone

ANelex corporation
150-H CAUSEWAY ST., BOSTON 14, MASS.

Aerodynamic Re-entry Form
Favored by NASA, Soviets

Scientists on both sides of the Iron

Curtain declared last week that an.

aerodynamic shape like Dyna-Soar is

better than a ballistic shape like the

Mercury capsule for re-entry from orbit

or deep space.

The reports come from Inna

Yavorskaya, scientific secretary of the

Interplanetary Travel Committtee, So-

viet Academy of Science, and from >

Thomas II. Wong and Robert E. Slye

of the Ames Research Center of the

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-j
ministration.

Miss Yavorskaya made her state-

ment in an article, "Man Will Fly into

Space," submitted to the American
press through the Soviet Embassy in

Washington.

Recalling that air drag acting on a

fast-flying object generates vast amounts
of heat, she said:

"This makes it essential to slow

down the speed of re-entry by aero-

dynamic means. The testing of new
ballistic missiles in the Pacific last

January was of great interest from this

point of view. The dummy final stages

of the rockets had been protected from
heating by a special technique and
landed intact in the prearranged area."

Miss Yavorskaya gave no indication

of the special technique used for heat

protection.

Wong and Slye made their com-
ment in a NASA technical report, "The I

Effect of Lift on Entry Corridor Depth (

and Guidance Requirements for the

Return Lunar Flight."

• Rations—The use of lift in i

amounts producing relatively small lift-

drag ratios increases the usable depth

of the entrance corridor, they found,
f

If maximum decelerations are lim-

ited to 10 g, they said, the corridor)

depth increases from 8 miles for a

ballistic vehicle to 44 miles for a ve-

1

hide with L/d of 0.47. If 20-g de-

celeration is allowable, the depth in-

creases from 22 miles for a ballistic I

vehicle to 104 miles for one with L/d
of 0.84.

If higher lift-drag ratios are used,

the corridor depth increases—but so*

does maximum deceleration.

Miss Yavorskaya outlined threei

major possible methods of solving the)

re-entry problem. Firing of retro-rockets'

is very dependable, she said, but the'

necessity of carrying a big fuel supply

into orbit puts the retro-rocket "out-

side the bounds of feasibility for the!

time being."

Use of air drag for braking, she

declared, does not guarantee an ade-

quate landing accuracy.
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"WORLD'S CLEANEST" ASSEMBLY ROOM. This 55-station facility is so nation bigger than 1 micron (.000005") is removed. The result" perfect
skillfully designed, air-conditioned, and filtered that 99.95% of all contami- conditions for mass assembly of delicately precise components.

Knowmanship in Action :

HOW UNIFIED E-P FACILITIES MASS-PRODUCE

FOR PRECISION NEEDS OF THE AERO/SPACE AGE

llany of the aero/space age's most precise components are being
pass-produced today at Eclipse-Pioneer. An example: inertial

fuidance systems for second-generation missiles ... a true test

pand proof— of E-P Knowmanship in action.

feur mass-production complex is completely self-contained and
Inified. Here, in an atmosphere of ultra-cleanliness, precision
bmponents are assembled, tested, checked, calibrated and
pred under the exacting demands of superfine quality control.

far more than a prototype, this aero/space-age facility is a going
Joncern, ready to go to work on your problems. Benefit from
Eclipse-Pioneer's Knowmanship, developed through 40 years'
lose association with the aero/space industry. Write today

—

escribe your problems—utilize our capabilities.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE + EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT

+ SPECIALIZED CRAFTSMANSHIP = KNOWMANSHIP

-<- SUPERFINE TEST AND CALIBRATION. E-P checkout facili-

ties include: Single axis and planetary sidereal test stands

accurate to .005° per hour; indexing heads with an accuracy

of ± 2 seconds of arc used for calibrating pendulous inte-

grating gyros; turn-tilt stands positionable to ±5 seconds

of arc; and ball disc integrator test stands accurate to

.0025%. Calibration equipment was bench-mark-positioned

by certified geodetic survey.

BERYLLIUM—SPACE-AGE METAL. Here, in a completely
enclosed, temperature-controlled room,1iighly skilled E-P
machinists work with beryllium. Parts such as gyro com-
ponents for missiles are produced to tolerances of ± 10
millionths of an inch. For the exacting demands of this

kind of production, entirely new concepts in machining,
quality controls and safety engineering were developed by
Eclipse-Pioneer.

Eclipse-Pioneer Division
TETERBORO, N.J.

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROLS • CENTRAL AIR DATA SYSTEMS • SPECIALIZED INSTRUMENTATION • NAVIGATION

COMPUTERS AND DIRECTORS • STABLE PLATFORMS • INERTIAL GUIDANCE • RADAR ANTENNA STABILIZATION AND

TRACKING SYSTEMS • GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
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6/ DOD advisory group . . .

Drastic Changes in Parts Specs Urged

Proposed management methods— if adopted— would
have top-to-bottom effect on government and industry

by Donald E. Perry

Three years ago, a Pentagon ad-

visory group recommended that some
bold steps be taken in the management
of electronics parts specifications to in-

sure reliability.

Now something is finally being

done about it: another group has made
more recommendations.

It appears, however, that the new
proposals will have a major impact on
both government and industry, from
management down. Will have, that is,

if they're adopted; many of the sug-

gested procedures are radical departures

from established methods.
This month, in any case, a program

to implement the new recommenda-
tions will be submitted to Dr. Herbert
F. York, Director of Defense Research

and Engineering, and Perkins McGuire,
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Supply

and Logistics).

• Background—In lune, 1957, Task
Group 5 of the Advisory Group on
Reliability of Electronic Equipment re-

ported that the fast-changing state of

the electronics art required:

-More electronic parts and tube

specifications.

-Faster coordination of specs.

-More dissemination of technical

characteristics data to design and logis-

tics personnel.

-Complete review of parts specifica-

tions, to provide both compatibility and
reliability.

Thirteen months later, an Ad Hoc
Study Group on Parts Specifications

Management for Reliability was estab-

lished under the sponsorship of York's

This is not and is under no circumstances to be construed as an offer to sett, or as an offer to buy,

or as a solicitation of an offer to buy, any of the securities herein mentioned.

The offering is made only by the Prospectus.

September 8, 1960

50,000 Shares

Cubic Corporation

Capital Stock

Price $54.50 per share

Copies ofthe Prospectus may be obtained in any state only from such

dealers participating in this issue, including the undersigned, as may
legally ojfer these Securities under the securities laws of such State.

Hayden, Stone & Co*

and McGuire's offices.

Under the chairmanship of Paul S.

Darnell, of Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, the study group has now come
up with specific recommendations. It

has mailed to industry a two-part, 235-

page report which details an organiza-

tion structure and establishes three

prototype specifications, together with

new procedures for refining the tech-

nical documentation of parts character-

istics.

• Indictments—The report criti-

cizes "unsuitable and inadequate"

specification organization and manage-
ment on the part of DOD and the mili-

tary services. It makes these points:

-Trouble stems primarily from
management and organization—only

secondarily from technical inadequa-

cies.

-The services have regarded parts

specifications and standardization pro-

grams only as "part-time" efforts, and
have not given them the attention they

deserve in view of their huge potential

for saving dollars and improving equip-

ment reliability.

-There is a tendency to make non-

technical people responsible for revis-

ing and developing specifications—with

the result that practically all specs are

out of date in terms of industry know-

how.
-Some management has been

"totally unable" to cope with the simple

problem that arises when an individual

in one of the services will not agree

with certain words in a spec suggested

by someone in another service. "Be-

cause he will not agree," the study

group said, "and because there is no

suitable procedure for reconciliation,

coordination cannot be completed and

the disapproving military service is ac-

cused of non-cooperation."

The report emphasized that thei

need for suitable specifications manage-

ment is the most serious problem in

the military parts picture.

"A major overhaul in the present

system of specification preparation and

administration and the injection of

some radical new concepts in specifica-

tion structure, objectives and require-

ments are long overdue," it declared.

• Recommendations—The study
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/*/%JD THE "MM/WriES g»MMLOSOfHV

Our defense and offense complex must function in a matter of minutes.

Reliable missile site support in "minutes" can be maintained by instant-

starting, jet-powered Alouette * helicopters, world's only time-proven

turbine copter. An Alouette Site Support Program is immediately

available to the military—with tested reliability, and low maintenance

and operational costs — at ONE-HALF THE COST of comparable

programs.

The Alouette MEANS reliability, ease of maintenance and minimum

operational budgets with the advantages of turbine power.

*Designed by Sud Aviation

mmm/m*mjmmm mmz /§ u/Myawmmm/w mzmmmmm*MM MM/KWMMM/%/

FARMtNGDALE, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

IL
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BRISTOL

chopper

helps put

Navy

TARTAR on

target

. . . Every component in the U.S. Navy's

TARTAR, newest supersonic surface-to-

air guided missile must meet the highest

standards for statistical reliability.

No exception is the Bristol Syncroverter*

chopper used in the TARTAR'S guidance

system. The TARTAR, produced for the

Bureau of Naval Weapons by Convair

(Pomona) Division of General Dynamics
Corporation, is slated to form the

primary antiaircraft weapon aboard
destroyers and secondary antiaircraft

batteries aboard cruisers.

The Bristol Syncroverter chopper has a

long history as a, component in U. S.

guided missiles. It's the ideal miniature

electromechanical chopper for use in

d-c analog computers or wherever

utmost reliability is required.

BILLIONS OF OPERATIONS have been
completed without a failure on Bristol's

continuing life tests—aimed at improving

the Syncroverter's already superlative

characteristics. Just one sample: A
group of five choppers, with 400 cps drive

and 12v, 1 ma resistive contact load

have bee/i going for more than 26,000
hours without failure. That's more than

2.96 years continuous operation or

more than 37 billion complete cycles!

No matter what your chopper require-

ments, we're sure you can find the model
you need among the wide selection

of Syncroverter choppers and high-speed

relays available . . . including low-noise,

external coil types. For complete data,

write: The Bristol Company, Aircraft

Equipment Division, 150 Bristol Road,

Waterbury 20, Conn. is

*T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

BRISTOL FINE PRECISION

INSTRUMENTS FOR OVER SEVENTY YEARS

group urged that:

1. An Advisory Group on Manage-
ment of Electronics Parts Specifications

be established as an activity of Mc-
Guire's office, reporting directly to him.

Members would be appointed by Mc-
Guire, with the coordination of York's

shop. Members would have both man-
agement and technical experience in

electronic parts, tubes and semicon-

ductors; the electronic-systems design

area; and the engineering, procurement
and logistics areas of DOD. All pro-

grams on electronic-parts specification

development and technical documenta-
tion, and their management, would be
channeled through the Advisory Group.

2. The Armed Services Electro-

Standards Agency be organizationally

relocated under McGuire's jurisdiction,

providing administrative and secre-

tarial support to the Advisory Group.
3. The office responsible for stand-

ardization in OSD (S&L) prepare and
recommend DOD policy and plans for

implementation of development of

specs, standards and handbooks.

4. Parts specifications include some
new procedures for accumulation of

life-test data, over an extended period

of time, from tests carried out in ac-

ceptance inspections. Failure rates

would be computed from these ac-

cumulated data, with the specification

establishing several graduated failure-

rate levels.

5. The present "Qualified Products

Lists" be changed to "Approved
Sources of Supply for Qualified Elec-

tronics Parts List." Besides submitting

qualification test data for initial ap-

proval, manufacturers also would have

to provide evidence that they have
adequate production and test facilities

and employ sound procedures for

process and quality control.

Specifications would also provide

for separate identification of items hav-

ing different established failure-rate

levels by using different part numbers.

The manufacturer also would be re-

quired to assure continued conformity

with the specification through routine

submission of test data collected during

acceptance inspection.

6. All parts specifications require

the manufacturers to provide test data

on the parts supplied.

7. DOD issue a single new policy

manual to standardize design and pro-

curement documentation for military

components.

8. Use of contractor's specifications

be reduced by upgrading existing mili-

tary specifications with respect to en-

vironmental requirements.

9. Contractors and the military de-

partments insist that all specification

test requirements be carried out by the

parts manufacturers prior to shipment

of the parts.
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Welding Method Joins

Thin, Thick Metal Parts

A new method of resistance welding

which permits joining of ultrathin

materials to thick plates has been
developed at the Ryan Aeronautical

Co.

The company says the method is

particularly suited to welding thin sheet

metal of a few-thousandths of an inch

thick (up to .016 in.) to plates whose
thickness ratio exceeds four to one, or

any thin metals to thick in parts for

Space Age rockets and missiles.

The new system is said to produce
a uniformly accurate and securely

bonded structure. Conventional resist-

ance welding frequently results in the

weld nugget forming within the thick

material instead of equally at the inter-

face. This is not true of the Ryan
method.

In this type of welding, an electrode

is applied under heavy unit pressure

at the spot to be welded; a heavy pulse

of current is supplied to the electrode

and the electrode contact pressure is

continued until the weld nugget cools.

Welding apparatus for the new
method is relatively simple, consisting

of a power supply, timing mechanism
and a pressure system.

The power source is connected to

opposite ends of the primary winding
of a transformer; one function of the

timer is to control discharge through
the winding. The secondary winding of

the transformer is connected to one
end of the welding electrode. The other

end is either grounded to the welding
table or attached to the thicker of the

two materials being joined.

When the current is released

through the primary winding, it causes

a pulse of welding current to flow in

the secondary winding. The trans-

former thus sends a heavy current flow

at low voltage through the welding
electrode. Ryan says a current of

about 40,000 amps, at two volts has
been used satisfactorily.

• Pressnrization critical—Although
a wheel-type electrode is said to be
ideally suited for use in the process,

other types can be used if pressure is

accurately controlled. Pressurized to

hold the materials together at the point

of weld, the wheel rolls along the sur-

face of the thin material to produce
a row of space spotwelds.

The timer controls both power and
pressure application, with timing vary-

ing according to materials used and
type of welding performed.

Critical factor is the surface re-

sistance at the interface. Since the sur-

face finish of thin sheet metal is gen-
erally smooth, the interface resistance

ONLY ASF HAS IT!
New machine coils 3 1/4" bar stock into
22" diameter springs for missile silos

Quality produc-
tion of the heavi-

est heavy-duty
springs at ASF-
HAMMOND Di-

vision took an-
other giant step

forward recently
with the installa-

tion of this spe-
cially designed
machine. It coils

3 l/4" bar stock
into half ton
springs with 50"

free height.
These springs
are uniform in

all essential
physical characteristics.

This new machine automati-

cally controls coiling time to min-

imize loss of temperature, which
assures effective hardening. This

Automatic operation assures

unprecedented product uniformity

results in new standards of uni-

formity in the heavier springs.

If you have a shock-mitigation

problem, why not write today for

complete information.

AMERICAN STEEL FOUNDRIES
HAMMOND DIVISION Hammond, Indiana
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NOT THE SIZE OF THE JOB
but the demand for positioning

accuracy determines the need for

BEAVER BALL SCREWS

Raytheon uses this Beaver Ball Screw in

the "Hustler" search radar to actuate a
delicate and extremely precise instrument
control— everything else is classified,

except that you can hold it between two
fingers!

One of the largest ball screws ever built.

This 40 foot Beaver Ball Screw positions

the carriage of a giant steel mill roll lathe

designed by the Mcintosh-Hemphill Div.
of E. W. Bliss. Chief advantages were
minimized break-away friction and re-

duced power.

Our engineers will be
glad to work with you in

determining if ball screw

actuation belongs in your

product as opposed to

hydraulics or pneumatics.

Call on us.

heaver jp
precision
f products

CLAWSON, MICH.

can be made nearly constant by careful

control of electrode pressure.

Greatest heat build-up is at the

interface, which provides virtually the

entire resistance to the welding cur-

rent. For this reason, the weld nugget
forms equally at the contacting faces

of the materials.

Accurate control of pressure after

welding is necessary to prevent crack-

ing and expulsion of the foil gages.

With a wheel electrode advancing 15

inches per minute, making 10 welds
per inch, it was found that electrode

pressure was maintained long enough
to avoid cavitation.

Experiments indicated that with
types of welding requiring longer weld
periods, excess heat generated in the

weld area resulted in such slow cool-

ing that it was impractical to maintain
the required follow-up pressure.

The new method was developed by
Ryan welding engineers John R. Ful-

lerton, Laurence E. Leech and Donald
L. Heyser. They have applied for

patents, assigning the rights to Ryan.

Ion Engines May Utilize

Water-Permeable Tungsten
In the production of controlled

density tungsten, Firth Sterling Inc.

has come up with an interesting by-

product—truly porous tungsten.

The company has been working
with fully sintered tungsten bodies,

varying in density from 50% of the-

oretical to 95% of theoretical. The:
techniques involved are being utilized I

to produce permeable tungsten with <

theoretical densities from 50% to 75%.
Although parts are being fabricated,

physical and mechanical data for all

the densities have not yet been de-

termined. At 55% theoretical density,

the material shows room-temperature <

properties including cross break at

4500 psi, tensile strength of 7500 psi

(Armour Institute ring tensile method)
and thermal shock resistance up to

3200°F with indications that the ero-

sion resistance should be good.

The tungsten is permeable to water

at atmospheric pressure.

Such tungsten can be used for

rocket nozzle inserts, either impreg-s

nated with a plastic which will decom-1
pose upon heating to liberate a cooling

gas such as hydrogen, or as part of a
J

liquid-cooled assembly where the

metal may be used as a throat inserts

for releasing coolant into gas stream,i|

or as a reservoir for the coolant.

Electronics offers other possibilities.!

The tungsten may be utilized in emitter:

tubes and electron tubes.

Plasma and ion propulsion devices-

may create other applications, such as

porous discs in ion engines and circu-j

lation-cooled nozzle components.
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3M Materials Memo
News of materials for the aerospace industry— selected from the 27,000 products of the 3M Company

Throw The Book
At You?

Not this one! But we'll be happy to send

you a copy if electrical casting resins are

your diet. This particular book is actu-

ally a brand new reference manual on
3M's series of "Scotchcast" Electrical

Resins. Its proud parent, our Electrical
Products Division, would throw up its

collective hands in horror at the mere
thought of its being even considered a

catalog. They've gone all out to insure

that this manual will be an equally useful

tool for old pro and tyro alike.

You'll find within the 28 pages heavy
emphasis on techniques and tips for using

casting resins. These cover such aspects

as component design, molds and mold
releases, resin storage and application,

special equipment and all sorts of other

"pointers for potters." Then there's the

-.Scotchcast

. INSUUTE * SEAL • PROTECT

guide to selecting the proper resins for

given electrical applications. Beefing it

up still further are tables of physical and
electrical property data on the "Scotch-

j cast" family of resins.

This book's a real collector's item. Why
not cast off your electrical insulation

| problems by getting your own copy? Just

1 check the box below.

Caged Radiation 11

I If you've been anxious to put radioactive

1 isotopes to work for you, but have been

||
afraid they may end up working on you,

|1 this will be a welcome bit of news. These

|
hot little personalities have been tamed

I in a way that makes them even more
|j
useful and yet substantially reduces the

|l handling hazards. The isotope is literally

||
caged in tiny ceramic beads, *approxi-

||
mately 50 microns in diameter. The

I union between ceramic and isotope is

I actually a chemical bond which keeps

miscellaneous solvents, chemicals, and
even the human digestive system from
leaching out the radioactive material. Our
Central Research Laboratories have
refined the process to such an extent that

they can now treat almost any of the

radioactive isotopes.

The products, known as Radiating Mi-
crospheres, lend themselves well to a

variety of industrial and medical appli-

cations. Being uniform in particle size,

and free flowing, they can readily be in-

corporated in a variety of products. Their
use in detectors for film thicknesses and
densities or as tank level indicators is a
natural, thanks to their chemical resistant

overcoats.
Nor do the possibilities end there. En-

cased in suitable plastics, the Radiating
Microspheres can form self-energized

luminous instrument dials, signs, etc. Let
our Central Research Laboratories tell

you how Radiating Microspheres can
brighten your future, too — by checking
the box below.

Paper Shufflin'
It may seem mundane to talk about
paperwork in the highly sophisticated

aerospace industry, but correspondence
is more than ever becoming the business-

man's burden. Indeed, we wonder if a
pound of hardware isn't accompanied by
a pound of correspondence! There are
two bad features about this nightmare of
paperwork. One is the time required to
handle it and the other is the space re-

quired to store it. Our Duplicating
Products Division has come up with
two time and space savings ideas to help
you solve your paper work problems.
One of these is the fabulous "Filmac"

Reader-Printer for reading Microfilm and
making instant projection prints. It was
described in an earlier issue.

The other is an idea called the Short
Note Reply, and sometimes known as the

SNR system. It works like this. You get

a letter or memo which requires a short
reply. Instead of dictating an answer and
putting it into the steno pool, you simply
write your answer at the bottom of the
copy of the letter. A dry copy is then
made on a "Thermo-Fax" Copying Ma-
chine and returned to the sender. You
have the original for your files and he
has a copy for his. After you've written

your reply, the copying process takes
only 4 seconds. For more information on
this time saving method of handling cor-

respondence check "Thermo-Fax" Copy-
ing Machine on the coupon below.

3M Company, Missile Industry Liaison—Dept. VAB-90

St. Paul 6, Minn.

Please send reference manual on "Scotchcast"

Electrical Resins information on Radiating Micro-

spheres facts on "Thermo-Fax" Copying Machine

3M Products for the Aerospace Age.

Name .
—

Firm.

Address-

City _Zone

•SCOTCHCAST." ''FILMAC' AND "THERMO-FAX" ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF 3M CO.,

ST. PAUL 6, MINN. EXPORT : 99 PARK AVE., NEW YORK 16. CANADA : LONDON, ONTARIO.

jy^lNNESOTA JOINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY f^jk

...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW ^5§§jSffiH|^

MISSILE
INDUSTRY
LIAISON 1
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"This missile age of ours requires vast scientific and engineering technology. "Technical news developments concerning the industry are a day-to-day

MISSILES AND ROCKETS keeps us posted in this market that expands daily." occurrence. MISSILES AND ROCKETS keeps us right up to date." Dr. R. N.

D. M. Tenenbaum (left), Mgr., Test Division, Sacramento Plants. McFee (right), Dir. of Research, Aerojet-General's Avionics Division.

WHY DO SO MANY KEY PEOPLE AT AEROJET-GENERAL
READ MISSILES AND ROCKETS?

438 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS! One of Some of the many reasons why M/R commands intense

the outstanding leaders in the research, readership among key people at Aerojet-General are given

design, development, and production of in the picture story. They were obtained as a result of a

both solid and liquid propellant rocket recent visit to the company by M/R Editor Richard Van
engines, Aerojet- General ranks 19th Osten (insert).

among all major defense contractors. These comments and those of other key readers in other

Naturally, there are a large number of missile/space companies clearly show what M/R has known
paid subscribers to MISSILES AND all along . . . that the missile/space industry is a separate,

ROCKETS at Aerojet-General—438, to distinct market with rapidly changing requirements that can

be exact. And since many of the copies best be met by undiluted, weekly technical/news coverage,

have high pass-along readership, there is It is this kind of coverage that makes M/R unique . . I

an even larger number of readers at Aerojet-General. explains its deep, penetrating readership and acceptance.

"Todays missile industry evolved from the old concept of the aircraft-missile

business but each is now a separate and distinct industry. We read MISSILES

AND ROCKETS for that very reason. It deals 100% with Astronautics."

M. L. Stary, Director, Aerojet-General's Systems Division.

"In this young industry it is absolutely necessary that engineers be filled in

on new data as it develops. MISSILES AND ROCKETS provides a complete,

clear picture weekly of what's happening in the field of World Astronautics."

Dr. G. Moe (left), Aerojet-General's Space Technology Division.



names in the

Peter Macdonald: Goodyear Aircraft

Corp.'s Washington representative for the

past five years, named general manager
of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.'s

Washington office. He succeeds George

M. Riveire, who has retired.

Dr. E. John Whitmore: Joins Sylvania

Electric Products Inc., as manager of de-

velopment engineering at the Williamsport

facilities of the company's Special Tube
Operations. Was formerly chief engineer

for the Canadian Marconi microwave
tube plant.

John E. Peterson: Former associate

manager, appointed director of materiel

for Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.,

succeeding Fran M. Brown, who has

joined the staff of Aerospace Corp.

Thomas T. Witkowski and John T.

Underbill: Appointed director of Long
Range Planning and Operations manager,

respectively, for Cubic Corporation. Both

were project engineers at Convair prior

to joining Cubic in 1956 and 1957.

Dr. George J. Mueller: Named chief

of development planning for the Systems

Support Dept. of Northrop Corp.'s Nor-

tronics Division. Previous posts: Manage-
ment consultant on advanced technical

news

programs, American Corporate Services,

Inc.; systems technology advisor, Thomp-
son Ramo Wooldridge, Inc.; director of

engineering, Packard Bell's Technical

Products Division, and technical director,

Allen B. Dumont Laboratories.

Edwin A. Speakman: Elected division

vice president, Missile Range Programs,

for the Government Services Department,

RCA Service Co. in charge of RCA's
Test Missile Project at Patrick AFB. Prior

to joining the firm as manager of plan-

ning, Defense Electronic Products, he was
vice president of the Fairchild Engine and
Airplane Corp. and general manager of

Fairchild's Guided Missiles Division.

Dr. Alden Stevenson: Appointed direc-

tor of research at Pacific Semiconductors,

Inc., relieving Dr. Peterson, for adminis-

trative duties. Dr. Stevenson will also

continue as materials research program
director.

Col. George Cechmanek (USAF-ret.):

Joins Grand Central Rocket Co. as Cor-

porate Counsel. Was most recently as-

signed to ARDC as chief legal counsel.

James E. Michaels: Appointed super-

visor of the Astro Systems Branch, Astro

Systems and Research Laboratories at

Northrop Corp.'s Norair Division. Pre-

viously served with the Space Sciences

Laboratory of General Electric's Missile

and Space Vehicle Dept. and most re-

cently as project engineer of General
Electric-Wright Air Development Divi-

sion's interplanetary trajectory study.

Rear Adm. H. C. Bruton (USN-ret.):

Named vice president-planning for the

Military Products Division of Hoffman
Electronics Corp.

Michael J. Donnelly and Dr. R. H.
Sanders: Join Controls for Radiation, Inc.,

as head of the Reactor Chemistry Dept.

and senior biologist in the Radiation Bi-

ology Dept., respectively,

Davis Factor, Jr.: Former assistant to

the president, promoted to director of

advertising at Eldon Industries, Inc.

Robert Spies: Former engineering spe-

cialist for Sundstrand Turbo, joins the

technical staff of Electro-Optical Systems,

Inc., as a scientist in the Energy Research

Division.

Wilbert W. Toole: Named manager of

Electronics and Support Systems in the

Customer Service Division of McDonnell
Aircraft Corp. Was formerly with Avco

INDUSTRIAL COATINGS DIVISION
THE NATIONAL GLACO CHEMICAL CORP.
1949 N. Cicero Ave. . Chicago 39, III. MR-9196

Send me a copy of your 12-page full color brochure

on custom-engineered coatings, without obligation.

Name

Title

Company.

Address—

Citv_ -Zone State



CLOSER THAN YOU THINK

Yes . . .The world has shrunk and now

the Universe is shrinking, due to man's

restless thirst for knowledge.

California General . . . fabricators of assemblies

for missiles and rockets ... is playing

a significant role in helping to bring the

bodies of outer space closer to us.

One of California General's products . .

.

exhaust nozzles for rocket engines ... is an

essential part of the vehicle which will

eventually carry man into space . . . making us

closer neighbors to the moon and planets.

CALIFORNIA GENERAL, INC.
Foot of F Street, Chula Vista, Calif.

Corp.'s Crosley Division, responsible for

marketing activities.

J. Norman Rossen: Elected director of

the Solid Propellant Division of Atlantic

Research Corp., succeeding Presson S.

Shane, elected vice president. Rossen was
formerly head of the Rocket Ballistics

Group and assistant director of the solid

propellant division.

Boyd W. Granger: Joins International

Resistance Co., as marketing research

manager, succeeding Martin Zwerin, pro-

moted to manager of business planning.

Granger was formerly Philco Corp.'s

Lansdale Division director of market
planning.

Rudolph C. Schmidt: Named sales

manager of Universal Transistor Products
Corp. Was formerly associated with Fair-

child Camera & Instrument Corp.

Virgil W. Wall: Appointed director of

engineering for Telecomputing Corp.'s

Electronic Systems Division, succeeding

IVIelvin B. Kline, named to the new posi-

tion of assistant to the general manager.

Wall was previously manager of Ray-

theon Co.'s Advanced Development Dept.;

chief engineer, G. M. Giannini & Co. and
radar supervisor, North American Avia-

tion, Inc.

Dr. Lawrence F. Jones: Joins United

Aircraft Corp.'s Norden Division as chief-

digital group in the engineering depart-

ment. Was formerly advisory engineer in

charge of the digital computer group for

Westinghouse Corp.'s Air Arm Division.

of

ed

J. Bryan Straley: Elected president

Reeves Instrument Corp., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of

j

America. Was formerly executive vice

president of the firm.

F. Robert Mayer: Joins Amcel Pro-

pulsion Inc., as manager of advertising

sales promotion. Was formerly respon-j

sible for advertising, public relations and
;

sales administration for the Reaction

Motors Division of Thiokol Chemical

Corp.

Bert J. Gastineau: Former chief Engi-

neer of Aerojet-General Corp.'s Avionics
|

Division, elected manager, succeeding
j

Richard W. Powell. Gastineau, who
joined the firm in 1952, has been as-

sociated with the infrared sight for the

F104, Sparrow II, Midas and other!

classified projects.

G. William Bauer: Joins Strauffer-
]

Temescal Co. as sales engineer responsi-

ble for sales, marketing and customer]

relations.

Mark W. Bullock: Promoted to vice-

J

president in charge of engineering for]

Continental Electronics Manufacturing]

Co., a subsidiary of Ling-Temco Elec-j

tronics, Inc. Was formerly manager of
j

Continental's production division.

Robert Hansen: Appointed sales and I

marketing manager for the Electron Di-J

vision of Controls Company of America. I
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NEW ERA OF WESTERN DEFENSE

Navy launches first Polaris

missile from submerged sub
Erupting from Atlantic waters off Cape Canaveral July 20, a slim white Polaris missile

fired from the nuclear submarine U.S.S. George Washington launched a new era of

defense. Arching skyward on a column of flame, the Polaris made its clear contribu-

tion to the security of free nations before it shook off its last drops of brine. To further

demonstrate the missile's dependability, the Navy then launched a second Polaris from

the nuclear sub. This was the climax of a remarkable 47-month race to develop the

Navy's Fleet Ballistic Missile Weapon System. Combined for the first time were a

nuclear-powered submarine, hidden in ocean depths and able to cruise anywhere,

unseen for months, and a powerful missile, so compact a single sub can carry 16 of

them with nuclear warheads. The Polaris gives America a defense that cannot be over-

whelmed by surprise attack, a defense that will work for peace by making aggression

unthinkable. Lockheed is prime contractor and missile system manager for the Polaris

missile. Aerojet-General Corporation is the subcontractor responsible for the missile's

rocket motor, General Electric Corporation for its guidance system, and Westinghouse

Electric Corporation for the launch system. The U.S.S. George Washington was built

by the Electric Boat Company.

LOCKHEE

D

MISSILES & SPACE DIVISION, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA



FOR MAXIMUM RELIABILITY
The fastest, highest quality method of soil disintegration ever devised

DI Cmtl TEGRATOR®
ULTRASONIC CLEANER
LOWEST PRICED

HIGHEST QUALITY

ULTRASONIC CLEANERS

SOLD ANYWHERE!
Compare these low prices with competitive models.

System
No.

Power
Output
(Watts)

Tank
Capacity
Gallons

Tank Dimensions
Length x Width
x Depth (inches) Price

COMPETITIVE
PRICE
RANGE

40 40 Vz 51/4 x 5% x 4 $ 99.95 $187.50-350

80 80 11/2 12 x 6 x 6 199.95 $340-597

320 320 5 14 x 10 x 9 349.95 $675-1040

520 520 15 20 x 16 X 10 799.95 $1325-1750

1040 1040

3000

30 24 x 18 x 16 1699.95 $2275-2500

3000 75 31 x 31 x 18 3,999.95 $4450-4900

Only Ultrasonic Industries offers all these features:

• FREE 5 DAY TRIAL - Money refunded (less shipping

charges) if not satisfied • FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE CONTRACT.
FREE 32 pg. illustrated Users' Reference Guide • IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY • CHOICE OF 7 COLORS (see below) • Simple

one-knob control • Saves Time and Money • Improves

appearance and reliability of items cleaned.

See your dealer, or order direct from factory!

Shipping charges free anywhere in U.S.A. if check enclosed with order.

I

Ultrasonic Industries Inc., Dept. 45-MR-9

141 Albertson Ave., Albertson, LI., N.Y.

Please ship the following diSONtegrator(s)

tO:

40 80 320 520 1040 3000

Ivory

Desert Sand

Wheat Yellow

Pale Green

Turquoise

Soft Grey

Coral Pink

I understand that my money will be refunded as per your Introductory
offer if not completely satisfied after 5 Day Trial.

Check enclosed (freight prepaid) C.O.D. Bill me (rated firm
only) Q Please put us on your mailing list Please send prices of
SONitizers QPIease send prices of larger models

ultrasonic industries
INC.

141 ALBERTSON tVE. • ALBERTSON, I. I., N. Y. • PI 1-433]
In Canada: 1512 Eglinton Ave. West • Toronto 10, Ontario • RU 7-1131

contracts
$44.000,000—Rocketdyne, Canoga Park, Calif., for development of aj

200,200-lb.-thrust hydrogen-fueled rocket engine.
$1,950,000—Progressive Welder & Machine Co., Pontlac, Mich for

'

engineering, design, fabrication and related services for the
manufacture of tooling in connection with various space
programs.

NAVY
$8,376,034—Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., Bethpage NY

for production of Eagle missile airframes, propulsion system
launcher and modification of test bed aircraft.

$1,000,000—Packard BeU Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, for produc-
tion of the AN/ASQ-10 advanced airborne electronics system

$1,000,000—Telecomputing Corp., Los Angeles, for sonar processing
equipment.

$252,000—Electronic Specialty Co., Los Angeles, for timing fuzes
for the Genie. Subcontract from Douglas Aircraft.

$122,588—The Heil Co., Milwaukee, for parts for missile containers
(Two contracts).

$80,572—The Flexible Co., Loudonvllle, Ohio, for frame and lid
assembly for missile containers.

MISCELLANEOUS
Instruments for Industry, Inc., Hicksvllle, N.Y., for developing and

manufacturing a missile system gyro test set. Contract from
American Bosch Anna Corp.'s Anna Division.

$1,165,000—Specialty Electronics Development Corp., Syosset, N.Y.,
for communication and countermeasure devices and radar test
equipment.

$918,000—William T. Lyons Co., Inc., Baltimore, for construction
of a complex of buildings, test cells and associated facilities
to house a hypersonic propulsion research laboratory. Contract
from Applied Physics Laboratory of The John Hopkins Uni-
versity.

ARMY
$2,400,000—Sylvania's Waltham Laboratories, for development, fab-

rication and installation of two 60-foot ground antenna systems
for Advent.

$276,741—Martin Construction Co., Cocoa Beach, Fla., for construc-
tion of a Minuteman firing tube in two existing concrete silo
caissons at Cape Canaveral.

$76,000—North American Aviation, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, for testing
a revolutionary concept in antitank missiles.

AIR FORCE
Controls for Radiation, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., for Installation,

calibration, maintenance and performance of all nuclear radia-
tion protection services at Hanscom Field. Amount not disclosed.

The Rucker Co., Oakland, Calif., for hydraulic and pneumatic
power and control equipment for three Titan missile launching
sites at Larson AFB. Amount not disclosed.

The Garrett Corp.'s AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Phoenix,
for applied research on advanced solar space power heat.
Amount not disclosed.

$1,000,000—General Bronze Corp., Garden City, N.Y., for acquisition
and tracking antenna systems on the Mistram project. Sub-
contract from General Electric Co.'s Defense Systems Dept.

$665,600—North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, for installa-
tion of facilities for the rocket engine program.

$571,000—Electronic Specialty Co., Los Angeles, for a complete
airborne missile tow target for the Century Jet fighter series.

$541,498—The Marquardt Corp., Pomona, Calif., for AN/GPS-T4 (v)
radar signal sinralators.

Martin-Baltimore's Subcontracting
The Martin Co.'s Baltimore divisions spent $23 million

in subcontracts during the first half of 1960—more than
half of it with small businesses.

Baltimore and Nuclear Divisions let a total of 41,487
subcontracts during this period, to firms in 75% of the

States of the Union. Maryland, Martin's home base since

1929, received the most subcontracts—19,757 subcontracts

having a value of $6.7 million. New York was second with

5158, totaling $3.1 million. California ranked third with

3913 totaling $2.4 million.

Others: fourth, Pennsylvania, 2813 totaling $2.3 million;

fifth, New Jersey, 2606 at $1.7 million; sixth, Ohio, 990

at $1.2 million; seventh, Massachusetts, 1195 at almost $1.

The Baltimore division produces the Air Force Mace,
the Navy Marlin seaplane and components for Titan,

Pershing, Lacrosse and Bullpup.

The Nuclear division manufactures atomic powerplants,

isotopic power devices and nuclear components. Several

types of advanced nuclear reactors and atomic propulsion

systems are under development.

The figures do not include Martin's other divisions at

Orlando and Cocoa, Fla., and Denver.
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reviews
BASICS OF GYROSCOPES (two volumes).

Carl Machover, John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.

New York. Vol. I, 112 pp., $3.30; Vol. 2,

120 pp., $3.30.

These books present for the non-spe-

cialist a basic explanation of the principles

underlying the science of gyroscopics.

Mathematics are included only where they

are essential to comprehension of gyro-

scope principles.

The books begin with an explanation

of the construction and the physics of

gyroscope operative. Then they advance

to the Commercial types of gyroscopes

and their utility for stabilizing purposes,

as used in equipment commonly bound
to the earth's surface.

Then the author details the changes in

gyroscope construction and design as re-

quired for application in space vehicles,

missiles, etc. Numerical examples are em-
ployed to illustrate the operation of the

gyroscope.

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING, Julian L. Bern-

stein, John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., New
York. 272 pp., $8.95.

This book deals predominantly with

the recording of television signals and con-

siderable space is devoted to electronic

photography.

Techniques and mechanics of record-

ing are reviewed and then the specifics of

video recording are explained. The various

types of tape transports, video track pat-

terns, and basic block diagrams of a tele-

vision tape recorder are discussed at

length.

From this point, the discussion ad-

vances to the latest types of equipment in

current usage. The video system is dis-

cussed in detail, with explanation of the

various recording playback circuits and
demodulators given.

FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTOR PHYS-
ICS, Irving Gottlieb, John F. Rider Pub-

lisher. Inc., New Yorlc. 267 pp., $3.90.

This text provides a thorough analysis

of the action of semiconductors from the

physics viewpoint. Semiconductor physics

is presented in stages, beginning with the

theoretical aspects and culminating in the

practical transistor and its fundamental
circuit. Transistor circuit operations are

dealt with only as they amplify the theory.

Of interest to those concerned with

recent developments in transistor physics

are the four-layer diode, the bilateral

transistor, the Zener diode, and the semi-

conductor variable capacitor. Also covered

is the recently developed tunnel diode.

ROCKET SLED DESIGN HANDBOOK, Mc-
Graw-Hill Boole Company, Inc. New York.

Provided are design philosophy and
calculations, pertinent information regard-

ing test tracks and facilities, proven con-
struction practices, a basic glossary of

sled terms, abstracts from many pertinent

publications (with subject index), and a

comprehensive bibliography.

The book represents the latest in-

formation and practical experience gained
at test tracks throughout the U.S.

missiles and rockets, September 19, I960

DELTA-COUPLES
MINIATURE THERMOCOUPLES

PRECISION JUNCTION LOCATION
MINIMUM HEAT FLUX DISTORTION

RAPID - ACCURATE RESPONSE
SURFACE & IN-WALL TEMPERATURE SENSING

DELTA-COUPLES are precision thermocoupl* s

engineered for accurate, pinpoint tempera- H
ture measurements in steel or aluminum struc-

tures. Available in five basic types, DELTA-
COUPLES are being successfully applied in the

field of missiles and rockets to combustion

chambers, blast deflectors, launching struc-

tures, injection nozzles, missile skins, and in

thermodynamic model studies. Pictured are

the SI and S2 types designed for rapid re-

sponse measurements at the surface of steel

structures.

Write for DELTA-COUPLE Catalog ATL-903

llMMWT&toio^ Lfl BGRflTO RICS

a division of A>'ERiCAN-<$landard

Dept. AE-3. 369 Whisman Road. Mountain View. California

Circle No. 44 on Subscriber Service Card.

ya
gotta

have

faith

!

Yes, faith is a wonderful thing in human re-

lations or religion. But an engineer's job in-

volves measuring physical quantities, and faith

in these measurements is only possible;, after

good, reliable proof. We make accurate, de-

pendable calibrators to furnish that proof in

the case of force, gaseous flow, liquid (includ-

ing cryogenic) flow, and pres-

sure. Let us tell you about

them. Just write or call .

MODEL 301-1

SECONDARY AIR FLOW
STANDARD

3015 S. Kilson Dr. • Santa Ana, California

Kimberly 9-1101 I MAdison 8-6281

Circle No. 43 on Subscriber Service Card. 89



products and processes

High-Pressure Dry Air Source
A portable air compressor assembly,

recommended as a source of high-

pressure dry air for missile ground
support, test and checkout, is now being

manufactured by The Cornelius Com-
pany, Aero Division.

The compressor and pneumatic
system provides dry, compressed air at

a regulated delivery pressure from to

3000 psi.

Capacity of the compressor, Model
130R3500, is two cubic feet per minute

of free air at 3000 lbs. psi. Operating
speed is 4100 rpm.

The compressor is operated with a

200-volt. 400-cycle, 3-phase power
source supplied by an auxiliary power
unit. Weight of the unit, with carrying

case and skid mount, is 93 lbs. Dimen-
sions of the case are 16 x 18 x 21 in.

Delivery pressure gauges are calibrated

in 10-lb. increments to 600 psi and in

100-lb. increments to 4000 psi.

Circle No. 225 on Subscriber Service Card.

Liquid H Ball Valves
Liquid hydrogen ball valves with

low cool-down weight, for use in rocket

engine development, have been de-

livered by Hydromatics, Inc.

Ranging in size from 3/8 to 8 in.

diameters, the valves are encased in

welded stainless steel vacuum jackets

to insulate the valve body from the

surrounding air. This minimizes heat

transfer from the surrounding air,

eliminating liquid hydrogen boil-off.

Top loading permits disassembly for

maintenance without removing the

valve from the line. Zero leakage and
self-lapping seat characteristics are

built into the valves.

Circle No. 226 on Subscriber Service Card.

Mobile Welding Gun
A manual Aircomatic (gas-shielded

metal-arc) welding MIGet gun and
controls have been developed by Air

Reduction Sales Co. The gun and con-

trols are designed for use in light-to-

heavy fabrication where numerous short

welds, off the ground welding, or

emergency repairs are necessary.

The gun carries its own compact

reel of wire, wire feeding drive rolls,

and complete-range wire speed control.

Circle No. 227 on Subscriber Service Card.

Folding Column
A power-operated folding column

is available from Wayne Iron Works.
It rolls in or out to form a rigid column
capable of pushing or pulling heavy
loads linearly with a steady force.

The column is formed of hinged

links of steel or other channel that

are wound helically around a power-
operated drum. When equipped with a
powering device, the drum feeds out or

withdraws the column to transmit large

forces. As it unrolls, the column is

completely rigid in three directions;

however, it must roll out over a flat

surface to provide rigidity in the fourth.

Circle No. 226 on Subscriber Service Card.

Frequency Converter
A brushless frequency converter for

single-phase drive designed to supply

three-phase, 400-cycle power from a

60-cycle source is announced by
Georator Corp.

Utilizing a low-slip, single-phase

motor built into a cast aluminum shell,

integral with a "NoBrush" 400-cycle

alternator, the low intrinsic regulation

characteristic of this unit eliminates the

need for an external regulator. Output
of the unit is three-phase, four-wire,

120/208 Volt, 2.5 KVA.
Circle No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.

Sealless Water Pump
An extremely compact, low-cost,

sealless water circulator pump com-
bining motor and pump in a single

leakproof unit has been announced by
Dynapump Division of Fostoria Corp.

The "canned" Dynapump Model 400A
is equipped with rubber flanges for

extremely quiet operation. It can be

installed in any position. Measuring
6 in. x 7 in. and weighing 11 lbs., it

handles up to 90,000 BTU an hour in

systems with a 20° temperature drop.

It circulates up to 12 gpm and
produces a 10-ft. head at shutoff. De-
signed especially for use on closed

water systems free of foreign objects

and materials, the Model 400A Dyna-
pump has no stuffing box and requires

no seal.

Circle No. 230 on Subscriber Service Card.

Antifouling Hoist
The Garrett Corporation's AiRe-

search Manufacturing Co. is now in

production on its universal hoist, which

incorporates a unique and highly de-
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Time-Sharing

Problem?

MAY HAVE A
SOLUTION -

Your data handling system,
whether RF carrier or wire
transmission line, may require
time-sharing to increase its

capacity and efficiency.

In the past, the advantages
of motor driven switches used
for multiplexing were out-
weighed by their disadvan-
tages. They were smaller,
lighter and simpler but,
because of high contact resis-

tance, bounce and short life,

they contaminated data.

Then IDL introduced multi-
fingered brushes traveling on
the inner periphery of cylin-

drical sections to minimize
resistance and bounce and
extend trouble-free life to hun-
dreds of hours. These con-
cepts have been successfully

applied to missiles in sampling
900 data points per second for
more than 500 hours without
signal contamination even in

the milli-volt signal level
ranges.

For example, Switch No.
500660 is a complete unit
within a compact case, avail-

able at reasonable cost and
capable of sampling up to 1 80
transducers. It combines 2
poles of 30 data channels with
2 poles of 60 data channels,
each operating at 5 rps.

For fur titer in for-
mation , write for
Technical Bulletin
No. 500660; or let us
propose a solution to
your Time-Sharino
Problem.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

INCORPORATED

Subsidiary of Royal McBee Corporation
.

28 MECHANIC STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Circle No. 45 on Subscriber Service Card.

sirable positive antifouling mechanism.
Advantages offered by the AiRe-

search hoist include advanced antifoul-

ing mechanism, compactness, and light

weight. The unit incorporates a

115/200-volt, AC, 3-phase, 400-cycle

motor. It contains 15 ft. of V4-in. cable

capable of raising and lowering a 1400-

lb. load at a minimum speed of 15 ft.

per minute.

Circle No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.

Low-Noise Cooling Blower
The Powair Series of Standard 2-in.

blowers by Dean and Benson now
guarantees 2000 hour life at 22,000

R.P.M.
The motor is a removable unit and

is easily slipped out of the blower. All

parts are also interchangeable and

available as spares.

The 400 cycle motors of the blowers

are constructed of stainless steel and

bearings larger in diameter than nor-

mally found in motors of this size. New
construction versatility also allows end-

less combinations of flange mountings.
Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Card.

Nickel-Plated Couplings

Quick-disconnect couplings, pro-

tected by electroless nickel plating are

available from Snap-Tite, Inc.

The nickel plating on the coupling

is free of voids. The conformity to the

surface is so excellent that there is no

observable void between the coating

and the base material. Under normal

conditions, abrasion resistance is very

good, and the new plating process pro-

duces no effect on the tensile strength

or ductility of the steel in the couplings.

Circle No. 233 on Subscriber Service Card.

Ground Radar Motor Pump
Designed and built by Vickers Inc.,

Division of Sperry Rand Corp., a com-

pact vane motorpump is used to circu-

late coolant (ethylene glycol and water)

through the magnetron tube of a

ground radar high-power illuminator

antenna. The antennas serve as part of

the guidance system for a surface-to-air

SUPER-
WIDE ANGLE
COVERAGE

KINOPTIK
5.7mm f/1.8 APOCHROMAT
This ultra-panoramic view of over 120,000 square
miles of the earth's surface, was brought to light

in an unbelievably clear and sharp photograph
taken with the KINOPTIK 5.7mm f/1.8
APOCHROMAT. Shot from a Thor missile at

an altitude of 300 miles, it dramatically demon-
strates the outstanding optical qualities of this

unique lens: 113° extreme wide-angle coverage,

free from distortion, excellent in clarity, sharp-

ness and contrast.

Translated for the earth-bound professional cine-

matographer — this lens puts a conclusive end to

all "dimensional frustration"— gives him com-
plete optical freedom for interior, architectural

and panoramic 16mm cinematography.

Other KINOPTIK APOCHROMATS range from
12.S to 500mm. They constitute the only
complete series of more than 20 handpicked,
high-speed, perfectly color-matched and
T-stopped APOCHROMATS available for any
16mm, 35mm or TV camera.

Custom ground to the most rigid quality stand-

ards, literally made to your order by skilled mas-
ter craftsmen, KINOPTIK APOCHROMATS
give you brilliant overall illumination, highest

contrast, and critical definition up to the very

corners, as well as exclusive 3-color correction

for absolutely "Lifelike" color rendition. And
each lens is handpicked for you, by testing on
KINOPTIK's own Collimator (see below), and
carries an unconditional guarantee for highest

optical performance.

5.7mm f/1.8* 32mm f/2.8 75mm f/2
12.5mm f/2.5* 35mm f/2 100mm f/2
18mm f/2 40mm f/2 150mm f/2.5

2Dmmf/1.9* 40mm f/2.8 210mm f/2.8

25mm f/2 50mm f/1.3 300mm f/3.5
28mm f/2 50mm f/2 500mm f/5.6

32mm f/1 .9 50mm f/2.8 *for 16mm only

Available Soon: 1.9mm f/1.9—197°!

See your franchised

Kinoptik dealer or

write for illustrated

leaflet MRK-9

karl heiti

480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17 • YUkon 6-4910

Circle No. 46 on Subscriber Service Card.
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missile.

Designed to operate at temperatures

as low as -65 °F, the motor-pump pro-

vides immediate flow to cool the mag-
netron tube.

The coolant pump, which weighs

approximately 6 lbs., operates at a

nominal pressure of 300 psi and has a

relief valve setting of 350-400 psi. The
three-phase, 400-cps, continuous-duty,

explosion-proof electric motor operates

on 416-volt, AC current.

Circle No. 234 on Subscriber Service Card.

Angular Oscillating Table
An angular oscillating table is

available from Micro Gee Products,

Inc., for subjecting gyros, acceler-

ometers and guidance systems to ex-

tremely smooth sinusoidal motion for

precise frequency response tests. A
rate pickoff provides instantaneous rate

information for presentation on an

oscilloscope or recorder. Input to the

table may be from any good audio

amplifier, dc power amplifier, or shaker

amplifier over the range of to 100

cps. Loads in excess of 100 lbs. may
be tested. Output torque exceeds 1

in. -lb. per watt input.

Circle No. 235 on Subscriber Service Card.

Three-Way Ball Valves
A new three-way ball valve to

handle liquid oxygen (LOX), rocket

fuel, and water at pressures from to

1800 psig in missile test stands is

available from The Vickery Co. In

laboratory tests this new valve recorded

zero leakage on liquid nitrogen (LN Z )

at -320°F at pressures from to 1000

psig, and on ambient gaseous nitrogen

(GN2 ) from to 1800 psig.

These three-way valves may be

piped for flow thru either of two inlet

ports and one outlet port, or thru one

inlet port and either of two outlet ports.

Opening and closing is controlled by

WE HAVE THE PIECES TO FIT

YOUR GROUND SUPPORT PUZZLE

!

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES:

HEWITT and FAUST MANUFACTURING CO.
EL CAJON. CALIF. HI 2-2571

LES D. MORELAND RICHARD (DICK) FREDERICK
Sacramento & Bay Area Utah—Colo.—Idaho

Tel.: IV9-7I34 Tel.: Ogden, Utah EX4-2053

manual rack and quadrant actuator with

visual position indicator.

Circle No. 236 on Subscriber Service Card.

Wide Field Radiometer
Barnes Engineering Company's wide-

field Radiometer Model R-4K1 is de-

signed for making radiation measure-

ments of small, remote, fast-moving

targets against a variety of day and
night backgrounds. The instrument is

suited for ground-to-air and air-to-air

measurements of the radiation from
high-speed missiles and aircraft.

The Radiometer can make either

contrast measurements or absolute

measurements of target radiation.

Selection of the desired mode of meas-

urement is accomplished by installing

one of two plug-in chopper packages.

Circle No. 237 on Subscriber Service Card.

Time Code Generator
An all-solid state electronic time

code generator is available from the

Electronic Engineering Co.
The compact unit supplies either a

17-bit binary coded time signal pro-

duced once each second or a slow rate

13-bit binary coded time signal pro-

duced each 15 seconds at a 1 pps rate.

Both codes indicate hours, minutes and

seconds. Seven pulse rates are also

available as auxiliary signals. Frequency

stability of the ZA-802 is equivalent to

one second per month.
Circle No. 238 on Subscriber Service Card.
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4& off

Wr"FASTS
HAWS SAFETY SHOWERS
send torrents of rushing water

from all angles — washing away
dangerous irritants in a hurry

!

Slap open the conspicuous "Push
to Operate" valve. Hard-running
streams from 10 adjustable noz-

zles drench victims in seconds.

You can depend on HAWS for

the instant, positive first aid so

vital until medical help arrives.

This "Safety on tap" can mean
the difference between temporary
irritation and permanent injury.

Get the facts! Write for HAWS
new safety catalog. Do it today!

Valve shown
three-quarters
open.

a product of

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY
1443 Fourth Street • Berkeley 10, California

p>nnr> n„„t 19 Columbus Avenue
sxport Dept.

San Francisco n< California, U.S.A.

Circle No. 48 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Battery Substitutes
Battery replacement units are now

available for strip chart recorders,

laboratory measuring potentiometers,

and other applications which demand a

constant dc voltage supply, from
Dynage, Inc. The units can be used
to replace the V/z volt dry cell alone,

or to replace the dry cell, standard

cell and standardizing mechanism in

strip chart recorders of all types. Com-
pact packaging allows the unit to be
easily installed in existing battery

brackets.

Circle No. 239 on Subscriber Service Card.

Universal Power Tester
Transval Electronics Corp. has de-

veloped a universal power supply tester

that can be used for checkout of air-

borne or ground support equipment.

The model 9007 Test Console pro-

vides AC power for the checkout testing

of 60 and 400 cps input power sup-

plies. Its features include controlled

high and low line and load transients,

controlled rise and fall times, inter-

changeable loads, pulse generator to

simulate sense line transients.

Circle No. 240 on Subscriber Service Card.

Microwave Fault Alarm
The Texas Division of Collins Radio

Co. has developed a completely transis-

torized fault alarm for its microwave
systems which is capable of reporting

11 or 17 different fault conditions from
each of as many as 30 remote stations.

A transmitter at each remote sta-

tion continuously scans for faults and
simultaneously reports all present to its

associated receiver at a supervisory sta-

tion every four seconds by means of a

single AM tone. Because tone spacing

is at intervals similar to that in FSK
telegraphy, upwards of 30 separate re-

mote stations can report over a single

baseband without interfering with other

communications.

Circle No. 241 on Subscriber Service Card.

Fast Data Processor
A DP- 167 computer of modular

construction which adds or subtracts at

167,000 operations per second, multi-

plies at an average rate of 24,000 op-

erations per second, and divides at an

average rate of 16,000 operations per

second is being marketed by Westing-

house. It consists of three computer

elements—an operand memory, an in-

struction memory, and an arithmetic

and control unit—and a power supply.

The operand memory has an access

time of 0.8 microsecond and can store

640 words, each consisting of 19 binary

Dependable,
Instantaneous
POWER...

Bottled
4For

Flight

Control

APEX
Filament Wound
Fibreglass
High Pressure
Bottles Offer

• Superior High Strength

Light Weight Ratios

• Excellent Corrosion Resistance

• Long Cycle Life

• Outstanding Shock and
Vibration Resistance

APEX gas bottles used in the above
N.A.S.A.'s space capsule mockup
supply power to the reaction motors
which permit Astronauts to correct

for yaw, roll and pitch of the vehicle.

SPECIFICATION RANGES
• Operating Pressures: to 4500 psi

• Proof Pressure: to 7500 psi

• Sizes: 6%" to 51" i.d.

• Temperatures: — 65°F. to + 200°F.

• Capacity: 170 cu. in. to 40 cu. ft.

• Bottles may be used in a manifold sys-
tem to obtain any volume requirements.

Write for Details!

Specialists in centrifugal,

matched metal and premix
molding . . . pioneers in

filament winding techniques.

REINFORCED PLASTICS
Washington & Elm Sts. • Cleveland 13, Ohio

A Division of WHITE SEWING MACHINE CORPORATION

Circle No. 49 on Subscriber Service Card.
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digits and algebraic sign. The instruc-

tion memory's access time is 1.5 micro-

seconds, and its capacity is 2048 in-

struction words of 20 bits each.

Circle No. 242 on Subscriber Service Card.

Parametric Amplifiers
Custom-designed, reactance-diode

parametric amplifiers for applications

at all microwave frequencies are avail-

able from Texas Instruments Inc.

The heart of the parametric am-
plifier line is the gallium arsenide,

variable reactance (varactor) diode

which gives greatly enhanced noise

performance over a wide range of tem-

peratures down to liquid nitrogen tem-

perature (77°K).

Circle No. 243 on Subscriber Service Card.

Monitors Radar Set Noise
A noise figure meter which directly

and continuously monitors the noise

figure of operating radar sets is now
available from Hewlett-Packard Co.

The noise figure meter. Model
344AR, operates automatically on either

a 25 or 30 MC IF Frequency, and is

designed for direct application to pulse

radars with repetition rates of 90 to

500 pps, or up to 3000 pps with special

sampling circuitry. The instrument's

fast meter response enables the operator

to optimize or adjust the radar system

during operation or maintenance. Sys-

tem noise figure is measured on a time-

shared basis with the radar scan.

Circle No. 244 on Subscriber Service Card.

System Checkout Tester
ORtronix Inc. has available the

ADEPT 400 for automatic dynamic
testing of component subassemblies or

ATTRACT AND HOLD TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

JACKSONVILLE

STRATEGIC

LOCATION FOR

GROWTH INDUSTRIES

>AYTONA BEACH
FLORIDA

Metropolitan Area

Industrial Sites

DAYTON

A

BEACH

METROPOLITAN
AREA

ORMOND BEACH
HOLLY HILL

PORT ORANGL
SOUTH DAYTONA

Daytona Beach, the east-to-

west terminal on the north-
to-south route of the proj-

ected Federal Limited Access

Freeway System, gives indus-

try a plus for the future.

Write for new 101 page
Industrial Brochure

R. H. MILES, MGR.
INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

complete system checkout. Complete
flexibility of testing is obtained by con-

trol of 295 signal, power and test con-

trol lines with punch tape programing.

The manufacturer claims greater ca-

pability at lower cost than with any
automatic Go-No Go checkout system

available today.

Circle No. 245 on Subscriber Service Card.

Radar Test Sets

Development of two new multipur-

pose test sets primarily for use with

radar systems has been announced by
Polarad Electronics Corp.

Operating in a frequency range

between 2700 mc and 10,500 mc, each

94 Circle No. 50 on Subscriber Service Card.

Test Set is a combination of power
meter, frequency meter, spectrum ana-

lyzer, signal generator and synchro-

scope. Model CTS-24 covers the range

of 2700 to 3550 mc and Model CTS-
810 operates in the 8500 to 10,500 mc
range.

Circle No. 244 on Subscriber Service Card.

Curved Primary Battery

A curved powerpack—Model P-

3000—is a primary (one-shot) unit I

designed for wide variations in dis-

charge rates (as high as 100 amps con-

tinuously) and the most stringent re-

quirements in voltage regulation called

for in any battery to date. The unit

is made by Yardney Electric Corp.

Circle No. 247 on Subscriber Service Card.

Insulated Thermostat

Chatham Controls Corp. is manu-

facturing BW-SS insulated thermostat.

This Va -in.-diameter model is available

with Chatham's patented wiping action

and contacts that open and close with

temperature fluctuations. The unit can

be factory calibrated or adjusted ex-

ternally to obtain the desired actuating

temperature by means of an easily

accessible adjustment screw. The ad-

justment screw may be hermetically

sealed at the factory or by the customer.

Temperature setting is not affected by

ambient temperatures.

Circle No. 248 on Subscriber Service Card.
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new literature

IONIZATION GAGE CONTROLS—
j, A series of ionization gage controls for

i| the accurate and uniform measurement

of ultra-high vacuum are described in

a data sheet, No. 563, just issued by

F. J. Stokes Corp. The sheet gives com-
jplete specifications for the four models

I
in the series, available either for rack-

j;

mounting or in cabinets.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

I

I ELECTROLYTIC MACHINING—
The complete specifications of their line

;of electrolytic supply units, ranging

jfrom the Model 50 (ampere) to the

(Model 3000 (ampere) size has been

[published by the Anocut Engineering

;[
Co. Bulletin No. 126 also gives the re-

•

|
moval rates and illustrates the place-

ment of power components, fuse cut-

|
outs, control chassis and blowers for

(cooling rectifiers.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

!

ORIGINAL TANTALUM CAPACI-
! TOR—Information on the subject of

\

wet-type tantalum capacitors is pro-

vided in a catalog released by Fansteel

Metallurgical Corp. The booklet con-
' tains specifications, performance char-

f acteristics, ratings, curves, and applica-

tion data. Bulletin 6.100-5 covers

j
Fansteel's "PP" Type Capacitors rang-

I ing from 325 to 1.75 mfd, 6 to 125
"maximum working voltages for opera-

tion at 85°C at full ratings.

I ii Circle No. 202 on Subscriber Service Card.

• INFRARED-DETECTORS — Concise
descriptions and detailed specifications

jjof Servotherm(R) thermistor heat de-

|
lector cells are contained in a technical

i pulletin available from Servo Corpora-
I ^ion of America. TB 1300-6 describes

j
Servotherm infrared detectors for de-

Jpcting temperature variations in a

I proad range of laboratory, industrial,

I pr military operations that are too fast,

|
Inaccessible, hot, or rigid in specifica-

I lions for direct contect with the target.

I Circle No. 203 on Subscriber Service Card.

I !>PINNINGS—Bulletins covering case

I histories of a broad variety of metal

)
jipinning jobs, complete with technical

t lata, are available from Spincraft Inc.

I Unusual spinning jobs in the military,

I hdustrial, agricultural, recreational and
I pther fields are covered.

Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

l\DHESIVES PROPERTIES—Furane
I Plastics Inc. has published an adhesives
j* properties chart which contains the

I jatest information on epoxy adhesives

1 h-their application, cure times and
I physical properties. The reverse side of

I his chart contains such information as

t est methods, application suggestions

and availability. A ready reference for

adhesive and paste applications, it

should help to remove the guesswork
from material selection.

Circle No. 205 on Subscriber Service Card.

TITANIUM METALLURGY—Beta-

titanium alloy Ti-13V-llCr-3Al, pro-

viding burst strength to density ratios

exceeding one million, is discussed in

an Engineering Bulletin published by
Titanium Metals Corp. of America.
The 32-page manual includes data

covering the metallurgy, design, weld-

ing and forming characteristics of the

alloy—considered the most formable,

high-strength titanium grade com-
mercially available.

Circle No. 206 on Subscriber Service Card.

CEMENTED CARBIDES—A booklet

on Carmet Cemented Carbides designed

for wear resistance is available from
the Carmet Division of Allegheny

Ludlum Steel Corp. The 12-page book-

let gives details on design techniques,

various sizes, properties, hardness, abra-

sion resistance and other information to

help designers in selection and applica-

tion of proper Carmet grade and in

design of wear parts and die com-
ponents that will make the best use of

Carmet's unique properties.

Circle No. 207 on Subscriber Service Card.

SOLID LUBRICANTS—The theory

and practice of lubrication by solids

are the primary subjects in a booklet

just published by The Alpha-Molykote
Corp. Bulletin 124 discusses boundary
friction and the role of solid lubricants

in reducing friction and wear under

heavy loads and at high temperatures.

Circle No. 208 on Subscriber Service Card.

TUNGSTEN PROPERTIES—A tung-

sten chemicals specifications catalog has

been made available by the Chemical
and Metallurgical Division of Sylvania

Electric Products Inc. It contains a

consolidated listing of the five standard

high-purity tungsten chemicals pro-

duced by the division. They are: sodium
tungstate; phosphotungstate acid; tung-

stic acid; tungstic oxide; ammonium
paratungstate. Specifications in the new
brochure include available grades,

chemical composition, maximum im-

purity content, physical characteristics,

packaging and applications.

Circle No. 2(r? on Subscriber Service Card.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE—An 18-page

technical handbook on phosphor bronze

has been re-issued by Riverside-Alloy

Metal Division, H. K. Porter Co., Inc.

In addition to a detailed explanation of

continuous casting, the handbook in-

cludes information on phosphor bronze

wire, bars, rods, strip, sheets, circles

and special shapes. Flexograin, a special

fine-grain phosphor bronze, is also

discussed in detail.

Circle No. 210 on Subscriber Service Card.

do
you

know
the

Hamilton Standard Division

of

United Aircraft Corporation

is

one of the most complete

GSE sources

in the nation

today •

learn why

Phone Mr. E. D. Eaton,

Manager, Ground Support
Equipment Department,

NA 3-1621.

Or write for Brochure.

HAMILTON STANDARD
DIVISION OF

UNITED AIRCRAFT

CORPORATION
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT
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NOW. ..YOUR OWN
REPETITIVE
SYMBOLS
dispensed faster,
easier...
with .

STAN-.m

New, low-cost 5TAN-PAK
saves you hundreds of drafting

man-hours every month. Human
error and the time-consuming job

of redrawing repetitive items are

completely eliminated.

Any symbol that is used repetitively can be

custom made for you and pre-printed on con-

venient STAN-PAK rolls. Currently, these handy

rolls are finding wide use for printed circuit, elec-

tronic and graphic symbol applications. Excellent

dimensional stability is maintained. ALL STAN-

PAK rolls are made of strong tri-acetate and are

adhesive backed.

SIMPU TO USf- s^^S-

Place symbol in

position on drawing;
preit firmly for

permanent adherence.

See for yourseif. Mall the coupon today!

STANPAT PRODUCTS, INC.
Whitestone 57, N. V.

r 1

STANPAT PRODUCTS, INC.
Whitestone 57, N. Y.

Dept 33

Phone: Flushing 9-1693-1611

Send me mo-« information and free STAN-PAK
sample.

Company-

Address

Cily_

Circle No. 52 on Subscriber Service Card.

when and where

SEPTEMBER
Engineering Management Conference,

sponsored by American Institute of

Electrical Engineers and American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, Mor-
rison Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 15-16.

Armed Forces Chemical Association, 15th

Annual Meeting, Sheraton-Park Hotel,

Washington, D.C., Sept. 15-16.

Institute of Radio Engineers, National

Symposium on Space Electronics and
Telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washing-
ton, D.C., Sept. 19-22.

Ninth Annual Symposium on Industrial

Instrumentation, sponsored by Insti

tute of Electrical Engineers and Amer<
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Manger Hotel, Cleveland, Sept. 21-22

ASME-AIEE Power Conference, Bellevue

Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Sept

21-23.

Air Force Association, National Conven
tion and Aerospace Panorama, San
Francisco, Sept. 21-25.

American Ceramic Society, Electronics

Division, Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee,

Sept. 22-23.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers,

Mayo Hotel, Tulsa, Okla., Sept. 25-28.

American Welding Society Fall Meeting,

Penn-Sheraton Hotel, Pittsburgh, Sept.

26-29.

Instrument Society of America, 15th An-
nual Meeting and Instrumentation-

Automation Conference and Exhibit,

New York City Coliseum, Sept. 26-30.

American Rocket Society's Space Power
System Conference, co-sponsored by
NASA, Air Force, AEC, ARPA with
cooperation of IRE and AIEE. Mira-
mar Hotel, Santa Monica, Calif., Sept.

27-30.

AFOSR, Conference on Solid State Nu-
clear Particle Detectors, Asheville,

N.C., Sept. 28-30.

OCTOBER
Sixth National Seminar of American So-

ciety for Industrial Security, Statler

Hilton Hotel, Dallas, Oct. 3-5.

Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional

Group on Communications Systems,

Sixth National Communications Sym-
posium, Utica, N.Y., Oct 3-5.

IRE Annua] Meeting of the Professional

Group on Nuclear Science, Solid State

Radiation Detectors co-sponsored by
PGNS and Oak Ridge National Lab.,

Gatlinburg, Tenn., Oct. 3-5.

Sixth Conference on Radio Interference

Reduction, sponsored by Armour Re-
search Foundation; U.S. Army, U.S.
Navy, USAF, IRE Professional Group
on Radio Frequency Interference, Chi-

cago, Oct. 4-6.

Briefing Session on Opportunities in

Space Age Technology, American
Management Assn., Hotel Astor, New
York City, Oct. 5-7.

American Ceramic Society, Refractories

Division, Bedford Springs Hotel, Bed-

ford, Pa., Oct. 6-8.

Immediate engineering

openings on

MINUTEMAN,

DYNA SOAR, SPACE PROBES

LUNAR AND DEEP SPACE

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

RECOVERABLE

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

LARGE CRYOGENIC

AND SOLID BOOSTER SYSTEMS

ADVANCED MILITARY

AIR BREATHING VEHICLES

These are assignments of out-

standing scope and challenge,

open to engineers and scientists of

all experience levels, from zero to

unlimited, with BS, ME or PhD
degrees in AE, ME and CE. Posi-

tions are available up to supervi-

sory levels.

These assignments are in a techni-

cal staff capacity, and involve con-

ducting preliminary design studies

and undertaking research and

development work in the follow-

ing areas:

Heat Transfer, Ablation and

Thermal Analysis

Structural Dynamics and Analysis

Structural Design Criteria

Aeroelasticity, Flutter, Vibration

and Loads

Salaries are competitively com-

mensurate with experience and

education background.

At Boeing you'll enjoy the advan-

tages of living in the uncongested,

evergreen Pacific Northwest,

famous for mild year-round cli-

mate, fine schools and housing and

unexcelled recreational facilities

for the whole family.

Write today, to: Mr. W. B. Evans,

Boeing Airplane Company, P. 0.

Box 3707 - MRE, Seattle 24, Wash.
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editorial

Where Emphasis on Missiles Belongs

FOR THE PAST several years, the trend in the

U.S. military has been toward mobility. Almost
every article of armament, from men to missiles,

has been equipped with wheels, wings or floating

gear.

True, we have the Thor and the Jupiter in

fixed bases abroad, and the Atlas and the Titan

in fixed bases here. The very size of these

weapons ruled out the practicality of making
them mobile.

But now the Air Force has come up with a

challenge to the mobility concept—a plan for

hundreds of silo-based Minutemen.

The Air Force proposal is based on price—

-

that is, the most bang or the most defense for the

least money. AF planners estimate the cost of

Minuteman in fixed, hardened sites at $2 million

each. The cost of Polaris, for instance, is about

$8 million each. Both figures include the plat-

forms—the hardened silo for the Minuteman
and the submarine for the Polaris. Neither figure

includes research and development costs.

In effect, the AF says that if we could have

1000 Minutemen in hardened sites it would take

the Russians, even with greatly improved ac-

curacy, several thousand missiles of the 10-

megaton category to knock out, say, 80% of

them.

Even in the event the Soviet forces had this

many missiles to expend for this purpose, the

argument is made, it would leave them none to

deal with our other forces; we would still have

20%, or 200, of our Minutemen and enough

other forces to conquer Russia.

We find it difficult to regard this proposal

with a great deal of enthusiasm. There are several

reasons.

What the construction of 1000 hardened

missile sites would do to the American landscape

is not too pleasant to think about; what several

thousand Russian missiles trying to find them
would do to that landscape is an even less at-

tractive thought. Plus the fact that it is quite

possible that our entire present missile concept

might be obsolete by the time we had spent the

years and the $2 billion such a project would
require.

WITHOUT TRYING to usurp anyone's

position as military expert, we would like

to suggest that the United States should not spend

a pre-emptive amount of money or time on any

one weapon system.

If numbers of weapons make us a more
difficult foe to disarm, then numbers of weapons

in a mixed force make us even more impregnable.

We should not spend overwhelmingly on SAC
airplanes, on SAC missiles, on Army field forces

or on Navy Polaris submarine systems.

Forty-five Polaris subs (which the Navy
wants), each carrying 16 or more missiles, seems

to us to be too many. We doubt if they would be

effective enough to warrant the cost—at the ex-

pense of something else. We also doubt the

prudence of buying a thousand Minutemen, be-

cause the cost would inevitably mean less arma-

ment in another area. We would be equally op-

posed to a thousand missile-carrying B-70's, if

they were proposed.

Somewhere there is a balance which will

give us the greatest deterrent strength and the

greatest ability to absorb the first blow and still

go on to win.

This balance should in time become ap-

parent—both to us and to our enemies. It will

come through measured judgment and honest

decision. But it will not be achieved by putting

all, or too many, of our defense eggs in the

basket of any one project or any one service.

Clarke Newlon
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Total cryogeni
control systems

and spacecraft.

.
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lanufactures and tests a complete line

f cryogenic valves and controls in indi-
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issiles, space vehicles and related

round support equipment.

The superior reliability of AiResearch

yogenic systems and components is
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lives and controls in the aircraft and
issile industries. This capability in-

udes liquid and gaseous fuel
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Inquiries should be directed to Con-
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1. Airborne pressure regulator and

shutoff valves for propellant tank.

2. Airborne check valves.

3. Ground-to-missile fill and drain sys-
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A. Airborne pressure relief regulator

and vent valves for propellant tank.

5. Airborne turbo-pump speed sensors.

6. Airborne liquid propellant shutoff

valves.

7. Ground support pressure regulator

and shutoff valves.
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Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

y stems and Components for: aircraft, missile, spacecraft, electronic, nuclear and industrial applications
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